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ABSTRACT
Context: Over the recent years, ‘Lean Software Development’ (LSD) has been emerging as a significant
practice in the Software Industry. The inherent nature of ‘Lean’ to efficiently handle frequently changing
customer needs by minimizing ‘Waste’ is a major success factor in practicing it in the context of ‘Software
Engineering’. In simple words, Lean Software Development is the true translation of Lean Manufacturing
and Lean IT principles to Software Engineering. This work presents an in-depth analysis on the implication of
lean methodologies from both ‘State of Art’ and ‘State of Practice’ in the context of Software Engineering.
Objectives: The prime objective of the study is to investigate what methodologies were considered &adopted
under lean philosophy and topresent relevant evidence on the implication of lean methodologies in reference to
what defines ‗lean‘ in Software Engineering. An extensive literature review was aimed to find the existing
challenging factors that negatively influenced the success of software projects and the respective lean mitigation
methodologies that were employed by various software organizations to appease their negative impact.
Industrial interviews were conducted by interviewing lean experts, with a motive to find the current state of lean
implementation in software industry. The outcomes from the systematic literature review (State of Art) and the
industry (State of Practice) are comparatively analysed to explore the similarities and differences on the state of
lean implication. Finally, a set of guidelines are recommended that would benefit an Industrial
Practitioner/Stakeholder/Academic Researcher in practicing the appropriate lean methodology in the context of
software engineering.
Methods: We conducted a ‗Systematic literature review‘ (SLR) by systematically analyzing relevant studies
and then interviewed industrial experts to validate our findings. The systematic literature review was conducted
according to the guidelines proposed by Dr. Barbara Kitchenham stated in ‘Guidelines for performing
Systematic Literature Reviews’ article. The thorough review helped us in identifying various challenging
factors that negatively influenced the success of software projects and the respective lean mitigation
methodologies that were practiced in the context of software engineering. The associated benefits of practicing
the lean methodologies are also presented. The extensive review included peer reviewed articles from electronic
databases such as IEEE Explore, Inspec, Scopus and ISI. In addition to this, we conducted snowball
sampling on the references of the selected articles to avoid the potential risk of losing relevant and valuable
information. Also, other potential sources of information such as books, theses/dissertations, white papers and
website/blog articles are included as a part of Grey Literature. In this study, the articles related to the implication
of lean methodologies in the context of software engineering were considered. The review included 72 primary
studies published between 1993 and 2012. The primary studies were selected based on the following criteria:





If they presented the challenging factors that negatively influenced the success of software projects.
If they depicted the implication of lean mitigation methodologies (Tool/ Technique/ Method/ Process/
Practice/ Principle) that appeased the negative impact of the identified challenging factors that
hampered the success of software projects.
If they depicted the implication of lean methodologies (Tool/ Technique/ Method/ Process/ Practice/
Principle) in general or for a specific development/ Management/ Maintenance improvement activities
that lead to the success of software projects in the context of software engineering.
If they presented the benefits of practicing lean methodologies in the context of software engineering.

The study quality assessment was done based on the quality criteria defined in the ‘Quality assessment criteria
checklist’. The data such as Article ID, Article Title, Literature type (Peer- reviewed, Non-peer reviewed),
Context of validation of the lean methodology (Industry/Academia), Subjects considered for the study
(Researchers/students, Industrial practitioners), Type of article publication (Conference/ Journal/ Books/
Thesis Reports/ Doctoral dissertations/ Other), Research method used in the study (Case Study/ Experiment/
Experience Report/ Not stated/ Secondary Data Analysis/ Literature Review), Context of conducting the
research (Industry/ Academia/ Not stated/ Both), Context of validation of the study (Strong/ Medium/ Weak),
Publication date & year, Source of the publication, are extracted as a part of Quantitative analysis. The
secondary data analysis for both ‘State of Art’ (Systematic literature review) and ‘State of Practice’ (Industry)
was carried by performing a generic data analysis designed to answer our research questions. The more specific
data such as the challenging factors that negatively influenced the success of software projects, the type of lean
contribution presented i.e., the methodology being a Tool, Technique, Practice, Principal, Process or a Method,
along with the benefits associated on their implication that helped us to answer our research questions are
extracted as a part of qualitative analysis from the selected studies. The industrial interviews were conducted by
interviewing potential lean experts who had decent experience in lean software development, to find the current

state of lean implication in the software industry. In the end, a comparative analysis was performed to clearly
understand the state of convergence and divergence between the results from extensive literature review and the
industry with respect to the implication of lean methodologies in the context of software engineering.
Results: A total of 72 primary articles were selected for data extraction. 56 articles were selected from the
electronic databases that clearly depicted lean implementation in the context of software engineering. 9 articles
were selected by conducting snowball sampling i.e. by scrutinizing the references of the selected primary studies
and finally the grey literature resulted in 7 articles. Most of the articles discussed about lean implication in the
context of software engineering. The depicted lean methodologies were validated in either Industry or
Academia. A few articles depicted regarding lean principles and their benefits in the context of software
engineering. Most of the selected articles in our study were peer- reviewed. Peer reviewing is a process of
evaluating one‘s work or performance by an expert in the same field in order to maintain or enhance the quality
of work or performance in the particular field. This indicates that the articles considered for data extraction have
been reviewed by potential experts in the research domain.
Conclusions: This study provided a deeper insight into lean implication in the context of software engineering.
The aim of the thesis is to find the challenging factors that negatively influenced the success of software
projects.A total of 54 challenges were identified from the literature review. The 72 primary articles selected
from various resources yielded 53 lean methodologies. The lean methodologies were grouped into Principles,
practices, tools and methods. Mapping between the identified challenges and the mitigation lean methodologies
is presented. Industrial interviews were conducted to find the current state of lean implication in software
engineering. A total of 30 challenges were identified from the industry. A total of 40 lean methodologies were
identified from the interviews. Comparative analysis was done to find the common challenges and mitigation
lean methodologies between the State of art and State of practice. Based on the analysis a set of guidelines are
presented at the end of the document. The guidelines benefit an industrial practitioner in practicing the
appropriate lean methodology.

Keywords: Lean Methodology, Lean software development, lean software
management, lean software engineering, Systematic literature review, literature
review.
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1. Prologue
This section presents a short overview of the entire thesis work. It briefs the reader on the targeted
research area. The prime motivation for conducting the research, the aims & objectives of the study
and the research questions that are intended to be answered by the study are discussed in the following
sub-sections.

1.1

Introduction

In the present world, the market for software is highly volatile with dynamically changing customer
needs [1]. The ever changing scenario of the market requirements (the requirements being function or
quality related), has been a very common issue confronting the software industry [1]. Therefore, the
immediate need to address the challenge of requirements volatility has been a prime concern for most
of the organizations. In other words, it has become an indispensable requisite for any software
organization to be flexible enough to adapt to the active environment [1] [2], despite of which may
result in the potential risk of being locked-out and eventually reduce the possibility of market
dominance [3][4]. Today, the progress of any organization primarily depends on its ability to meet the
dynamic customer requirements which simply signifies that customer satisfaction plays an important
role in the success of software projects [38]. Even though, the traditional software development
models such as Waterfall model, RUP, V-model etc. influenced software development to a certain
extent, the associated drawbacks such as heavy documentation, sequential execution of software
development activities, limited budget constraints, and lack of flexibility demanded the invention of
new software development paradigms [1] [6] [2] [64]. As a result, Agile and Lean development
paradigms have emerged to address the above needs [1]. ‘Agile software development’ (ASD) in
brief, is basically a combination of several software development methods based on iterative and
incremental development, the requirements and solutions evolve through collaboration between selforganizing, cross functional teams. The agile manifesto defines a set of twelve agile principles which
are currently implemented as agile methods and practices in the industry [9]. The successful adoption
of these agile methodologies has greatly influenced the software development process. As agile
became progressively popular, lean software development has emerged after the revolutionary
transformation of lean manufacturing ‘principles and practices’ into software engineering by the
Poppendiecks [11] [1]. ‘Lean software development’ can be defined as a set of lean methodologies
which concentrate on eliminating waste from the software development process [1] [21]. The ‘Waste’
can be termed as anything that does not contribute to the value of the customer [1]. On an initial note,
‘Lean thinking’ (LT) was introduced in the manufacturing industry as a method to eliminate waste
and create value to the customer. The ‘Toyota production system’ (TPS) emerged to form the basis of
lean manufacturing, logistics and product development [11] [16]. During the early 1990’s researchers
began to explore the possibility of lean to innovate and enhance the software development process
according to the dynamic business needs [89]. But later on lean was found to be suitable for other
domains such as software engineering, construction management, aerospace industry, fashion industry
and clinical research [11]. Very soon, the Agile and Lean development paradigms replaced the
traditional software development models. The recent world-wide economic crisis in 2009, forced
many software organizations to initiate lean principles for transforming their development process
effectively [18]. Today, the inclusion of Agile and Lean methodologies into software engineering has
yielded fruitful results [10]. Hence, the interest on improving software paradigms to meet the dynamic
customer needs has become a prime research area in software engineering [5] [15] [29] [21]. The rise
of conference proceedings and publications on a global scale clearly indicates the successful adoption
Agile and lean methodologies in software engineering [16]. The following are some noted
experiences on the successful adoption and implication of lean methodologies in the context of
software engineering.
Peter Middleton reported his experience on lean by conducting a couple of case studies in a company
practicing lean in their daily work for over two years [12]. The organization consisted of two teams
having different experiences. A method called ‘Lean working’ was introduced to assure quality of the
product as early as possible in the development process by halting the development process and
correcting the defects on detection. This was based on the basic lean principle of building the quality
13

in. He then found enormous response among the people in the company supporting lean ideas and
their applicability to software engineering. Also, the customer response on the product released during
lean development was overwhelmingly positive. Although the implementation of the lean method was
pretty successful, the organization could not sustain in the long run because of organizational
hierarchy, traditional promotion patterns and the ever longing fear of forcing errors into the open.
Peter Middleton et al [55] conducted another case study in a company which practiced lean in their
daily work. On their initial investigation they found that the company had many processes that can be
considered as a ‘waste’. Then, Lean thinking was introduced for removing the waste from the process.
A survey was conducted among the employees of the organization and the statistics proved that there
was a 25 percent gain in the productivity and the schedule slippage reduced to 4 weeks, which was
previously months or even years. The time for fixing the defects was even reduced by 65-80 percent
[55]. This can be considered as a successful case study on the implication of lean in the context of
software engineering.
Parnell-Klabo reported his experience on lean implementation in the article [61]. He found that there
are major issues concerning communication among the team members. He made an effort to locate
teams together, trained them to avoid any resistance during the change by conducting training
workshops. After a successful transformation, he observed that the lead time for the delivery was
reduced by 40-50 percent [61].
Xiaofeng Wang et al [13] presented an analysis on a set of experience reports, which contained real
world experiences of combining agile and lean [13]. They conducted a secondary data analysis on the
30 experience reports. They have identified six type lean applications which created value in agile
software projects. A detailed extraction of relevant data can be found in the data extraction form of
our thesis.
Alexander Hou’s report in 1995, ‘Towards Lean Hardware/Software system development’ evaluated
the system development methodologies for the department of defense in the United States [67]. He
described the five methodologies in his report: (1) the rapid development process; (2) The gritech
rapid development process; (3) Ptolemy supported hardware and software co design; (4) The RASP
(Rapid prototyping of application specific signal processors) design methodology; (5) Clean room
software engineering. He concluded that improvement had been possible on the successful adoption
of lean techniques.
James Sutton, a senior systems engineer at Lockheed Martin aeronautical systems stated his
experience on lean implementation as’ lean paradigm is enabling the software organization to
produce a safe and superior product at low cost’ [102].He in his article entitled “Lean Software for
the lean aircraft” described that the effects of practicing lean on the C-130J MC OFP development
has been very productive [102]. He also mentioned that the software organization had been able to
build new software for the aircraft within 48 hours on the receipt of a new requirement from the
qualification testing process. The rate of errors has been drastically reduced and the FAA testing was
conducted for less than one-fifth of the normal cost. He finally concluded that the lean paradigm
helped the MC OFP’s software department in producing a quality software product within the
allocated budget of the organization.
Hamilton in his thesis report ‘A lean software engineering system for the department of defense’
concluded that ‘Shifting to lean principles improves cycle time reduction and overall quality in the
software development process’ [71]. He proposed a lean software engineering system for the
department of defense. The system included the integration of lean principles into software
development process. The risk management system proposed in the study addressed technical and
management risks involved in the software development process. Potential benefits such as reduction
in the development time, improvement in the quality of the product, reduction in the cost of the
project, etc. were observed [71].
Initially lean software development has been considered as a type of agile methodology but
nowadays, lean software development has been acquiring its own identity [89]. According to
Poppendieck, lean can be considered as a platform upon which agile software practices can be built
14

[89]. Although lean software development shared many practices and principles with agile software
development, there are many factors that distinguish them. A detailed note on the Comparison
between the development paradigms is presented in the background sub-section (2.1.1.4) of the thesis
document. The related work section contains a detailed note on the significant efforts made by various
researchers to provide an overall view on lean implication in the context of software engineering. This
aim of this thesis is to investigate the extent of implementation of lean methodologies in the context of
software engineering

1.2

Motivation

Lean software development (LSD) can be termed as the set of principles and practices which focus on
the removal of waste leading to a lean software development process [1]. Lean principles and
practices have been successfully implemented for eliminating waste in manufacturing industry and the
existing literature shows that a significant research has been done in this area [14]. In a broader sense,
lean product development does not focus only on the manufacturing process for mass production but
also overall product development process (starting from creating an idea for the product till the
delivery of the final product) which is very much similar to development process in software
engineering. Hence, lean product development is more or less related to software engineering than to
pure manufacturing engineering [1]. An overview of existing literature shows that there is a lack of
quality reviews on the studies discussing the implication of lean methodologies in the context of
software engineering [1] [16]. Therefore, there is a need to explicitly focus on conducting a systematic
literature review in this domain. The review might include a subset of lean philosophical
methodologies; however there is a chance that might be others too. In order to find out, the relevant
literature is systematically scrutinized from both state of art and state of practice thereby, aiming to
explore the convergence and divergence between the outcomes from literature review and the industry
in the context of software engineering. This study can be an important addition to the branch of
research in general and on topic of lean software development in specific.

1.3

Aims and Objectives

The aim of the thesis is to present a detailed overview on the implication of lean methodologies in the
context of software engineering. The study focuses on presenting the challenging factors that
negatively influenced the success of software projects and the lean mitigation methodologies that
were employed by various software organizations to appease their negative impact cited in literature.
The study also aims to explore the convergence and divergence between the outcomes from literature
review and the industry by interviewing the experts from the industry. The following are the
objectives achieved by the thesis:







Identification of challenging factors that negatively influenced the success of a software
projects.
Lean mitigation methodologies that were employed by various software organizations to
address the challenging factors cited in the literature.
Potential benefits of practicing lean methodologies in the context of software engineering
reported in the literature.
The current challenging factors that negatively influence the success of software projects and
the respective mitigation techniques that currently being employed to appease their negative
impact.
Convergence and divergence between the outcomes of the literature review and the industry
with respect to the implication of lean methodologies in software engineering
Set of guidelines that would benefit an industrial practitioner in selecting the appropriate lean
methodology.
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1.4

Research Questions

This section describes the research questions that are intended to be answered by the thesis. The
research questions are formulated based on the Aims & objectives defined in the previous section
(1.3).
Table 1.1: Description of the Research Questions and relative explanations

RQ.
No

Research Question

RQ
1

What has been stated in the
literature on the implication
of lean methodologies in
the context of software
engineering?

Sub Research
Question

Brief Explanation about the research question
A detailed overview on the implication of ‘lean
methodologies’ in the context of software
engineering that are reported in the existing literature
and have been practiced in the industry are presented

RQ
1.1

What types of lean
contributions/
methodologies are
presented in the
existing literature?

The contribution type such as tool, technique,
method, process, practice or principle discussed in
the literature is presented.

RQ
1.2

What are the
challenging factors
that negatively
influenced the success
of software projects
stated in literature?

The list of potential threats that negatively affected
the success of software projects stated in literature
are presented

RQ

What mitigation lean
methodologies were
practiced by the
software organizations
to appease the negative
impact of the
identified challenging
factors stated in
literature?

The mitigation lean methodologies that have been
practiced by software industries to appease the
negative impact of the identified challenging factors
discussed in the existing literature are presented.

RQ
1.4

What are the reported
benefits of practicing
these lean
methodologies?

The benefits of practicing the lean methodologies in
software engineering, cited in literature are presented.

RQ
1.5

Are the cited
mitigation lean
methodologies
properly validated?

The quality of the contributions and extent to which
one can depend on the context of validation of the
proposed lean methodology e.g. validation in the
industry or academia is presented.

RQ
1.6

Which of the identified An overview of the challenging factors that were
challenging factors
handled by the cited lean mitigation methodologies is
have been effectively
presented.
handled by the cited
lean methodologies?

1.3

RQ
2

What is the current state of
practice with the respect to
the implication of lean

An overview of various lean methodologies that are
currently being practiced in the software industry are
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methodologies in the
context of software
engineering?

presented

RQ
2.1

What are the
challenging factors
that are negatively
influencing the success
of software projects?

An overview of potential threats that are negatively
affecting the success of software projects are
presented

RQ
2.2

What mitigation lean
methodologies are
currently being
practiced by the
software organizations
to appease the negative
impact of the
challenging factors?

The mitigation lean methodologies that are currently
being practiced by software industries to appease the
negative impact of the challenging factors are
presented

RQ
2.3

What are the factors
that currently hinder
the implementation of
lean methodologies in
the context of software
engineering?

The factors that hinder the successful implementation
of lean methodologies in the context of software
engineering are presented.

RQ
3

What is the state of
convergence and
divergence between the
results from literature and
industry with respect to the
implication of lean
methodologies in the
context of software
engineering?

The similarities and differences between the state of
art and state of practice with respect to the
implication of lean methodologies in the context of
software engineering are presented.

RQ
3.1

What are the
challenging factors
that exist in common
from both state of art
and state of practice?

Presents an overview of the common challenging
factors that exist both in the literature and the
software industry.

RQ
3.2

What lean mitigation
methodologies exist in
common from both
state of art and state of
practice?

The relevancy of the lean methodologies stated in
literature with respect to state of practice is
presented.

RQ
4

Is it possible to design a set
of guidelines that would
benefit an industrial
practitioner in practicing
the appropriate lean
methodology?

By conducting a comparative analysis of the results
obtained from both the state of art and state of
practice, a set of guidelines are designed that would
benefit an industrial practitioner in selection of the
appropriate lean methodology.
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1.5

Study Area

The aim of the thesis is to present a detailed overview on the implication of lean methodologies from
both the state of art and the state of practice in the context of software engineering. The study unravels
the challenging factors that negatively influence the success of software projects and the lean
mitigation methodologies that are employed to appease their negative impact. We conducted the study
from two important perspectives such as software management and software development so as to
gain a comprehensive knowledge on lean implication in the context of software engineering.
Referring to the research questions, a ‘lean contribution’ can be a tool, technique, method, process,
practice, principle that are discussed in the existing literature. A ‘tool’ in terms of software
engineering can be termed as a software such as computer program, routine, sub-routine, program
block, or a program module that can be used for developing, testing, analyzing or maintaining a
computer program or related documentation. Prime examples of a tool can be automated software
verification routines, compilers, program maintenance routines, bootstraps, program analyzers and
software monitors. A ‘technique’ is a process of carrying out a particular task or a set of tasks by
following a scientific procedure. A ‘method’ is a sub-routine or procedure for completing a task
much similar to technique. A ‘process’, in terms of software development is defined as the structure
imposed on the development of a software product. A ‘principle’ is a rule that must be followed on
the application of the development paradigms. A ‘practice’ can be defined as the implementation of a
specific principle. A ‘challenging factor’ is a difficult situation or a risk which negatively affects the
success of a software projects and eventually threatens to its failure. A ‘lean mitigation
methodology’ refers to a lean strategy or a lean contribution or a lean tactic that is employed to
appease the negative impact of the challenging factor/s. A ‘benefit’ can be anything that adds value to
the software project and increases customer satisfaction thereby supplementing to the success of
software projects.

1.6

Thesis Layout

The thesis is classified into four main sections namely Prologue, Background & related work,
Research Methodology and Results as depicted in the figure-1. The Prologue section contains an
Introduction to the thesis. The introduction section briefs the reader on the implication of ‘lean’ in
the context of software engineering. It contains a preliminary insight into the research area and some
popular experiences on lean implication in the context of software engineering. The background
section contains a short note on the history of lean software development. It presents the need for
introducing lean into software engineering and a detailed description of the basic lean software
development principle. It also presents the differences between the three software development
paradigms namely Plan-driven, Agile, Lean. The ‘related work’ section in this study presents an
overview of quality reviews made by various researchers on ‘lean’ implication in the context of
software engineering. The Research methodology section presents the research methods followed to
answer the research questions defined in Section 1.4 in the study. The results section contains the
results of the systematic literature review and the industrial interviews that are conducted according to
the methods defined in the research methodology section. The discussion section presents the
comparative analysis between the results of the systematic literature review and the Interviews;
mapping between the challenges and the respective lean mitigation methodologies is done. Finally, a
set of guidelines are proposed to benefit an Industrial practitioner/ Stakeholder in selecting the
appropriate lean methodology in the context of software engineering.
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Figure 1.1: Thesis Layout

1.7

Terminology used in the study

Abbreviations are typical terminology used for maintaining the smooth flow in reading the document.
The abbreviated terms used in the document are shown in the table below:
Table 1.2: Abbreviations and their full forms

Terms

Full form

ASD

Agile Software Development

RUP

Rational Unified Process model

VBSE

Value based software engineering

LT

Lean thinking

TPS

Toyota production system

INSPEC

Information service for physics engineering and computing

LSD

Lean software development

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

GA

General Analysis

ISI

Institute for scientific information

SLR

Systematic literature review

SE

Software Engineering
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PICO

Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome

MNC

Multinational Corporation

SLRCH

Systematic Literature Review Challenge

SLRLM

Systematic Literature Review Lean Methodology

HF

Hindrance factor

2. Background and Related Work
This section presents the background and related work of our study. We divided the background and
related work as two separate sections because prior to initiating the study, we analyzed the
contributions from various researchers and came to an understanding that there is a significant
difference between the two sections. The background section presented an introduction to the study
area. The related work section presented the significant contributions done by various researchers on
the study area, focusing more on the intention/ aim of conducting the study. The aim of our study is
presented in section 1.3.

2.1

Background

The background section presents a formal introduction to lean software development. It presents a
short note on the history of ‘lean’ into software development. The other important issues such as the
need for initiating ‘lean’ in software engineering and detailed description of the basic lean principles
which create value to the customer are presented here. The differences between the development
paradigms namely Traditional/ Plan-driven, Agile and Lean methodologies have also been clearly
discussed.

2.1.1 Lean Software Development
Lean software development is the true translation of lean manufacturing and lean IT principles to
software engineering [15].

2.1.1.1

A brief history on lean software development

During the 1980’s ‘Lean Manufacturing’ approach revolutionized the automobile industry by
introducing their principles in the Toyota manufacturing unit [11]. Later in 1990’s Womack and Jones
[7] [8], popularized the framework ‘lean thinking’. The early 2000 experienced the term ‘Lean’ in
convention to software engineering. Mary and Tom Poppendiecks introduced ‘Lean Software
Development’ by shifting the principles and practices of lean from manufacturing engineering context
to software engineering discipline [11]. The term ‘lean’ in the context of research and
implementation, refers to a set of principles and practices which focus on improving the performance
of the product by eliminating ‘waste’ [1] [ 11]. ‘Waste’ according to lean thinking is anything that
does not contribute to the value of the customer [19] [16] [50] [51] [60] [65] [66] [73]. Lean software
development is based on the seven basic principles listed in detail in the coming sections [16] [11].
A short note on the Evolution of ‘lean’
The term ‘lean’ had been initially used in production management process and then in product
development at MIT during mid-1980’s [17]. ‘Lean Development’ is basically a product
development paradigm with an end-to-end focus on creating value for the customer by eliminating the
waste and optimizing the value streams. It empowers the people and continuously improves the
development process [18]. The following diagram depicts the lean product development cycle [18]:
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Empower people

Optimize value stream

Eliminate Value

Continuously improve

Lean Software
Development

Create value for the customer

Figure 2.1: Lean product development cycle depicting the five important elements in lean development

The formal introduction of lean to software engineering has been the revolutionary work from Tom
and Mary Poppendiecks during 2003. The term ‘Lean Software Development’ was coined in the
book ‘Lean Software Development- An Agile Toolkit’ [11]. The book presents an overall
understanding of translating and applying, lean manufacturing principles and product development
practices into software engineering [11]. The following section presents the need for introducing lean
into software engineering.

2.1.1.2

Need for introducing lean into software engineering/ Industry

The practice of software development has been plagued with shockingly low success rates of projects
over many decades [20]. The drawbacks in traditional plan driven software development models such
as heavy documentation, sequential execution of software development activities, limited budget
constraints, and lack of flexibility demanded the need for new software development paradigms such
as Agile and Lean [1] [2] [6] [64]. According to [20], the following are the most common problems in
software projects:
 Over Schedule of Software projects
 Over budget of the software projects
 Not able to meet the needs of the customer
 Unable to eliminate wastes in the project
 Unable to handle the dynamic requirements of the market
 Reduction of test coverage due to big bang integration and late testing.
 No proper communication between the team members.
In order to address the above issues, Agile and Lean software development paradigms have
successfully emerged. The Agile methods are light weight in nature, they have short development
cycles and are more customer oriented [20]. Agile mostly focuses on the specific practice of
developing software and the project management that surrounds that software development [20]. It
does not consider the surrounding business context in which the software development is taking place
[20]. On the other hand, lean methodologies can be applied to any scope, from the specific practice of
developing software to the entire enterprise where software development is just a part. Most of the
lean methods start out small and expand their scope over time, realizing more benefits in their process
[20]. The larger the scope, the larger the potential benefits [20]. Lean views all the agile
methodologies as valid supporting practices. According to [18], the path to ‘lean’ started with agile
methods in coding. Agile methods were introduced to address efficiency and effectiveness
[reference]. Certain drawbacks such as lack of empirical studies and guidance on agile practices
within the teams, lack of following a plan, short term benefits such as reduced documentation and
unnecessary work negatively impacted the cost of the overall life cycle [18]. Hence lean development
was introduced to fill the need. The lean manufacturing approach popularly known as Toyota
production system resulted in high quality products with fewer resources and in short interval of time.
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The improvement was possible by continuously improving the process by systematically analysing
and identifying the wastes in the process; ‘waste’ being termed as anything that does not contribute to
customer value [51] [112] [19]. In order to achieve further improvements the lean ideas were
extended to overall product development life cycle and the whole research and development
organization [reference]. This includes discipline purchasing, product planning, sales and marketing
and so on [reference]. This view is more relevant to software development than to pure manufacturing
view as in software engineering the overall development cycle is focused during improving the
software process [reference]. Hence along with agile, lean software development has gained
significant importance after the successful translation of lean manufacturing principles and product
development practices into software engineering [reference]. The poppendiecks have formulated
seven basic principles of lean software development as follows [1] [16] [11] [17] [100]:
Table 2.1: The Basic lean principles

Lean Principles
LP01: Eliminate Waste
LP02: Amplify learning
LP03: Defer Commitment
LP04: Deliver as fast as possible
LP05: Respect People
LP06: Build Quality in
LP07: Optimize the Whole
The detailed description of each of the lean principles is shown in the following section

2.1.1.3

Description of the basic lean software development principles

Mary and Tom Poppendiecks introduced ‘Lean Software Development’ by translating the lean
principles and practices from manufacturing context to software development environment [1] [11]
[15]. The description of each of the basic lean principles is shown below:
Eliminate Waste: The term lean in the context of research and implementation refers to a set of
principles and practices which focus on improving the performance of the product by eliminating
‘waste’ [1]. ‘Waste’ according to lean thinking is anything that does not contribute value to the
customer [51] [112] [19]. Therefore to aid the software development managers, the poppendiecks
translated the seven wastes of manufacturing into seven wastes of software development as shown in
the below table [19] [1]:
Table 2.2: Wastes in Lean Manufacturing engineering and their mapping to software engineering.

Manufacturing Wastes

Corresponding wastes in software engineering

Inventory: Intermediate work products such as
property, goods in stock or contents of a building and
work in progress (WIP).

Partially done work: Work in process that does not
have any value until completion

Over Production: The state in which number of
produced items is higher than the actual market demand.

Extra features: Any functionality that has been
developed, but does not create any substantial value
to the customer.

Extra Processing: Creation of extra work in production
due to in efficient work environment.

Extra Process: Extra process steps such as un
necessary documentation which is not actually
required in the development process and can be
removed.

Eg: Poor set up of machines
Transportation: Transport of intermediate work

Eg: completed but untested code.

Handovers: Many handovers such as documentation
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products such as property, goods in stock or contents of
a building. Eg: Poor layout of production line.

create excess cost in the development process.

Motion: Personnel and machines are moved from one
place to another instead of being used to create value.

Motion/Task switching: Moving of people working
in the same project but not co-located create
hindrance for value creation.

Waiting: A machine with free capacity capable of
taking input waiting for input.

Delays: The delays such as ‘team idles’ in a
development team causes delays in development
process.

Defects: Fixing the identified problems in the products.

Defects: fixing the identified problems in software
products.

The above wastes hinder the development flow and should be eliminated to create value for the
customer.
Amplify Learning: Any software development activity is a knowledge intensive procedure where
learning is a continuous process during the entire development cycle. It includes a better
understanding of customer needs, testing strategies, etc. Hence, it is really important in a development
organization to employ processes and practices that support learning [1] [16].
Defer Commitment: It is not necessary to start software development by defining a complete
specification. Any commitment must be delayed to the last moment possible to avoid the risk of
irreversibility. We can support the business effectively through flexible architectures that are change
tolerant. Frequently deferring commitment requires the ability to closely couple end to end business
scenarios to capabilities developed in multiple applications by multiple projects [1] [16].
Deliver as fast as possible: In lean development projects, the development cycle is less. The releases
occur frequently. The mistake proofing mechanisms usually take on the flow characteristics of the
product it’s embedded in. This minimizes the time from receiving a request for a feature to the
delivery of the feature. The reason for strong focus on the shorter cycle time is that, during the process
of development substantial value for the customer is not generated [1] [16].
Respect People: The poppendiecks mentioned three important principles concerning respect for
people factor in the context of Toyota product development system [1] [11].They are as follows [1]:




Entrepreneurial leadership: Successful management consisting of committed and
independent personnel can be established when they are led by managers who really trust and
respect them. This can be a major success factor in the success of an organization [1].
Expert technical workforce: Successful companies indulge in building expert technical
force and the managers working in these organizations must ensure that the necessary
expertise for achieving the task is within the teams [1] [11].
Responsibility based planning and control: The management must not involve too much in
getting any particular task done. They must have faith in their development teams and should
provide the teams with reasonable and realistic goals [1] [11].

Build Quality in: Quality of any software product should be built in as soon as possible in the
development cycle. As a result the integrity of the software in the development must be high at any
point in time during the development lifecycle [reference]. Conceptual integrity means that system’s
central concepts work together as a smooth, cohesive whole and is a critical factor in creating
perceived integrity [1]. Software with integrity has a coherent architecture, has high level usability
and fitness for purpose. Continuous integration and test driven development techniques help in
ensuring quality into the software system [1]. These techniques help in identifying the defects early in
the development process and creates an opportunity for the developers to fix the defects as soon as
possible [1].
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Optimize the whole: The process of software improvement needs to be considered from an end to
end perspective [1]. The identified problem must be investigated by fixing the root cause of the
problem.

2.1.1.4 Differences between the development paradigms (Plan driven/ Agile/ Lean)
2.1.1.4.1 Differences between plan driven and agile software development
paradigms
This section focuses on the presenting the differences between plan driven and agile software
development paradigms. Both the development paradigms are contrasting and can be particularly
differentiated based on the four values of agile software development as shown below [1]:
Individuals and interactions over process and tools: Plan driven software development paradigm
concentrates more on individual phases and the communication completely relies on heavy
documentation [1]. On the other hand agile software development does not contain much of
documentation.
Working software over comprehensive documentation: In agile software development the focus is on
developing functional software which generates value to the customer early in the development
process. This is very contrasting to plan driven software development paradigms such as waterfall
model, spiral model etc. because the development process is very much sequential and contains more
of documentation [1].
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation: In agile software development customer
involvement is very much essential during the development process. The practice of software
engineering has shown that customer requirements are highly dynamic and change continuously. This
contradicts with plan driven software development paradigms because the requirements are well
established at the beginning of the development process [1].
Responding to change over following the plan: Agile software development paradigm facilitates
working in short iterations and feedback cycles. This helps in the ability to inculcate immediate
changes in the development process. But in plan driven software development, change in
requirements in a particular development phase requires changes in the sub sequent development
phases [1].
The below table presents a short note on differences between the plan driven and agile development
methodologies [1]:
Table 2.3: Differences between the plan driven and the agile development methodologies
Aspect

Plan Driven

Agile

Assumption

The problem is properly
understood and the output is
defined

The output is not known until the solution is
delivered.

Process Models

The popular methods are
Waterfall, Rational Unified
Process,

The most popular methods are SCRUM, Crystal,
Incremental and iterative, eXtreme programming
etc

V-Model
Planning

Proper Scheduling of products
and documents to be delivered

High level plan for the entire development cycle
with details only for current iterations

Requirements
Engineering

Well defined specification phase
containing the requirements
specification of the overall
product signed in the form of a
contractual agreement

Change in requirements leading to continuous
evolution, constant communication with the
customer for product specifications
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Architecture

Detailed design and architecture
specifications are a part of the
process

Minimal documentation of the design and
architecture specifications. Continuous Reevaluation of the architecture throughput
development life cycle

Implementation

The programming is specification
driven, the coders concentrate
primarily on the programming
task

Programming work is done throughout the entire
project, collective code owner ship, pair
programming etc. The programmers have the
chance of interacting with the customers

Testing

Big bang integration process is
followed; the testing is done at the
end of the implementation phase

Testing is carried out throughout the development
life cycle

Reviews and
inspections

Use of quality doors to approve
software artefacts for hand over
between phases.

Contain No formal reviews

2.1.1.4.2 Differences between Agile and lean development paradigms
According to [1] Kai Petersens doctoral dissertation thesis, the detailed Comparison between the two
development paradigms is done based on the following criteria:
Goals: A Goal states the prime objective of the development paradigm i.e. it presents the necessity for
the application of lean principles, practices and processes [1].
Principles: Principles are the rules that must be followed on the application of the paradigms. e.g.:
Eliminate Waste: which means that remove any process that does not contribute value to the customer
[1].
Practices: Practices are the implementation of the principles [1]. They clearly describe how principles
are implemented by the development paradigms. E.g. Seeing Waste, value stream mapping [1].
Process: A process describes the workflow of the development process and the artifacts produced [1].
Goal:
Goal of Agile: The goal of agile is to deliver functional software which meets the customer
requirements. The customer involves throughout the development process and feedback is provided to
make sure that the product matches the customer requirements [1].
Goal of Lean: The goal of lean is to create value to the customer by eliminating waste from the
software development process [1]. The ‘Value’ depends on the perception of the customer.
Comparison: The ‘customer’ aspect is compared between the development paradigms. In case of
agile the customer is given more importance and he must be regularly updated with the functional
software. In lean, the focus is on value adding activities i.e. elimination of anything that does not
provide value to the customer.
The ‘speed of delivery’ aspect is compared between the development paradigms. Both focus on short
iteration and development cycles. Agile focuses more on continuous delivery of the functional
software. Lean focuses on value creation and short iteration cycles.
The below table presents a short note on differences between the Lean and agile development
methodologies [1]:
Table 2.4: Differences between the Agile and Lean methodologies
Facet

Aspect

Agile

Lean

Goal

Customer

Develop a functional product that
meets the customer demands

The Focus is only
Value creation and
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value adding
activities
Development
speed

Continuous delivery of the working
software

Short cycles and
high value creation

Principles:
Agile software development contains 12 principles which are based on four values defined in agile
manifesto defined in section 2.1.1.4.1. They are as follows [1]:
Table 2.5: The Agile principles
Agile principles
AP01: Customer satisfaction
AP02: Welcome change
AP03: Frequent deliveries
AP04: Work Together
AP05: Motivated Individuals
AP06: Face to face conversation
AP07: Working Software
AP08: Sustainable Pace
AP09: Technical Excellence
AP10: Simplicity
AP11: Self organizing teams
AP12: Continuous reflection
The lean software development is based on seven core lean principles which are shown in table 2.2.
According to [1], the agile and lean principles are grouped into seven categories as shown below:
People Management and leadership: It presents the principles that relate to management of the
personnel working in a project [1].
Association of AP05, AP08, AP11 to LP05: The people working in an organization are respected
(LP05) if they work as a team to solve any problem or task. This relates to self-organizing teams
(AP11) as they have the responsibility to solve a task in agile software development. LP05 is also
related to the ‘sustainable pace’ (AP08) and ‘motivated individuals’ (AP05) as the trusted selforganized teams are motivated over a period of time and produce efficient results [1].
Association of AP06 to LP02: The agile principle ‘face to face communication’ (AP06) amplifies
learning (LP02). For instance, the informal and direct communication between the personnel working
in an organization helps in sharing of knowledge and resolves misunderstandings.
Association of AP04 to LP01: Agile states that all the personnel should work together (AP04).
Working together reduces the time needed to gather and find information which is nothing but
eliminating the waste (LP01). Hence, both the principles are related to each other [1].
Comparison: All the lean principles are very much related to agile principles as far as people
management and leadership facet is considered.
Technical quality of the product: This presents the principles which are related in obtaining a highly
effective functional software product in terms of technical efficiency.
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Association of AP09 to LP06: Agile focuses on achieving high quality product (AP09) by
continuous iterations. Lean achieves high quality by building quality (LP06) very early in the
development process rather than testing and fixing the defects later in the development process.
Association of AP07 to LP01 and LP06: Any working software (AP07) has to ensure quality
throughout the development life cycle. Quality is ensured by eliminating waste. Quality must be built
(LP06) during developing phase as eliminating waste during the development process helps in
achieving a highly efficient product with minimum defects [1].
Comparison: Both the paradigms focus on achieving high quality product. Hence they are very much
related to each other in enhancing the technical quality of the product [1].
Release of the product: This presents the delivery of the software to the customer.
Association of AP03 to LP01, LP02, LP04: Frequent delivery of the product (AP03) eliminates the
waste of partially done work (LP01) and amplifies learning (LP02) by allowing the customers to
provide regular feedback on the project status. This creates a possibility to understand the customer
requirements. Frequent deliveries also trigger the speed of delivery (LP04) as the number of iterations
is more.
Comparison: The principles of both the paradigms are in clear relation with each other hence agile
and lean are complementing each other.
Flexibility: Flexibility can be defined as the ability to react to the changes that impact the
development of the software product such as the dynamic customer requirements, the time line
changes, management rules or technological advances etc. [1].
Association of AP02 to LP03: The agile principle of welcoming the change (AP02) refers to the
attitude of the personnel to accept the change instead of opposing it. The success of any organization
depends on the ability to meet the dynamic market needs. Lean supports welcoming change (AP02)
by deferring the commitment (LP03) i.e. to decide as late as possible on the release of the software
product. Hasty decisions should not be taken while releasing a software product [1].
Comparison: Both the paradigms complement each other.
Priority of the customer needs/ value: This presents importance of customer involvement in the
project.
Association of AP01 to LP01: The agile principle of customer satisfaction (AP01) is very much
related to all the principles of lean software development. The prime objective of lean is to eliminate
waste from the development process. Waste is nothing but anything that does not provide value to the
customer. Hence eliminating waste (LP01) excites the customer which is nothing but meeting the
customer needs leading to customer satisfaction. The lean principle of ‘Amplify learning’ (LP02) is
nothing but customer satisfaction (AP01) by understanding the customer needs. The lean principle of
defer commitment (LP03) is related to (AP01) by incorporating the dynamic customer requirements
late in the process. The product is sent to the customer in short iterations (LP04) for their feedback,
hence customer satisfaction is achieved. The personnel working in an organization respect each other
(LP05) for leading to the success of the software project resulting in customer satisfaction (AP01).
Fully functional software is responsible for customer satisfaction (AP01). Quality (LP06) is an
essential component in any functional software.
Association of AP10 to LP01: The agile principle simplicity (AP10) is refers to less work done. The
lean principle of eliminating waste (LP01) deals with removal of waste which directly reduces the
amount of work done. Hence both the principles are related to each other [1].
Comparison: Both the paradigms are related to each other.
Learning: This refers to the importance of new knowledge gained by the working personnel
Association of AP12 to LP02: The agile way of continuous reflection (AP12) refers to the process of
improving a working team’s efficiency by reflecting their ideas. Lean complements this by
empowering the team (LP02) on a broader perspective such as knowledge on dynamic customer
needs, current market trends; but not only confined to a particular perspective [1].
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Comparison: Lean has a broader perspective than agile on learning. But both complement each other.
E2E flow: This refers to the flow of value from beginning to the end. The lean principle ‘see the
whole’ focuses on this facet. None of the agile principles facilitate this facet.
Comparison: This is Unique to lean none of the agile principles come support this facet.
Overall Comparison:
Table 2.6: Overall Comparison of lean and agile principles
Same
Category

Complementary

People management Flexibility, priority
&Leadership,
of customer needs/
technical quality of value, Learning
the product, release
of the product.

Unique to lean
E2E flow

Practices:
A Practice denotes the implementation of principles by the development paradigms.
Kai Petersen in his doctoral thesis identified 26 principles and their relativity to lean and agile
principles [1]. They are grouped into requirements engineering, design and implementation, quality
assurance, software releases, project planning, team management and E2E flow practices [1]. The
explicit Comparison between the development paradigms with respect to the identified practices is
presented as follows:
Requirements engineering
On site customer (P1): In this practice both the development team and the customer representatives
are present at the same location. This helps the customer to involve frequently into the project
facilitates immediate feedback (AP02). This frequent involvement results in customer satisfaction
(AP01) The frequent interaction sessions between development team and the customer helps in
avoiding the development of unnecessary features during the development process itself which is
nothing but elimination of extra process waste (LP01) and helps in enhancing the bonding between
them (AP05) [1].
Metaphors and user stories (P2): A metaphor is considered to be a prime customer requirement
which describes the purpose of the system to be developed. The metaphor is divided into smaller
requirements. The smaller requirements are termed as user stories or features. Having a metaphor
properly defined avoids unnecessary features which is nothing but eliminating waste (LP01). This
helps in developing a satisfactory working software product which in turn satisfies the customer
(AP01) [1].
Comparison: According to [1] on-site practice (P1) is not implemented in lean software engineering
and is unique to agile software development. Metaphors and user stories (P2) have been implemented
in both agile and lean software development [1]. Both P1 and P2 support lean and agile principles.
Design and implementation
Refactoring (P3): Refactoring is the process of enhancing any working code by with respect to
readability, maintainability etc [1]. An easily readable code denotes simplicity and is less complex
which addresses the agile principle of simplicity (AP10) [1]. This helps in easy understanding of a
piece of code which is nothing but amplify learning (LP02) [1]. A better working code containing
clear structure avoids differences between the developers and helps in ensuring value to the customer
which results in customer satisfaction (AP01) [1].
Coding standards (P4): Coding standards focuses on ensuring that the code is developed and
understood by every developer working in the project. In this way a better and understandable code
can be developed which ultimately leads to customer satisfaction (AP01) [1]. This also helps in
amplifying learning among team members (LP02) [1].
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Team code ownership (P5): In this practice the credit of developing a piece of successful code is
given to the entire team rather than a particular individual. The success of the team is given prime
importance instead of individual performance. This acts a motivating factor for agile principles AP01
and AP05 and also the lean principle of ‘respect the people’ (LP05) [1].
Low Dependency architecture (P6): In this practice the functionality can be divided into
components. Each component can be developed independently. Hence frequent deliveries can be
possible and customer satisfaction is achieved (AP01, AP03). By this partial work is eliminated
which is nothing but eliminating waste (LP01).
Comparison: According to [1], the practice of Refactoring (P3) is considered in both agile and lean
software development. The Low dependency architecture (P6) is only used in lean software
development. Coding standards (P4) and team code ownership (P5) are used only in agile software
development. All the practices address agile and lean principles.
Quality Assurance
Test driven development and test automation (P7): In this practice the test cases for unit tests are
designed before actual implementation. This helps in generation of working software (AP07) and high
quality of code (AP09). It also helps in early identification of defects which is nothing but eliminating
waste (LP01) resulting in high quality software which creates value to the customer (AP01).
Pair-programming (P8): A practice in which two persons work on the same code. The work is
distributed in a way that one participant continuously works on code development and the other
participant inspects the latter’s effort. The simultaneous reviewing helps in generating high quality
code (AP09) and eliminating defects which is nothing but eliminating waste (LP01). Correcting the
code is nothing but building quality (LP06). Hence by this Customer satisfaction is achieved (AP01).
It also helps in amplifying learning (LP02).
Continuous integration (P9): The additional components developed must be integrated into the main
product. The fully functional product leads to customer satisfaction (AP01). Integration of
independent features into the main product helps in discovering integration problems and can be fixed
at the earliest. In this way high quality working software (AP07, AP09, LP01) is achieved. High
quality working software generates value to the customer .i.e. the customer is satisfied (AP01) and
frequent deliveries can be made (AP03).
Reviews and inspections (P10): Constant reviews and inspections help in detecting defects early in
the process. It helps in generating working software that contains very less defects. Hence customer
satisfaction is achieved. (AP01, AP07, LP01, LP06). An inspection in terms of feature driven
development method is a peer review process.
Configuration management (P11): This practice is used to ensure consistency between different
versions of software artifacts and helps in maintaining system integrity [1]. By this customer
satisfaction is achieved (AP01). Waste is eliminated (LP01). Working software is achieved (AP07).
High quality software is achieved (AP09).
Comparison: All the practices are considered in lean and agile software development. The quality
assurance practices address the principles of both lean and agile.
Software Releases:
Incremental deliveries to the customer (P12): An added new feature is demonstrated as an
increment to the older version to the customer. The frequent deliveries help in customer satisfaction
(AP01). Constant customer feedback helps in eliminating waste, amplifies learning (LP01, LP02) and
increase in number of iterations (AP03, LP04). The increase in number of iterations helps in building
high quality software (AP07, LP06).
Separation between the internal and external releases (P13): Internal releases are the baselines
related to the quality of the software product that is ready to be released into the market but are not,
due to the marketing strategy [1]. Internal releases ensure that quality is maintained during the
process. This results in customer satisfaction (AP01), and also technical efficient product is obtained
(AP09). A functional software is does not contain defects which addresses the lean principle of
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elimination of waste (LP01). An instance of implementation of internal and external releases is done
in [69].
Comparison: Both the practices are considered in lean software development. Both the practices
address lean and agile principles.
Project planning
Short iterations (P14): This inculcates the needed feature from the customer. Generally on iteration
the feedback of the customer is considered and is inculcated in the following release (AP02). This
helps in generating working software and nearing customer satisfaction (AP07, AP01). The defects
are removed and quality is built (LP06, LP01). The iteration is like a learning process for the
development team. Short iteration helps in continuous feedback from the customer. It amplifies the
learning (LP02)
Adaptive planning with highest priority user stories (P15): In this practice the customer
requirements or user stories having highest priority are given the prime importance. Hence customer
satisfaction is achieved (AP01). The priority order can be changed at any time depending upon the
customer requirements and there is flexibility of choosing work tasks for the next iteration [1] (AP02)
(LP03). This also helps in avoiding un necessary features which do not provide value to the customer
(LP01, LP02).
Time boxing (P16): In this practice, the new customer requirement which comes in iteration cycle
has to be solved in a particular time limit. Hence by this frequent customer feedback is provided
which results in customer satisfaction (AP01) and the frequent iterations (AP03) helps in avoiding the
development of unnecessary work which is nothing is elimination of waste (LP01).
Planning game (P17): A planning game is a practice which involves participation of various
stakeholders. It allows meeting of people (AP05) and helps in sharing of knowledge. Discussion of
the necessary features can be stated in planning game which eliminates waste (LP01). Discussion of
innovating ideas can be made in this meeting which is nothing but welcoming change (AP02).
Comparison: The practices P(14), P(15), P(16) are practiced in lean software engineering. The
practice P17 is being practiced in agile only. Lean and agile principles are addressed by the practices.
Team management
Co-located development (P18): In collocated development the team members work together. Face
to face communication is possible which resolves many conflicts. Hence a lot of documentation work
is reduced which is nothing but elimination of waste (LP01). As the personnel are working at one
location waste such as motion can be avoided. The bond between the people can be enhanced and
results in knowledge sharing (LP02).
Cross functional teams (P19): Generally in a development centric organization the development
team plays the key role in the information flow. All the other disciplines such as testing, requirements
gathering etc. maintain cordial relations with the development team. If there is any problem in the
development team it affects the entire organization. The information flow is adversely affected often
leading to misunderstandings. On the other hand, the organization following the practice of cross
functional teams have a team member from each discipline such as testing, requirements gathering
etc., participating in the working team. This helps the team to amplify knowledge (LP02). A lot
documentation work can be avoided which is nothing but eliminate waste (LP01).
40 hour week (P20): In this practice the personnel in the on-going project work for approximately 40
hours a week. The theory is that rested personnel can work efficiently and produce better results than
over worked personnel. This way a better product can be built with fewer defects. This eliminates
waste (LP01) and builds quality (LP06).
Stand up meeting (P21): A practice in which the reflection of completed and on-going work is
presented for a limited time [1]. All the team members are required to participate in the short meeting
and discuss his/her own understanding of the on-going project. This helps in assessing the
performance of the individuals in the project and also knowing the problems that hinder the progress
of the project. Hence potential waste can be identified (LP01).
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Team chooses own tasks (P22): In this practice the development team has the opportunity to choose
their own task from a set of tasks. This triggers the commitment of the team in completing a task
(LP05) and creates the environment of motivated individuals in the organization.
Comparison: According to [1], Co located, cross functional and team chooses own tasks practices are
shared between lean and agile development paradigms. The stand-up meetings and 40 hour week
practices are unique to agile.
E2E flow
Value stream mapping (P23): This practice monitors the end to end flow of the development life
cycle. It is based on the lean principle optimize the whole (LP07). A software development life cycle
is a combination of numerous development activities. In general, the lead time of an activity is the
combination of processing time and waiting time
Lead time: Processing time + Lead time.
The processing time can be termed as the time required in developing the particular customer
requirement. Here the value is added to the software product. Waiting time is the time wasted in
waiting for the completed requirement to be tested for any possible defects. This is not value adding
to the software product. A value stream map identifies the potential waste in the development process.
A value stream map consists of the following steps [1]:





Create current state of value stream map
Analyze the current state value steam map
Identify the reasons for waiting times and propose improvements.
Create future state map.

Inventory management with queuing theory and theory of constraints (P24): Inventory is
referred as the work in process which is not completed and is non-valuable. High level of inventory
has negative impacts on the development of the software [1]:


Defects are hidden: results in non-functional software i.e. hindrance to the fulfillment of
(AP07), less of technical quality in the end product (AP09), low quality of the software
(LP06)
 Obsolete time and effort spent on the artifacts in the inventory i.e. creates hindrance to
fulfillment of frequent delivery of the product (AP03), elimination of waste (LP01), deliver
as fast as possible (LP04)
 Creation of Waiting time, which slows the development flow and hinders the fulfillment of
frequent deliveries (AP03), delivering as soon as possible (LP04) elimination of waste
(LP01).
The concept of waiting time can be related to queuing theory as the work in progress and the time the
work is in process can be calculated depending upon the arrival distributions and processing times.
This can be used to find the overload situations. Least workload value is preferable for smooth flow of
development. If there is space for intake of requirements it is an advantage during emergency
situations.
Theory of constraints: This helps in reducing high inventory levels. This consists of the following
important steps:


Identify the system constraint by looking at the processing times of occurrence of different
steps in the development flow.
 Focus on deciding on the candidate solutions on removal of the identified constraint.
 Select the solution that is more focused on the constraint.
 Remove the constraint with the selected solution.
Now identify the new system constraint.
Chief engineer (P25): The position of a chief engineer is very much critical in a development
organization. He is responsible for developing the enterprise level solutions for legacy and
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modernized systems within the software organization. He is responsible for directing the architecture
of the system development, data architecture and infrastructure of the system. He provides technical
direction throughout the system development cycle. He is accountable for the status of the project [1].
He represents the customer needs in the organization. He is a patient listener and an exceptional
communicator [1]. He is responsible for value creation throughout the development process. All the
agile and lean principles are addressed. (LP01 -LP07).
Kanban pull system (P26): The kanban system works on pull approach which means that the
development systems pull the requirements from the requirements list when they have enough
capacity hence partially done work is eliminated (LP01) [1]. This is quite different from push
approach. Any commitment is analyzed and then implemented which means that the defer
commitment principle (LP03) is satisfied. Depending upon the availability the highest priority
requirement is then pulled into the development system. The management is done by using a kanban
board. The kanban board displays the progress of the development.
Comparison: According to [1] all the practices associated with E2E flow are related to lean software
engineering.
Overall Comparison:
Table 2.7: Overall Comparison of lean and agile practices

Practices

Same

Unique to Agile

Unique to lean

Test driven development and test
automation, pair programming,
continuous integration, reviews and
inspections, configuration
management, incremental deliveries
to the customer, separation between
internal and external releases,

Onsite customer,
coding standards,
team code
ownership,
planning game,
40 hr week,
standup meetings

Low dependency
architecture

A total of 15 practices are shared between agile and lean paradigms. Agile counts to six practices and
lean has only one unique practice to its name.
Processes: The lean software development states principles and provides analysis tools which can be
utilized for providing value to their engineering process unlike agile recommends process such as
Scrum and XP. Thereby, lean is a more general process and can be applicable to the entire
development life cycle unlike agile which needs to be often tailored for suiting a specific context.

2.2

Related Work

The related work section contains the detailed review on quality efforts made by various researchers
on the targeted research area. Therefore, relating to the context of our thesis, we focus on finding the
existence of quality reviews on Lean software development or on implication of lean methodologies
in the context of software engineering. We formulated a search string as shown in the section 4.1.1.1
and searched for relevant quality reviews on the research domain. On applying the search string in
Google database, we found the following existing comprehensive reviews on implication of lean
methodologies in the context of software engineering. In 2003, the poppendiecks first translated the
revolutionary lean manufacturing principles into software development context and published them in
the book ‘Lean Software Development: An agile toolkit [11]. The book presented 7 key lean software
development principles and 22 thinking tools to aid software development practitioners. It depicts the
application of lean principles into software engineering. The lean methodologies that are currently
implemented the in software engineering relate to the basic seven lean software development
principles. The intention of applying lean principles is to remove ‘waste’ from software engineering
process. ‘Waste’ can be termed as anything that does not contribute to the value of the customer. This
revolutionary translation of lean principles to software development by poppendiecks is regarded as
the podium of lean software development research. Another comprehensive review was conducted by
Dr. Kai Petersen, as a vital contribution to his doctoral dissertation. In his work entitled
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‘Implementing lean and agile software development in industry’ [1], he presented a detailed overview
on Agile and lean methodologies. The thesis contributed to the following areas:


Contribution-1: ‘The review investigates the empirical impact of migrating from a plan
driven to an agile development approach’ [1].
 Contribution-2: ‘The solutions inspired by lean ideas are proposed and their usefulness is
evaluated in industrial case studies to further improve the process established in the
migration from plan driven to agile development’. [1].
He focused on explaining the three development paradigms namely plan-driven software
development, agile-software development and the lean-software development. The objective of the
thesis is to evaluate the usefulness of agile practices in an industrial setting. Case study was the
primary research method followed during the study. An in depth analysis of introducing agile
practices was done and an approach namely SPI-LEAM method was proposed to measure and
manage the work in process and capacity. The proposed method focuses on overall development
process such as requirements, maintenance, testing etc. The comprehensive review included peer
reviewed efforts by noted researchers in the research domain. The study was an investigation on the
implementation of lean and agile practices in the software industry. Much of our background work
was referred from this contribution. Dyba and Dingsoyr conducted an intensive review on empirical
research related to agile software development and lean software development. The study yielded
around 36 articles related to agile software development. The results included only one interesting
study which presented the implication of lean in the context of software engineering i.e, two case
studies by Peter Middleton [116].
Another review was performed by Xiaofeng Wang et al in their article on application of lean
approaches in agile software development [65]. The study included an analysis of nearly 30
experience reports which contained potential experiences of applying lean approaches in agile
software development. They concluded that lean concepts, principles and practices are used for
continuous agile process improvement [65]. They identified six types of lean application by analysing
the experience reports and categorized them in a systematic way. The identified lean applications can
serve as a thematic map for researchers who are interested in conducting an in depth study on Lean
software development. On further analysis we found that there are no interesting quality reviews on
the research domain. Hence, this motivated us to conduct a systematic literature review on the
research domain. The following Sections describe the research methodology section and the
systematic literature review process respectively in detail.

3. Research Methodology
‘Research’ in common parlance refers to a search for knowledge. According to [22], Research can be
defined as’ Original investigation undertaken in order to gain knowledge and understanding’.
‘Methodology’ can be termed as the system of methods followed by a particular discipline in a
particular area of study or activity [40]. In this section we discuss in detail, the methodology that we
designed to answer the research questions related to our study. It involves the design of the study, the
description and motivation of the research methods used and a brief description about the data
analysis procedure.

3.1

Design of the Study

Our study comprises of three sequential stages as shown in figure below. A brief description of the
stages involved and the respective research methodologies employed are presented as follows:
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Stage-1 (State of Art)

Stage-2 (State of Practice)

Systematic Literature Review

Interviews

Data
Analysis

Data
Analysis

Solution to RQ 1(1.1-1.6)

Solution to RQ 2(2.1-2.3)

Stage-2 (State of Practice)

Comparative
Analysis

Solution to RQ 3(3.1-3.2) & RQ 4

Figure 3.1: Design of the Study

In the initial stage (Stage-1), our intention is to gather qualitative information on implication of lean
methodologies in the context of software engineering. The prime objective is to identify the
challenging factors that negatively influenced the success of software projects and the respective lean
mitigation methodologies that were employed by various software organizations to appease their
negative impact. We also discuss the types of contributions presented in the literature. Therefore, we
conducted an extensive literature review by systematically analysing relevant studies from various
electronic data bases. The review was conducted according to the guidelines proposed by Dr. Barbara
Kitchenham stated in ‘Guidelines for performing Systematic Literature Reviews’ [23]. The data
obtained was analysed qualitatively using a general approach, designed to establish clear links
between the research objectives and the results derived from the raw data, and quantitatively using
statistics. The resultant data helped us in answering our RQ1 and its associated sub research questions
(RQ’s 1.1-1.6). In the consecutive stage (Stage-2), we interviewed industrial experts to find the
current state of lean implication in the context of software engineering in practice. We conducted semi
structured interviews to explore the state of lean implication in the software industry. The interviews
were of explorative nature and were used to validate our literature review results. The interview
results were analysed using general analysis. The resultant data helped us to answer our RQ2 and its
sub research questions (RQ’s 2.1-2.3). In the final stage (Stage-3), the data collected from the
literature review and from the interviews are analysed using comparative analysis method to
understand the differences and similarities between the outcomes of Stage-1 and Stage-2. The
comparative analysis helped us in answering our RQ3 (RQ’s 3.1-3.2) and RQ4.

3.2

Description and motivation of research methods

A research method is typically employed to solve any research question. According to [24], research
methods are classified into qualitative and quantitative. In order to answer the posed research
questions effectively, we utilized a mixed methodology approach which is the combination of both
qualitative and quantitative approaches. We strongly believe that this would yield a consistent result
[25].

3.2.1 Systematic literature review
A systematic literature review is an organized process of identifying, evaluating and interpreting all
the available research relevant to a particular research question, or topic area or phenomenon of
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interest [23]. The objective of the thesis is to explore the state of convergence and divergence between
the results obtained from both state of art and state of practice with respect to the implication of lean
in software engineering. In simple words, the study explores the similarities and differences between
the results obtained by systematically reviewing the relevant literature and the practical experiences in
the industry. Therefore it was much essential for us to perform a detailed systematic literature review
on the existing work in order to gain comprehensive knowledge on the research area and provide
results with high scientific value [26]. According to Kitchenham, a systematic literature review is
generally conducted to summarize the existing evidences and identify gaps in the existing research so
that a concrete base can be constructed for future work. Apart from systematic literature review there
exist two other types of literature reviews which can be used as an alternative of the above. A brief
description of the alternative methods and their relevance to the study is shown below:
Systematic mapping of the study: A systematic mapping is a methodology that is frequently used in
medical research than in software engineering [27]. A Systematic mapping focuses on the broader
perspective than a systematic literature review (SLR). It provides a structure of the type of research
reports and results that have been published by categorizing them and often gives a visual summary of
its results. It has been recommended mostly for research areas where there is lack of relevant, highquality primary studies in software engineering [26] [27]. Also, the analysis of systematic mapping is
less focused on the details of the research.
Relevance to our study: On performing an initial search we found that there are traces of existing
primary works that are relevant to our research domain. We opinioned that by defining a
comprehensive search strategy as in SLR, there might be chances of getting articles that are even
more relevant to our study. Hence we declined systematic mapping method.
Tertiary review: A tertiary review is conducted when there is existence of abundant literature
reviews on the research domain/ topic [23]. The tertiary review follows the same methodology as a
systematic literature review.
Relevance to our study: We formed a search string shown in section 4.1.1 and searched for quality
literature reviews on our research domain, we returned with traces of existing literature over the
implication of lean methodologies in the context of software engineering but with no interesting
quality reviews such as comprehensive systematic literature reviews. Therefore we had to decline the
idea of conducting a tertiary review in our study.
We conducted an extensive systematic literature review by following the guidelines defined by
Kitchenham [23]. According to [23] SLR is a form of secondary study which presents a detailed
review on the individual primary studies which contain the original information. The following are the
features that distinguish a systematic literature review from a conventional expert literature review
[23]:


A systematic literature review is initiated by defining a review protocol that specifies the
research question being addressed and the respective methods that are employed to perform
the review.
 The systematic literature reviews are based on a well-defined search strategy aimed to detect
relevant literature.
 Systematic literature reviews define explicit inclusion and exclusion criteria to assess the
quality of the selected study
 Systematic literature reviews document their search strategy so that it becomes easy for
industrial practitioners or readers to assess their rigor and repeatability of the process.
 The systematic literature reviews define explicit guidelines for ensuring quality data
extraction.
Also based on the above reasons, we declined the other alternative methods and conducted an
extensive systematic literature review based on the guidelines defined by Kitchenham [23]. The main
phases of systematic literature review are as follows [23]:
Planning the review: The need for conducting an SLR, the research questions to be answered by the
SLR and development of a review protocol is done at this phase [23].
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Conducting the review: The identification of primary studies, quality assessment, extraction of data
from selected studies, synthesis of extracted data is done at this phase [23].
Reporting the review: The entire SLR process is documented and the results are presented in this
section [23].
The following figure is a pictorial representation of our systematic literature review process:
SLR Conduct Planning the Review

Need for conducting Systematic Literature Review
Defining the research questions to be answered by Systematic Literature Review
Development of the Review protocol
Defining the Search strategy
Search for articles from electronic database resources
Criteria for selecting the studies
Procedure for study selection
Procedure for study quality assessment
Data Extraction
Strategy for Data analysis and synthesis
Verification of Review protocol

Conducting the Review

Identification of Research
Application of search strategy to the databases
Selection of primary studies
Selected primary studies
Study quality assessment
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Reporting the Review
Overview of the selected studies
Results

Figure 3.2: Steps involved in conducting SLR
The detailed procedure for planning and conducting the systematic literature review are presented in
section 4.

3.2.1.1

Snowball sampling

Snow ball sampling technique is a non-probabilistic sampling strategy that is generally deployed for
selecting articles using the references mentioned in the primary articles. The benefit of using this
chain referral technique is that it allows the researcher to discover many other important studies that
are much relevant to the topic. This also helps the researcher to validate the fidelity of his/her
formulated search string by examining the relevancy of the results that are obtained by application of
his/her search string on the electronic databases. According to [37] Snowball sampling is defined as”
A method of interviewing a man’s immediate social environment is to use the socio-metric questions
in the interview for sampling purposes”. In this study we examined the references and citations of the
selected primary studies in order to know find articles that are more relevant to our research. The
snowball sampling process used in our study is shown below:
Start

The first
article
from X is
taken and
kept under
the section
Y under
the name
A1

X

Explore
the
references
article A1
and check
for relative
articles
that are not
in X

Update Set

Y

No

Add the
relative
articles in
X

Check if set X is
empty
Yes
End

Fig 3.3: Snowball sampling process
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3.2.2 Grey Literature
By its broadest definition, grey literature is scientific information published outside of peer-reviewed
journals and includes “material in print and electronic formats, such as reports, preprints, internal
documents (memoranda, newsletters, market surveys, etc.), theses and dissertations, conference
proceedings, technical specifications and standards, trade literature, etc.” [39]. According to Richard
Huffine grey literature includes government research, Non-profit reports, Think tank assessments,
Reports from observations, investigations, and other primary resource materials such dissertations,
thesis reports. Some "new" sources of grey literature are pre-prints, blogs, front matter, preliminary
research results (open files), Project Web sites, Institutional Repositories (IRs), and data archives. We
have included grey literature to overcome the issue of publication bias. Hence we utilized the open
Google scholar database for conducting this search.

3.2.3 Interviews
An interview is a systematic way of talking and listening to people [32]. Interviewing is a way to
collect data and gain knowledge from individuals. According to Kvale [33] interviews are “an
interchange of views between two or more people on a topic of mutual interest, sees the centrality of
human interaction for knowledge production, and emphasizes the social situatedness of research
data.” Our Motivation for selecting interviews as a research instrument [34]:




We thought that there is a need to attain personalized opinions of the currently working and
experienced personnel working in the industry to validate our systematic literature results.
The results of the interviews help us in gaining an overview of lean methodologies that are
currently being implemented in the industry.
Help us in designing a set of recommended guidelines by comparing and analysing the results
of the systematic literature review on lean methodologies and also their practical
implementation in the industry.

An interview is conducted by designing a questionnaire which presented as appendix at the end of
the document. According to [22] [35] [36] interviews are classified into three types:






Structured Interviews: The interviews in which the questionnaire is designed in such a way
that the responses to the posed questions are mostly ‘yes’ or ‘no’ or response containing a
word which simply signifies the intention of the interviewee. These interviews are based on
close-ended questions.
Unstructured interviews: These interviews consist of open ended questions. These
interviews are held in an open discussion and the interviewee is responsible for posing and
answering the questions himself. The interviewer plays the part of extracting important
information from the discussion.
Semi structured interviews: These interviews are designed in such a way that they contain
both open ended and close ended questions. The interviewer is in total control of the
interview process. The purpose of conducting these types of interviews is to extract new
information along with the necessary information.

We utilised these interviews as a research instrument to analyse and practically validate the
implication of lean methodologies in software industry, which are gained from the systematic
literature review. We conducted the interviews using Skype and telephone calls. The detailed
interview process is described in the interviews section.

3.3

Data Analysis Methods

In this section we describe an overview of data analysis methods that we used to analyze the collected
data from the systematic literature review and the interviews. Qualitative data cannot be metricized or
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counted as they contain diversified values and descriptive information [41] [42]. The following
section provides a quick overview of data analysis methods that we used in the study.

3.3.1 Data Analysis
A General Data analysis approach was designed to answer the research questions RQ1& RQ.2 along
with their sub research questions respectively in the study. There are no pre-defined guidelines for
performing a general data analysis. The relevant data was extracted from the selected primary studies
according to the data extraction form designed as shown in table-15. Then analysis was performed on
the gathered data. The general data analysis has given us efficient results to answer our research
questions effectively.

3.3.2 Comparative Analysis
A comparative analysis is a method/ act of analyzing or comparing two or more things with a view to
discover something about one or all the things being compared. One of the objectives of the study is
to explore the similarities and differences between the outcomes from the detailed literature review
(State of Art) and the industry (State of Practice). The research question RQ 3 & it sub-research
questions needed comparative analysis in order to be answered. Therefore, an extensive literature
review was aimed to find the existing challenging factors that negatively influenced the success of
software projects and the respective lean mitigation methodologies that were employed by various
software organizations to appease their negative impact. Later industrial interviews were conducted
by interviewing lean experts with an objective to find the current state of lean implementation in the
context of software engineering. The results were then compared and analyzed. The results (Section
6.1) of the comparative analysis are shown just under the discussion section (Section 6) of the thesis
document.

4. Systematic Literature Review
In the initial phase, an extensive systematic literature review was conducted by searching relevant
articles published in conference proceedings, journals to collect necessary data for answering our first
research question (RQ1). The literature review was performed according to the guidelines defined by
Kitchenham [23].

4.1

SLR Conduct

4.1.1 Planning the Review
4.1.1.1 Need for conducting the systematic literature review
The need for conducting the review is the primary step in the planning phase of a systematic literature
review. We conducted the review to make sure that we gain comprehensive knowledge on the existing
lean methodologies that are being practiced in the context of software engineering. But before
conducting a systematic literature review it very much essential to check for any existing quality
literature reviews in the study area. If it exists then it is more advisable to update the previous review
instead of starting a new one, hence in order to make sure and avoid bias, we formulated the following
generalized search string and searched for relevant work in Google and the electronic databases. We
opinioned that it is very much essential to consider the synonyms of SLR while performing the search.
The following table shows the synonyms of the term ‘Systematic Literature Review (SLR)’ [28]:
Table 4.1: Synonyms for the term ‘Systematic literature review’ (SLR)
Systematic Literature Review (SLR) Synonyms
Overview
Research Review
Research synthesis
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Research integration
Systematic Overview
Systematic research synthesis
Integrative research review
Integrative review

The following is the generalized search string used to explore for relevant quality reviews in the
domain:
((Lean Software Design OR Lean Software Development OR Lean Software Maintenance OR
Lean Software Testing OR Lean Software Management OR Lean Software Engineering) AND
(Overview* OR Research Review* OR Research Synthesis* OR Research Integration* OR
Systematic Overview* OR Systematic Research Synthesis* OR Integrative Research Review*
OR Integrative Review*)).
The above generalized search string was customized depending upon the specific rules of a search
string syntax interpretation of each individual electronic database in order to get efficient search
results. The following table shows the relevant search strings formulated to explore for existing
quality reviews in the domain.
Table 4.2: Databases and relevant search strings used to explore for existing quality reviews in the
domain

Database
IEEE

Engineering Village

Scopus

ISI

Search String
((Lean Software Design OR Lean Software
Development OR Lean Software Maintenance
OR Lean Software Testing OR Lean Software
Management OR Lean Software Engineering )
AND (Overview* OR Research Review* OR
Research Synthesis* OR Research Integration*
OR Systematic Overview* OR Systematic
Research Synthesis* OR Integrative Research
Review* OR Integrative Review*))
((Lean Software Design OR Lean Software
Development OR Lean Software Maintenance
OR Lean Software Testing OR Lean Software
Management OR Lean Software Engineering)
AND (Overview* OR Research Review* OR
Research Synthesis* OR Research Integration*
OR Systematic Overview* OR Systematic
Research Synthesis* OR Integrative Research
Review* OR Integrative Review*)) wn KY
TITLE-ABS-KEY ("Lean Software Design" OR
“Lean Software Development” OR “Lean
Software Maintenance” OR “Lean Software
Testing” OR “Lean Software Management” OR
“Lean Software Engineering”) AND (Overview*
OR Research Review* OR Research Synthesis*
OR Research Integration* OR Systematic
Overview* OR Systematic Research Synthesis*
OR Integrative Research Review* OR Integrative
Review*)
TS=((Lean Software Design OR Lean Software
Development OR Lean Software Maintenance
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OR Lean Software Testing OR Lean Software
Management OR Lean Software Engineering)
AND (Overview* OR Research Review* OR
Research Synthesis* OR Research Integration*
OR Systematic Overview* OR Systematic
Research Synthesis* OR Integrative Research
Review* OR Integrative Review*))
((Lean Software Design OR Lean Software
Google
Development OR Lean Software Maintenance
OR Lean Software Testing OR Lean Software
Management OR Lean Software Engineering )
AND (Overview* OR Research Review* OR
Research Synthesis* OR Research Integration*
OR Systematic Overview* OR Systematic
Research Synthesis* OR Integrative Research
Review* OR Integrative Review*))
The search with the above search strings contained potential literature on lean implication in software
engineering but we found that there was no comprehensive review performed till date. Thus, the lack
of a comprehensive review in this area motivated us to conduct an SLR on the targeted research area.

4.1.1.2 Defining the research questions to be answered by the SLR
In this thesis we formulated four research questions which we think are addressed by our study. The
details regarding the research questions are already discussed in Section 1.4. We plan to answer our
initial RQ1 (1.1-1.6) using the Systematic literature review (SLR) method. The questions are shown
below:
Table 4.3: Research Question and the Sub Research Questions intended to be answered by SLR

Research
Question.
No
RQ 1

Research Question

Sub Research Question

Brief Explanation about the research
question
A detailed overview on the implication of ‘lean
methodologies’ in the context of software
engineering that are reported in the existing
literature and have been practiced in the
industry are presented.

What has been stated
in the literature on the
implication of lean
methodologies in the
context of software
engineering?

RQ 1.1

What types of lean
contributions/
methodologies are
presented in the existing
literature?

The contribution type such as tool, technique,
method, process, practice, principle discussed in
the literature is presented.

RQ 1.2

What are the challenging
factors that negatively
influenced the success of
software projects stated in
literature?

The list of potential threats that negatively
affected the success of software projects stated
in literature are presented

RQ 1.3

What mitigation lean
methodologies were
practiced by the software
organizations to appease
the negative impact of the

The mitigation lean methodologies that have
been practiced by software industries to appease
the negative impact of the identified challenging
factors discussed in the existing literature are
presented
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identified challenging
factors stated in literature?
RQ 1.4

What are the reported
benefits of practicing
these lean methodologies?

The benefits of practicing the lean
methodologies in software engineering, cited in
literature are presented.

RQ 1.5

Are the cited mitigation
lean methodologies
properly validated?

The quality of the contributions and extent to
which one can depend on the validation of the
proposed lean methodology e.g. validation in
the industry or academia is presented.

RQ 1.6

Which of the identified
challenging factors have
been effectively handled
by the cited lean
methodologies?

An overview of the challenging factors that
were handled by the cited lean mitigation
methodologies is presented.

4.1.1.3 Development of the review protocol
A review protocol presents the methods that will be used to undertake a systematic literature review.
The purpose of conducting an SLR in this thesis is to study the existing literature and gain
comprehensive knowledge on various lean methodologies that are being practiced in the context of
software engineering.

4.1.1.3.1 Define the search strategy
An efficient search strategy includes selection of primary studies from various electronic databases,
specific journals and conference proceedings. It includes definition of the search terms and helps in
identification of keywords for formulating these search terms effectively.

4.1.1.3.1.1 Identification of Keywords
We have followed Kitchenham [23] guidelines for defining the details of each research question. The
PICO (Population, Intervention, Comparison and outcome) criteria as described in the guidelines [23]
help in formulation of an efficient search string and identification of the keywords.
Population: According to Kitchenham [23], the population can be anyone of the following in the
context of software engineering:
 A specific software engineering role such as testers, managers, developers etc
 A category of software engineer such as a beginner, junior, senior, experienced etc
 An application area such as IT Systems, Command and Control systems.
 An industry group such as Telecommunications companies or IT firms etc.
According to the present context, the population here refers to the software industry group which
focuses on implementing lean methodologies in their software engineering process. Hence the
population criteria for the study can be lean software industry. One of the key term ‘lean software’ has
been derived from here.
Intervention: “The intervention is the software methodology/tool/technology/procedure that
addresses a specific issue, for example, technologies to perform specific tasks such as requirements
specification, system testing, or software cost estimation” [23]. According to the present research
context intervention refers to lean methodology (Tool/ Technique/ Method/ Process/ Practice/
Principle) that has been employed by various software organizations for mitigating the negative
impact of the challenging factors.
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Comparison: In our study no Comparison done in the systematic literature review process. Therefore
we ignore this.
Outcome: In relation to the review, we investigate the challenging factors that negatively influenced
the success of software projects and the respective mitigation lean methodologies that are employed
by the organizations to appease the negative impact of the challenging factors.

4.1.1.3.1.2 Formulation of search strings
We have formulated the search terms by identifying the keywords derived using the PICOC criteria.
We identified the synonyms for the identified keywords by referring Synonyms.net [30] and linguistic
dictionaries within the context of software engineering. We used Boolean operators AND, OR along
with the identified keywords and searched different electronic databases for relevant articles.
Synonyms of the keywords: The term ‘lean software’ had no synonym. The term ‘lean’ has
synonyms like angular, anorexic, barren, beanpole, bony, emaciated, gangling, gangly, skinny,
slender, slim, shadow etc. We typically did not find anything relative to software engineering. We
then referred the key words from relative peer reviewed papers and found the term ‘lean software’ as
the author keyword. We considered the term and added that to our search string. From the
intervention perspective relating to our research context we formulated the term ‘lean methodology’.
The methodology can be a Tool/ Technique/ Method/ Process/ Practice/ Principle). Hence we
included this term in our search string. The aim of conducting a literature review is to gain a
comprehensive knowledge on lean implication in the context of software engineering. ‘Software
engineering’ is a collection of different perspectives such as core software development, software
management, software maintenance, software design & software testing. Therefore to find the papers
relative to lean implication in all these perspectives we included the keyword. The following table
shows the keywords formulated for the search string:
Table 4.4: Keywords utilized for the formulation of the search string
Notation

Keyword

A1

Lean Software

B1

Design

B2

Development

B3

Maintenance

B4

Testing

B5

Management

B6

Engineering

C1

Practice

C2

Technique

C3

Principle

C4

Technique

C5

Principle
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C6

Tool

C7

Method

Generalized Search String:
{A1} AND {B1 OR B2 OR B3 OR B5 OR B6} AND {C1 OR C2 OR C3 OR C4 OR C5 OR C6
OR C7}
Table 4.5: Prime search string
Lean
Software

AND

Design

AND

Practice*

OR

OR

Development

Technique*

OR

OR

Maintenance

Principle*

OR

OR

Testing

Tool*

OR

OR

Management

Method*

OR
Engineering

(Lean Software) AND (Design OR Development OR Maintenance OR Testing OR Management
OR Engineering) AND (Practice* OR Technique* OR Principle* OR Tool* OR Method*)
In addition to the search in the electronic databases and snowball sampling, we also conducted grey
literature search for our study to prevent the loss of information.
Grey Literature search string:
In this thesis we are also explored grey literature to avoid publication bias and potential loss of
information. A search string is formed for searching related articles in Google scholar database which
helped us in reducing the information bias. The grey literature search string is shown below:
((Lean Software) AND (Design OR Development OR Maintenance OR Testing OR
Management OR Engineering) AND (Practice* OR Technique* OR Principle* OR Tool* OR
Method*))

4.1.1.3.2 Search for articles from the electronic database resources
The following resources are used for as selecting primary articles for our search. These databases
support the systematic literature review process by proving abundant material related to our study. We
have explored the following digital databases as they have potential articles which relate our research:
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Table 4.6: Relevant Electronic Databases utilized for conducting the systematic literature
review
Database

Type

IEEE Xplore

Digital

Engineering Village

Digital

Scopus

Digital

ISI

Digital

Google Scholar

Open

4.1.1.3.3 Study selection criteria
Study selection criteria are used to filter the studies from a systematic literature review. They
determine the criteria for including or excluding a study from the systematic literature review. The
purpose of devising a study selection criterion is to make sure that only relevant material was included
and aligned with the overall goal of this research study. In this study we used Toll gate approach for
defining inclusion criteria on several articles.

4.1.1.3.3.1 Toll gate approach
The inclusion and exclusion of articles was made based on the toll gate approach described in the
article [31]. The following are the exclusion and inclusion criteria:
Table 4.7: The Exclusion Criteria
Toll Gate
Stage. No

Dimension

Exclusion Criteria

3

Exclusion
criterion

Toll Gate
Stage. No

Dimension

Inclusion Criteria

1

Overall
criteria for
our thesis

 Date of publication between 1980-2012
 Non duplicate articles
 Studies which are conducted both in industrial and academic
environment are included.

2

Title and
Abstract

 Studies which are not peer reviewed are excluded.
 Studies which are written other than English language are not
considered.
 Studies which are available in partial text will be excluded.
 Articles not relating to Software engineering.
 The articles which clearly do not discuss about implication of
lean methodologies in the context of software engineering.
Table 4.8: The Inclusion criteria using Toll gate approach

 Studies related to our search terms
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3

Exclusion
Criteria

4

Conclusions

 Criteria for exclusion is defined in table-12
 Studies which discuss the implementation of lean methodologies
in the context of software engineering in general or for any
specific process improvement activity that lead to the success of
software projects.
 Studies which present an overview on the benefits of
implementing the lean methodologies in the context of software
engineering.

4.1.1.3.4 Study selection procedure
The studies are selected based on mutual agreement between the authors. An agreement value is
calculated in this phase to eliminate bias between the selections of the authors that would benefit the
thesis. The inter rater agreement is calculated using Kappa coefficient [43].

4.1.1.3.4.1 Kappa Coefficient
The Kappa statistic or kappa coefficient is the most commonly used method for assessing the
agreement between two or more researchers. It includes a statistic that takes into account the fact that
the researchers have a misunderstanding on the selection of articles. We individually applied the study
selection criteria on the electronic databases and calculated the kappa coefficient on the final list of
the selected articles. The detailed kappa calculation is shown in section 4.2.1.2.1.1

4.1.1.3.5 Study quality assessment procedure
The purpose of having a quality assessment in our study is to understand the limitations of each study
while synthesizing the data. The quality assessment criterion focuses mainly on excluding irrelevant
articles which do not address our research area and also helps in minimizing the possibility of bias
between both the researcher’s in terms of appropriateness and relevance of papers to our study. It is
used as a means to guide the interpretation of the findings. The quality criteria are used to extract
relevant data from the selected studies. The quality criterion has been used as a checklist during
quality assessment of primary studies which are shown in the table below:
Table 4.9: Showing the Quality assessment criteria checklist
Quality assessment criteria

Yes/no/p
artial

Does the study clearly discuss about the implementation of lean
methodologies in context of software engineering?
Does the study discuss about any challenging factors that negatively
influenced the success of software projects?
Does the presented lean methodology effectively handle the challenging
factor?
Are the threats to validity mentioned in the study?
Is the cited lean methodology properly validated?
Does the study discuss about the benefits of implementing lean
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methodologies in software engineering?
Does the final conclusion of the study relate to the intended aim and
purpose of the study?
Are the citations appropriately stated?

4.1.1.3.6 Data Extraction
The data extraction form was mainly intended to extract data from the primary studies and to help in
finding the data in relation to the research questions. The purpose of developing a data extraction form
is to collect necessary and vital information that is required for the whole study. If the information
needs any manipulation or inferences to be made then the review protocol should specify an
appropriate validation process. Data extraction is performed according to the table given below and
the data is extracted individually from each study. A detailed mapping of each data item to the
research questions is also given.
Table 4.10: Showing the Data extraction form
Data Item

Value

Mapping

Article ID

Generic Data

Date of data extraction

Generic Data

Article Title

Generic Data

Author/ s

Generic Data

Article Type

Journal/ conference/proceedings/ Generic Data
Books/ Magazine/ Thesis/ Doctoral
dissertation/ Blogs

Publication Date

Generic Data

Source of Publication

Quantitative Data

Research method

Case study/Experiment/Survey/In Quantitative Data
dustry
report/validation
research/evaluation
research/solution proposal/opinion
paper/ experience report.

Aim of the study

Generic Data

Context of the study

Strong/medium/weak

Quantitative Data

Research context

Industry/academia

Quantitative Data

Subjects considered

Practitioners/researcher

Generic Data

Study validated in

Industry/academia

RQ 1.5

Type of the lean

Tool/Method/Technique/Principle/

RQ 1.1,1.3
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methodology discussed

Practice

Success factors discussed

Generic Data

Benefits discussed

RQ 1.4

Challenging factors that
negatively influenced the
success of software
projects

RQ 1.2

4.1.1.3.7 Data analysis and synthesis strategy
The process of Data synthesis involves combining and summarizing the results that are obtained from
primary studies using qualitative or quantitative synthesis. The steps involved during data synthesis
must be described in the review protocol

4.1.1.3.8 Verification of review protocol
Review protocol is the vital aspect of any systematic literature review process. Verification of the
review protocol helps in identifying the primary studies. In order to validate the review protocol the
authors of the study must agree on a particular process. The proclamation of search terms and the
databases used were verified by the supervisor of the thesis.

4.1.1.3.9 Pilot selection procedure
The benefit of conducting a pilot study is to ensure consistency and to reduce possible bias during
research. It helped us in understanding and developing inclusion/exclusion criteria, and the data
extraction form based on the consensus.

4.2

Conducting the Review

This is second stage in the systematic literature review process. The review process was conducted
based on the review protocol that was developed in the first stage.

4.2.1 Identification of Research
We formulated a generalized search string in section 4.1.1.3.1.2. We have conducted our search in 4
electronic databases on the advice of our supervisor. We used the same keywords but with minor
differences depending upon the specific rules of a search string syntax interpretation of each library.
We referred to the search tips in each library and even consulted the librarian to successfully adapt the
search string for simplifying our search.
IEEE Database
Database

Search string

IEEE

((Lean Software) AND (Design OR Development OR Maintenance OR
Testing OR Management OR Engineering) AND (Practice* OR
Technique* OR Principle* OR Tool* OR Method*))

INSPEC Database
Database

Search String

INSPEC

((Lean Software) AND (Design OR Development OR Maintenance OR
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Testing OR Management OR Engineering) AND (Practice* OR
Technique* OR Principle* OR Tool* OR Method*)) wn KY
SCOPUS Database
Database

Search String

SCOPUS

TITLE-ABS-KEY ("Lean Software" AND (Design OR Development
OR Maintenance OR Testing OR Management OR Engineering) AND
(Practice* OR Technique* OR Principle* OR Tool* OR Method*))

ISI Database
Database

Search String

ISI

TS=((Lean Near Software) AND (Design OR Development OR
Maintenance OR Testing OR Management OR Engineering) AND
(Practice* OR Technique* OR Principle* OR Tool* OR Method*))

4.2.1.1 Application of search strategy to the databases
The following table shows the no of hits found on the application of the formulated search strings to
the relevant databases.
Table 4.11: Application of the search string to the databases and corresponding hits
DataBase

No of Hits

IEEE Xplore

170

Engineering Village (Inspec)

621

Scopus

59

ISI

80

Total

930

4.2.1.2 Selection of primary studies
4.2.1.2.1 Toll Gate approach
The toll gate approach was designed by referring one of the interesting works done by our supervisor
[31]. Toll gate approach is a technique to filter and select relevant articles from the databases based on
inclusion and exclusion criteria. The following diagram shows the toll-gate approach followed for
selecting relevant articles [31].
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INSPEC

IEEE

SCOPUS

AUTHOR-1

AUTHOR-2

Tollgate-Stage-1

Tollgate-Stage-1

Inclusion/ Exclusion Based on Overall criteria
(Author-1)

Inclusion/ Exclusion Based on Overall criteria
(Author-2)

Tollgate-Stage-2

Tollgate-Stage-2
Inclusion/ Exclusion Based on Title and
Abstract (Author-2)

Inclusion/ Exclusion Based on Title and
Abstract (Author-1)

Tollgate-Stage-3

ISI

Exclusion
Criteria

Tollgate-Stage-3

Tollgate-Stage-4

Tollgate-Stage-4

Inclusion/ Exclusion Based on Conclusion
(Author-1)

Inclusion/ Exclusion Based on Conclusion
(Author-2)

Tollgate-Stage-5
Inclusion/ Exclusion Based on Full Text
(Author-1 & Author-2)

Final List of
Articles
Figure 4.1: Detailed process of Toll Gate approach

The results after the application of each step of the toll gate approach are presented below:
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Table 4.12: Exclusion Criteria: Stage-3 (Considered after stage-2)
Toll Gate
Stage. No

Dimension

3

Exclusion
criterion

Exclusion Criteria
 Studies which are not peer reviewed are excluded.
 Studies which are written other than English language
are not considered.
 Studies which are available in partial text will be
excluded.
 Articles not relating to Software engineering.
 The articles which does not discuss about implication
of lean methodologies in the context of software
engineering.

Table 4.13: Result after application of exclusion criteria:
Database

No of Articles

IEEE

41

Inspec

18

Scopus

3

ISI

6

Total

68

Inclusion Criteria:
Table 4.14: Toll Gate Stage-1: Inclusion criteria
Dimension

Criteria for including articles

 Date of publication between 1980-2012
 Non duplicate articles
 Studies which are conducted both in
industrial and academic environment are
included.
Result after stage-1: The articles are filtered from the electronic databases according to the criteria
mentioned above. The results obtained are shown below:
Overall criteria for our thesis

Table 4.15: Resultant articles after Toll Gate Stage-1:
Database

No of Articles included

IEEE

159

Inspec

396

Scopus

9

ISI

22

51

Total

586

Table 4.16: Toll Gate Stage-2: Inclusion Criteria
Dimension

Criteria for including articles

 Studies related to our search terms
and research questions.
Result after stage-2: The articles obtained from Stage-1 are further filtered from the electronic
databases according to the criteria mentioned above. The results obtained are shown below:
Title and Abstract

Table 4.17: Resultant articles after Tollgate stage-2
Database

No of Articles included

IEEE

72

Inspec

24

Scopus

5

ISI

6

Total

107

The defined exclusion criterion is applied on the articles after removal of the duplicates.
Table 4.18: Toll Gate Stage-4: Inclusion criteria
Dimension

Criteria for including articles

 Studies which discuss on the implementation of lean
methodologies in the context of software engineering in general
or for any specific process improvement activity that lead to the
success of software projects.
 Studies which present an overview on the benefits of
implementing the lean methodologies in the context of software
engineering.
Result after Stage-4: The resultant articles from Stage-2 are again filtered according to the criteria
mentioned above. The results obtained are shown below:
Conclusions

Table 4.19: Resultant articles after toll gate stage 4
Database

No of Articles included

IEEE

35

Inspec

15

Scopus

3

ISI

6

Total

59
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Table 4.20: Toll Gate Stage-5: Inclusion criteria
Dimension

Criteria for including articles

 Studies that give information regarding the implementation of lean
methodologies in general or any specific process improvement
activity.
 If they presented the challenges that negatively influenced the
success of software projects.
 If they depicted the implementation of lean methodologies to
appease the negative impact of the challenging factors.
 Studies covering various benefits while applying lean
methodology in software engineering.
Result after Stage-5: Finally, the articles are filtered according to the criteria mentioned above. The
number of selected articles from each electronic database is shown below:
Full Text

Table 4.21: Resultant articles after toll gate stage-5
Database

No of Articles

IEEE

32

Inspec

15

Scopus

3

ISI

6

Total

56

Summary of articles after Toll gate approach
The following table shows the summary of primary studies selected from various resources and also
the distribution of articles at each consecutive stage.
Table 4.22: Summary of the articles obtained after each step of Toll Gate-Step in Each database
Electronic

Toll gate
Stage-1

Toll gate
Stage-2

Exclusion
criteria
Stage-3

Toll gate
Stage-4

TollgateStage-5

IEEE Xplore

159

72

41

35

32

Engineering
Village
(Inspec)

396

24

18

15

15

Scopus

9

5

3

3

3

ISI

22

6

6

6

6

Total

588

107

68

59

56
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4.2.1.2.1.1 Calculation of Kappa Coefficient
Estimating the reliability of inter rater agreement: The calculation of Kappa
Definition1 Cohen’s Kappa coefficient is defined as the statistical measure of inter-rater agreement
or inter annotator agreement for qualitative studies [41].
Definition2 Kappa coefficient (κ) is used as a de facto standard for measuring the intercoder
agreement between the authors in tagging tasks [42].
Over the last years, several proposals have been made to compare inter rater agreement .The κ value is
the most widely used indicator of ‘understanding’ between the raters in a meaningful way. The
goodness of the inter rater agreement depends upon the the κ value. The kappa coefficient is
calculated to estimate the degree of understanding between the authors of the study.
The following are the benefits of using calculating kappa consensus [43]:



The calculations can be easily done by hand.
The techniques are well suited to dealing with nominal variables whose levels on the rating
scale represent qualitatively different categories.
 The estimates can be useful in diagnosing problems with author’ interpretations of how to
apply the rating scale.
 A high level of consensus implies that both authors are essentially providing the same
information
According to [43] κ value is delineated by the following formula:

In this thesis, the search string was applied on each electronic database and the articles were selected
based on toll gate approach designed by Dr Wasif Afzal [reference]. The inclusion and exclusion
criteria were applied individually by both the authors on each electronic database and then the kappa
analysis was performed on the overall selected studies at each stage to measure the level of agreement
between the two authors conducting this study. By this, we intend to make sure that we are selecting
the appropriate articles for the study at each stage and resolve any dis-similarities in the consecutive
stages.
The following shows the effort involved in calculation of kappa coefficient for measuring inter-rater
agreement.
 Calculation of Kappa coefficient at each stage of toll-gate
Toll Gate Stage-1:
After the application of the search string on the electronic databases we got 930 hits. Now the defined
inclusion criteria (Tollgate Stage-1) are applied on the 930 articles.
Author 1: No of resultant articles: 590
Author 2: No of resultant articles: 592
No of articles both said ‘Yes’: 588
No of articles both said ‘No’: 338
No of articles Author 1 said ‘Yes’ but Author 2 said ‘No’: 2
No of articles Author 2 said ‘Yes’ but Author 1 said ‘No’: 4
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Table 4.23: Articles agreed and denied by both the authors at the end of toll gate stage-1
Yes (Author-2)

No (Author-2)

Yes (Author-1)

588

2

No (Author-1)

4

338

Here a=588, d=338, n=930, n1=588+4=592, n0=338+2=340, m1=588+2, mo=4+338=342
P(A)=(a+d)/n=0.996, P(E)=[n1/n*m1/n]+[n0/n*m0/n]=0.98
By substituting the above values in the formula, we get κ=0.80
This value is very much near to 1. Hence we concluded that we have a good understanding in
selecting the articles. Hence we proceeded further into the second stage of the toll gate approach.
The resultant articles at the end of stage-1: 588
We then move forward to the second stage of toll gate.
Toll Gate Stage2:
After applying the inclusion criteria on the resultant articles (588) individually, we get
Author 1: No of resultant articles: 111
Author 2: No of resultant articles: 113
No of articles both said ‘Yes’: 107
No of articles both said ‘No’: 475
No of articles Author 1 said ‘Yes’ but Author 2 said ‘No’: 4
No of articles Author 2 said ‘Yes’ but Author 1 said ‘No’: 6
Table 4.24: Articles agreed and denied by both the authors at the end of toll gate stage-2
Yes (Author-2)

No (Author-2)

Yes (Author-1)

107

4

No (Author-1)

6

475

Here a=107, d=475, n=588, n1=107+6=113, n0=475+4=479, m1=107+4=111, mo=6+475=481.
P(A)=(a+d)/n=0.98, P(E)=[n1/n*m1/n]+[n0/n*m0/n]=0.96
By substituting the above values in the formula, we get κ =0.93
This value is very much near to 1.This shows that the authors have a very good understanding
between them.
The Resultant articles at the end of stage-2: 107
Now the exclusion criterion is applied on the articles.
Toll Gate stage-3:
After applying the exclusion criteria on the resultant articles (107) individually, we get
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Author 1: No of resultant articles: 74
Author 2: No of resultant articles: 79
No of articles both said ‘Yes’: 68
No of articles both said ‘No’: 28
No of articles Author 1 said ‘Yes’ but Author 2 said ‘No’: 6
No of articles Author 2 said ‘Yes’ but Author 1 said ‘No’: 11
Table 4.25: Articles agreed and denied by both the authors at the end of toll gate stage-3
Yes (Author-2)

No (Author-2)

Yes (Author-1)

68

6

No (Author-1)

11

28

Here a=68, d=28, n=107, n1=68+11=79, n0=6+28=34, m1=68+6=74, mo=11+28=39
P(A)=(a+d)/n =0.89, P(E)=[n1/n*m1/n]+[n0/n*m0/n]=0.62
By substituting the above values in the formula, we get κ =0.70, which near to 1 but less than our
agreement values in the previous stages. We then had a meeting and verified the reason for the
difference. We identified the reason to be dissimilar behavior of two individuals. We scheduled a
meeting and had a detailed discussion and selected the articles based on mutual understanding.
The Resultant articles at the end of stage-3: 68.
Toll Gate stage-4:
After applying the inclusion criteria on the resultant articles (68) individually, we get
Author 1: No of resultant articles: 60
Author 2: No of resultant articles: 62
No of articles both said ‘Yes’: 59
No of articles both said ‘No’: 6
No of articles Author 1 said ‘Yes’ but Author 2 said ‘No’: 1
No of articles Author 2 said ‘Yes’ but Author 1 said ‘No’: 3
Table 4.26: Articles agreed and denied by both the authors at the end of toll gate stage-4
Yes (Author-2)

No (Author-2)

Yes (Author-1)

59

1

No (Author-1)

3

6

Here a=59, d=6, n=68, n1=59+3=62, n0=1+6=7, m1=59+1=60, mo=3+6=9
P(A)=(a+d)/n =0.95, P(E)=[n1/n*m1/n]+[n0/n*m0/n]=0.814
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By substituting the above values in the formula, we get κ =0.86, near to 1 which shows that we have
similarity in selecting the articles. Hence the inter rater agreement is good between the authors. We
proceeded to the next tollgate stage.
The Resultant articles at the end of stage-4: 59.
Toll Gate Stage-5
After applying the inclusion criteria on the resultant articles (59) individually, we get the resultant
articles
Author 1: No of resultant articles: 56
Author 2: No of resultant articles: 57
No of articles both said ‘Yes’: 56
No of articles both said ‘No’: 2
No of articles Author 1 said ‘Yes’ but Author 2 said ‘No’: 0
No of articles Author 2 said ‘Yes’ but Author 1 said ‘No’: 1
Table 4.27: Articles agreed and denied by both the authors at the end of toll gate stage-5
Yes (Author-2)

No (Author-2)

Yes (Author-1)

56

0

No (Author-1)

1

2

Here a=56, d=2, n=59, n1=56+1=57, n0=2+0=2, m1=56+0=56, mo=2+1=3
P(A)=(a+d)/n =0.97, P(E)=[n1/n*m1/n]+[n0/n*m0/n]=0.77
By substituting above values the formula, we get κ =0.86, near to 1 which shows that we have
similarity in selecting the articles. Hence the inter rater agreement is good between the authors.
The Resultant articles at the end of stage-5: 56
Table 4.28: The summary of individual kappa values obtained at each stage of the toll- gate
approach.
Toll gate stage

κ Value

Stage-1

0.80

Stage-2

0.93

Stage-3

0.70

Stage-4

0.86

Stage-5

0.86

The inter rater agreement was checked at each stage to ensure that both the authors are selecting the
similar and relevant articles to the study. Hence a total of 56 articles were selected from the electronic
databases.
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4.2.1.2.2 Snowball Sampling
Snowball sampling is the process of selecting relevant articles by exploring the references of the
selected articles. We conducted snow ball sampling in order to avoid the risk of missing relevant
articles. The 56 selected studies were thoroughly scrutinized and the references were explored for
relevant articles. The snow ball sampling process is carried out as shown in the figure. Referring to
the figure ‘X’ denotes the number of selected articles from the electronic databases. Six articles were
selected under snowball sampling. Most of the articles were obtained from Google scholar. Most of
the references used in the articles were a repetition of the selected articles. The articles along with
their references are shown in the table.

4.2.1.2.3 Grey Literature
Grey literature often refers to a non-formal published written material that may be difficult to trace via
conventional sources such as journal publications or any standard conferences. It is freely available on
the internet. We have identified 6 articles from grey literature which are relevant to our study.

4.2.1.2.4 Summary of selected primary studies
After the application of the detailed study selection criteria we have identified 72 primary studies
suitable for the data extraction. A total of 56 articles were selected from the electronic databases, 10
articles were selected using snowball sampling technique and 6 articles were selected from the grey
literature. The following table shows the distribution of articles among various sources.
Table 4.29: Distribution of selected articles from databases

Source

No of articles

Article Reference ID’s

IEEE

32

A-1, A-2, A-3, A-5, A-6, A-9, A-13, A-17, A-28, A-29, A-31, A-43, A-45, A-46, A48, A-50, A-51, A-53, A-54, A-55,A-56, A-57, A-58, A-59, A-60, A-61, A-62, A-63,
A-64, A-65, A-66, A-72.

Inspec

15

A-11, A-24, A-8, A-49,A-67, A-21, A-68, A-10, A-52, A-12, A-7, A-44, A-69, A-70,
A-71

Scopus

3

A-23, A-18, A-16

ISI

6

A-20, A-47, A-15, A-4, A-19, A-22

Grey Literature

6

A-34, A-35, A-37, A-39, A-40, A-41,

Snowball
sampling

10

A-14, A-25, A-26, A-27, A-30, A-32, A-33, A-36, A-38, A-42

Total articles

72

---

Table 4.30: List of primary articles selected for data extraction

Article
ID

Article Title

A-1

There’s Something about Lean: A Case Study (IEEE)

A-2

Exploring the Sources of Waste in Kanban Software Development Projects (IEEE)

A-3

Implementing the Lean Concepts of Continuous Improvement and Flow on an Agile
Software Development Project: An Industrial Case Study (IEEE)

A-4

A lean approach to designing for software testability (ISI)
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A-5

On the Impact of Kanban on Software Project Work: An Empirical Case Study
Investigation (IEEE)

A-6

Product Line Engineering in Large-Scale Lean and Agile Software Product Development
Environments – Towards a Hybrid Approach to Decentral Control and Managed Reuse
(IEEE)

A-7

Software process improvement through the Lean Measurement (SPI-LEAM) method
(INSPEC)

A-8

Monitoring Bottlenecks in Agile and Lean Software Development Projects – A Method
and Its Industrial Use (INSPEC)

A-9

Agile Management and the Toyota Way for Software Project Management (IEEE)

A-10

Applying agile and lean practices in a software development project into a CMMI
organization (INSPEC)

A-11

Lean software management case study: Timberline Inc (INSPEC)

A-12

Lean principles, learning, and knowledge work: Evidence from a software services
provider (INSPEC)

A-13

Lean Implementations of Software Testing Tools Using XML Representations of Source
Codes (IEEE)

A-14

A blended process model for Agile software development with lean concept (Snowball)

A-15

Integrating lean principles with value based software engineering (ISI)

A-16

Lean Software Development: Is it feasible?? (Scopus)

A-17

The Combination of Agile and Lean in Software Development: An Experience Report
Analysis (IEEE)

A-18

Enhanced agile software development — Hybrid paradigm with LEAN practice (Scopus)

A-19

Introducing lean principles with agile practices at a Fortune 500 company (ISI)

A-20

Lean Software Management: BBC Worldwide Case Study (ISI)

A-21

Providing value to customers in software development through lean principles (INSPEC)

A-22

Application of lean and agile principles to workflow management (ISI)

A-23

"Leagile" software development: An experience report analysis of the application of lean
approaches in agile software development (Scopus)

A-24

Measuring the flow in lean software development (INSPEC)

A-25

Towards Lean Hardware/Software System Development: An Evaluation of Selected
Complex Electronic System Development Methodologies (Snowball)

A-26

Lean manufacturing techniques applied to software development (Snowball)

A-27

A lean software engineering system for the department of defence (Snowball )

A-28

Applying the Dreyfus Model of Skill Acquisition to the Adoption of Kanban Systems at
Software Engineering Professionals (SEP) (IEEE)

A-29

Waste and lead time reduction in a software product customization process with value
stream maps (IEEE)

A-30

Lean as a scrum troubleshooter. (Snowball)

A-31

An Application of Six Sigma with Lean Production Practices for Identifying Common
Causes of Software Process Variability (IEEE)
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A-32

Lean Transformation Framework for Software Intensive Companies- Responding to
Challenges Created by the Cloud (Snowball)

A-33

Kanban applied to software development: From agile to lean (Snowball)

A-34

Applying Lean Thinking Principles to Software Development (Google)

A-35

Value Stream Mapping for Software Development Process (Google)

A-36

The Art of Lean Software Development: A Practical and Incremental Approach
(Snowball)

A-37

Implementing Lean and Agile software development in industry (Google)

A-38

Applying lean to application development and maintenance (Snowball)

A-39

Lean Object Oriented Software Development (Google)

A-40

Effective implementation of agile practices-In coordination with lean Kanban (Google)

A-41

Applying Lean Principles in software development process- A case study (Google)

A-42

Lean Software Development: Two Case Studies (Snowball)

A-43

Lean Solutions to Software Product Management Problems (IEEE)

A-44

Survey on Agile and Lean Usage in Finnish Software Industry (INSPEC)

A-45

Facilitating Agile software development with lean architecture in the DCI Paradigm
(IEEE)

A-46

All organizational scrum as an innovative value chain (IEEE)

A-47

Adapting the lean enterprise self-assessment tool for the software development domain
(ISI)

A-48

Making architecture visible to improve flow management in lean software development
(IEEE)

A-49

Quality framework for reliability improvement in SAP netweaver business intelligence
environment through lean software development––a practical perspective (INSPEC)

A-50

Applying Lean Startup: An Experience Report Lean & Lean UX by a UX Veteran: Lessons
Learned in Creating & Launching a Complex Consumer App (IEEE)

A-51

User Experience Design Goes Agile in Lean Transformation –A Case Study (IEEE)

A-52

Analyzing the Drivers of the Combination of Lean and Agile in Software Development
Companies (INSPEC)

A-53

Agile & Kanban In Coordination (IEEE)

A-54

Metrics Functions for Kanban Guards (IEEE)

A-55

Lean Software Development: A tutorial (IEEE)

A-56

Scrum and CMMI Level 5: The magic potion for code warriors (IEEE)

A-57

Evolving Process Simulators by Using Validated Learning (IEEE)

A-58

Keeping the spin – from idea to cash in 6 weeks-Success story of Agile/Lean
transformation.(IEEE)

A-59

Lean Software Development (IEEE)

A-60

Lean Software Development: An Agile Toolkit (IEEE)

A-61

Point/ Counterpoint: The value of lean (IEEE)
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A-62

Kanban implementation in a telecom product maintenance (IEEE)

A-63

Lean software for lean aircraft (IEEE)

A-64

Do you dare to ask your HR Manager to practice KANBAN (IEEE)

A-65

Quantifying the effect of using kanban versus scrum: A case study (IEEE)

A-66

From CMMI and isolation to Scrum, Agile, Lean and collaboration (IEEE)

A-67

Lean Software Process (INSPEC)

A-68

The application of product measures in directing software maintenance activity (INSPEC)

A-69

Website Management -Lean /Agile methods for website development (INSPEC)

A-70

Jidoka in Software Development (INSPEC)

A-71

To Pull or Not to Pull (INSPEC)

A-72

Scrum and CMMI – Going from Good to Great: Are you ready-ready to be done-done?
(IEEE)

4.2.1.3 Study Quality assessment
The study quality assessment for each of the selected primary study is presented in the table in the
appendix.

4.3

Reporting the Review

4.3.1 SLR results
This section describes the results of the Systematic literature review. The search process resulted in 72
articles which are in relevance to our research domain. The selected articles were subjected to data
extraction for extracting relevant data that helped us in answering the research questions. The results
are classified into Qualitative and Quantitative results.

4.3.1.1

Quantitative Results

In Quantitative analysis the representation of the statistical data is in the form of numbers instead of
explanatory description. The following presents an overview of the selected studies from different
perspectives.

4.3.1.1.1

Overview of studies

An overview of the selected primary studies from different perspectives such as type of article
publication, Publication year, Source of publication, Efficiency of the study, Research Context,
Research methodology used, Subjects addressed by the articles, Context of validation of the lean
methodology, Literature type, Type of lean methodology are presented below.

4.3.1.1.1.1 Type of article publication
The following pie diagram shows the distribution of selected articles depending upon the type of
publication such as Conference/ Journal/ Books/ Thesis/ Others. The ‘others’ group contains the
articles which are not explicitly specified but are very much relevant to the study. There are 41
conference papers, 15 journal papers, 3 book publications, 6 thesis papers and 7 unspecified (Other)
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publications.

Conference
Journals
Book
Thesis
Others

Figure 4.2: Distribution of primary studies based on type of publication

4.3.1.1.1.2 Publication year
Majority of articles were obtained from 2012. This shows that a majority 39 (54%) of the selected
articles were published in the year 2010, 2011 & 2012. This shows that the specific interest on lean
software development has been initiated very recently. The following diagram shows the distribution
of articles with respect to the publication year.
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of primary studies with respect to publication year

4.3.1.1.1.3 Source of publication
The articles are selected from various electronic databases namely IEEE Explore, Inspec, Scopus, ISI,
Grey Literature, Snowball. These databases contain potential source of peer reviewed articles related
to the study. We applied the search strings on the electronic databases and we observed that most of
the articles were a repetition of the articles obtained from the previous databases. Majority of the
articles were obtained from IEEE Explore and Inspec. A majority of the articles were removed as
duplicates. The following diagram shows the distribution of articles with respect to the electronic
sources from which they are obtained.
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of primary studies based on source

4.3.1.1.1.4 Efficiency of the study
The efficiency of the selected article is judged based on the validation of the proposed methodology.
It is important for any researcher to estimate the efficiency of an article, before relying on the result of
the article. The following pie-chart shows the distribution of the selected articles based on High,
Medium & Low. The ‘High value’ represents the article validated in an industrial setting. The aims
and objectives of the article are clearly verified and validated. It represents a highly efficient article.
The ‘Medium’ value represents the article validated in an academic setting. The aims and objectives
of the article are met. Partial validation of the aims and objectives is considered. It represents a
reliable article. The ‘Low’ value represents the article which is not validated in either industry or
academia but is related to the study. The results are comparatively poorly validated. The following
diagram shows the efficiency of the selected articles with respect to the validation of the proposed
methodology.

High
Medium
Low

Figure 4.5: Efficiency of the study

4.3.1.1.1.5 Context of conducting the research
‘Research context’ refers to the physical setting of the study being carried and the natural or artificial
properties of the setting. It is also referred as study environment. The following diagram shows the
classification of the selected articles into three categories namely Industry, Academia or Both. The
‘Industry’ refers to the context of conducting the study in the industry. ‘Academia’ refers to the
context of conducting the study within the academic institution or university. ‘Both’ refers to the
context of conducting the study in both industry and academia.
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Figure 4.6: Context of conducting the research

4.3.1.1.1.6 Research Method used in the study
On analyzing the articles we observed that the research questions were addressed by various research
methods such as conducting a case study, conducting an experiment, an experience report, secondary
data analysis, literature study etc. The following diagram shows the distribution of articles based on
the research method used in the study.
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Figure 4.7: Research method used in the study

4.3.1.1.1.7 Subjects addressed by the study
On observing the existing literature we had an understanding that a research study is carried to
address a particular section of people such as industrial practitioners or researchers. It represents the
section of people who are benefitted by the study. The following diagram shows the distribution of
studies with respect to the subjects considered for the study
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Figure 4.8: Subjects addressed by the study
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4.3.1.1.1.8 Conduct of validation of the study
The classification is done based on the validation of the proposed lean methodology in the context of
software engineering. The following diagram shows the context of validation of the selected articles.
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Figure 4.9: Context of Validation of study

4.3.1.1.1.9 Context of literature type considered for the study
Peer reviewed articles are generally conference publications or journal articles. A peer reviewed
article is evaluated and critiqued by researchers or experts in the relevant field before the article is
published. The advantage of peer reviewing is to eliminate faulty logic, author biases, etc. Most of the
selected articles were peer reviewed articles from international conferences and journals. The
following diagram shows the distribution of articles based on literature type.
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Figure 4.10: Peer reviewed and non-peer reviewed

4.3.1.1.1.10 Type of lean methodology presented
On the course of the extensive review process we identified various types of lean methodologies
stated in the existing literature. The following diagram shows the distribution of articles based on the
type of lean methodology addressed in the study
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Figure 4.11: Type of lean methodology used in the study
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The following section deals with the qualitative results of the study. The qualitative results present the
solutions to the posed research questions.

4.3.1.2

Qualitative results

In this section a detailed analysis of the challenging factors along with the respective mitigation lean
methodologies identified from the literature are presented. The general analysis answers our research
question RQ.1. The grouping of challenging factors was done on a general note.
Challenging factors that negatively influenced the success of software projects stated in
literature.
Communication concerns: Effective communication practices play an important role in the success
of software projects. They help in gathering and crystallization of all the relevant information in
quality software which fulfils the user needs on time and within the specified budget [80]. On
analysing the selected articles the following communication challenges that negatively influence the
success of software projects were identified:
 Lack of coordination between the working teams in the planning process (SLRCH-1)
 Lack of proper communication between the team members working in a team (SLRCH-2).
 Lack of face to face communication between the team members. (SLRCH-3)
 Lack of sharing of knowledge between the working personnel (SLRCH-4)
 Lack of communication between the management and the development teams. (SLRCH-5)
 Lack of communication between the management and the client. (SLRCH-6)
 Lack of communication between the development teams and the client. (SLRCH-7)
Article References: A1, A67, A66, A64, A62, A61, A51, A46, A60, A44, A42, A41, A37, A36, A35,
A34, A31, A29, A23, A21, A18, A17, A30, A14, A10, A5.
Potential Wastes: The prime intention of introducing lean into software engineering is to eliminate
waste from the software development process. ‘Waste’ can be termed as any process which does not
create value to the customer. Hence, a waste can be a potential challenging factor in negatively
influencing the success of software projects [1] [11]. On analysing the selected articles the following
wastes that negatively affect the success of software projects were identified:
 Rework (SLRCH-8)
 Extra process such as duplication of code (SLRCH-9)
 Extra features (SLRCH-10)
 Task Switching such as bad multitasking (SLRCH-11)
 Waiting (SLRCH-12)
 Motion (SLRCH-13)
 Defects (SLRCH-14)
 Schedule delays (SLRCH-15)
 High rate of work in progress (SLRCH-16)
 High inventory (SLRCH-17)
 Over production (SLRCH-18)
 Time delays (SLRCH-19)
Article References: A15, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A8, A9, A10, A14, A16, A17, A18, A19, A20, A21,
A23, A29, A30, A31, A34, A36, A37, A38, A7, A22, A44, A35, A41, A12, A11, A28, A33, A40,
A42, A60, A46, A48, A52, A61, A65, A69.
Quality Concerns: Quality depends on several aspects. Software quality reflects how well it
complies to a particular design based on functional requirements or specifications. We have identified
the following quality concerns during the systematic literature review:


Lack of standardized quality assurance procedures (SLRCH-20)
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Low quality of the end product (SLRCH-21)
Risks related to the combination of inventory measurements with quality (SLRCH-22)

Article References: A1, A11, A39, A40, A42, A21, A28, A31, A32, A34, A35, A36, A44, A7, A70,
A69, A66, A65, A64, A63, A72, A59, A61, A56, A55, A54, A52, A48, A47, A46, A60, A43, A41,
A38, A37.
Testing concerns: Testing in terms of software engineering can be stated as the process of validating
and verifying that the software program/ application/ product meets the customer requirements, works
as expected and can be implemented with same characteristics. On analysing the selected articles, the
following concerns related to inefficient testing practices were identified during the systematic
literature review:






Inefficient manual regression testing approaches (SLRCH-23)
Lengthy Debugging cycles (SLRCH-24)
Lengthy Testing cycles (SLRCH-25)
Frequent failing of tests (SLRCH-26)
In efficient testing environments (SLRCH-27)

Article References: A4, A40, A41, A5, A9, A30.
Coding concerns: Coding refers to the software code that is developed during the code development
phase in a software development life cycle. The user has certain requirements or functionalities to be
fulfilled by the software artefact. Then the code is developed according to a particular functionality.
The following are the issues related to coding, identified during the systematic literature review:









Existence of Bugs in code base (SLRCH-28)
Existence of Interdependencies between the multiple units of code (SLRCH-29)
Untested code (SLRCH-30)
Strict separation between build-time and run-time (SLRCH-31)
In correct use of naming conventions for variables within the code (SLRCH-32)
Illogical Pseudocode (SLRCH-33)
Lack of continuous integration of code (SLRCH-34).
Lack of proper code review process (SCRCH-35)

Article References: A1, A40, A41, A4, A9, A11, A22, A42
Requirement Concerns: Requirements in terms of software engineering are the needs or the
functionalities required by the customer to be embedded into the product. Requirements elicitation is
the practice of collecting requirements from the customers. This is an important phase as the complete
development process depends on the set of requirements gathered. If there is a problem in gathering
and understanding the requirements then the project leads to a failure. The gathered requirements are
then analysed and prioritized based on the value creation for the customer. On analysing the selected
articles the following requirement issues were identified:





Problems in understanding the gathered customer requirements (SLRCH-36)
Problems in gathering the correct requirements. (SLRCH-37)
Highly dynamic customer requirements. (SLRCH-38)
Problems in requirements prioritization (SLRCH-39)

Article References: A71, A70, A69, A68, A66, A64, A63, A59, A56, A52, A50, A49, A48, A60,
A44, A43, A42, A40, A39, A38, A37, A33, A31, A29, A25, A24, A22, A21, A20, A18, A16, A30,
A14, A11, A10, A9, A8, A7, A5, A4, A3, A2.
Design/ Architecture Concerns: The design or architecture phase in software development life cycle
is a process of planning to find a solution for solving a problem. After the requirements are finalized,
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the designers develop a plan for solving the customer requirement. It includes low level component
and algorithm implementation issues. The following problem was identified during the systematic
literature review:


Improper design architecture (SLRCH-40)

Article References: A71, A63, A51, A50, A49, A48, A60, A44, A42, A39, A37, A36, A35, A32,
A45, A23, A21, A14, A11, A10, A9, A7, A1, A15.
Other concerns: The concerns which do not belong to a particular aspect have been categorized into
other concerns group. They also play an important role in negatively influencing the success of
software projects:















Lack of proper visualization of the entire process (SLRCH-41)
Problems in decision making process (SLRCH-42)
Long development cycle (SLRCH-43)
Improper load balancing (SLRCH-44)
Improper predictability of the product output (SLRCH-45)
High development costs (SLRCH-46)
Lack of proper information workflow (SLRCH-47)
High labour costs (SLRCH-48)
Lack of proper work scheduling (SLRCH-49)
Low customer value (SLRCH-50)
Lack of efficient work environment (SLRCH-51)
Risk of failure of projects (SLRCH-52)
Lack of efficient metrics for evaluating the work (SLRCH-53)
Low productivity (SLRCH-54)

Article references: A1,A31, A29, A41, A43, A9, A11,A22, A30, A32,A38, A40, A44, A5, A21,
A24, A33, A35, A34, A42, A36, A39, A43.
Table 4.31: Challenges identified in the systematic literature review
Challenge ID
Communication challenges
Lack of coordination between the working teams in the planning
process

SLRCH-1

Lack of proper communication between the team members
working in a team

SLRCH-2

Lack of face to face communication between the team members

SLRCH-3

Lack of sharing of knowledge between the working personnel

SLRCH-4

Lack of communication between the management and the
development teams.

SLRCH-5

Lack of communication between the management and the client

SLRCH-6

Lack of communication between the development teams and the
client

SLRCH-7

Potential Wastes
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Rework

SLRCH-8

Extra process such as duplication of code

SLRCH-9

Extra features

SLRCH-10

Task Switching such as bad multitasking

SLRCH-11

Waiting

SLRCH-12

Motion

SLRCH-13

Defects

SLRCH-14

Schedule delays

SLRCH-15

High rate of work in progress

SLRCH-16

High inventory

SLRCH-17

Over production

SLRCH-18

Time delays

SLRCH-19

Quality Concerns
Lack of standardized quality assurance procedures

SLRCH-20

Low quality of the end product

SLRCH-21

Risks related to the combination of inventory measurements with
quality

SLRCH-22

Testing Concerns
Inefficient manual regression testing approaches

SLRCH-23

Lengthy Debugging cycles

SLRCH-24

Lengthy Testing cycles

SLRCH-25

Frequent failing of tests

SLRCH-26

In efficient testing environments

SLRCH-27

Coding Concerns
Existence of Bugs in code base

SLRCH-28

Existence of Interdependencies between the multiple units of code

SLRCH-29

Untested Code

SLRCH-30

Separation between build-time and run-time

SLRCH-31

In correct use of naming conventions for variables within the code

SLRCH-32

Illogical Pseudocode

SLRCH-33
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Lack of continuous integration of code

SLRCH-34

Lack of proper code review process

SLRCH-35

Requirement Concerns
Problems in understanding the gathered customer requirements

SLRCH-36

Problems in gathering the correct requirements

SLRCH-37

Highly dynamic customer requirements.

SLRCH-38

Problems in requirements prioritization

SLRCH-39

Design/ Architecture Concerns
Improper design architecture

SLRCH-40

Other concerns
Lack of proper visualization of the entire process

SLRCH-41

Problems in decision making process

SLRCH-42

Long development cycle

SLRCH-43

Improper load balancing

SLRCH-44

Improper predictability of the product output

SLRCH-45

High development costs

SLRCH-46

Lack of proper information workflow

SLRCH-47

High labour costs

SLRCH-48

Lack of proper work scheduling

SLRCH-49

Low customer value

SLRCH-50

Lack of efficient work environment

SLRCH-51

Risk of failure of projects

SLRCH-52

Lack of efficient metrics for evaluating the work

SLRCH-53

Low productivity

SLRCH-54

Mitigation lean methodologies practiced to appease the negative impact of the identified
challenging factors stated in literature.
Principles: According to general description of methods, principles constitute of rules that should be
followed to achieve the predefined goals set by the organization [1]. According to [11], a principle
can be defined as a guiding idea about a particular discipline. The following are the lean principles
that have been stated in the existing literature:
(Focus on creating customer value/ Customer Value / Value for the customer) (SLRLM-1): The
product value for a specific customer is associated with the product development vision and strategy
[85]. Hence it is really important for any software development organization to have a clear
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understanding of its objectives in developing the product for a customer. The purpose of introducing
the concept of lean in software development is primarily to eliminate waste and provide value to the
customer. Lean software development organizations mainly focus on providing value to the customer.
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Principle
Articles discussed: A1, A2, A3, A5, A10, A44, A43, A41, A35, A33, A32, A18, A9, A46, A16, A14,
A58, A72, A71, A70, A69, A66, A61, A60, A59, A57, A56, A55, A52, A49, A47, A45, A37, A36,
A34, A29, A28, A24, A23, A21, A20, A19, A18, A15, A11, A8, A7.
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Customer satisfaction is improved;
 Reputation of the organization is improved.
Challenges mitigated:




Low quality of the end product,
Low customer value
Risk of failure of projects

Redesigning process (SLRLM-2): This principle states that any process has to be redesigned for
improvement. According to [A-38], the application maintenance process was redesigned to improve
the workflow throughout the system. They scheduled a set of bimonthly releases and a fixed capacity
based on available resources such as designers, coders, testers and other working personnel. The
predictable schedule allowed the management to efficiently plan for current and future releases. The
ad-hoc prioritization practices were then replaced by formal process containing regular meetings.
Type of lean methodology: Lean Principle
Article discussed: A38, A16, A68
Context of validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:



Work flow is improved,
Predictable schedule allowed business to plan for current and future releases and hence the
tendency to rush late requests into the process.
Challenges mitigated:



Lack of proper information workflow
Improper balancing of load.

Load balancing of the work groups (SLRLM-3): The principle of load balancing states that the
working personnel such as developers, testers belonging to different groups in the organization should
be cross trained so that they can work on the projects outside their own group.
Type of lean methodology: Lean Principle
Article discussed: A38, A7, A11, A24, A17, A20, A23, A37, A35, A31, A51, A46, A58, A62, A60.
Context of validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:


Efficient utilization of people
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 Cost effective
Challenges mitigated:



Improper load balancing
High development cost of the project.

Eliminate Waste & Excess activities (SLRLM-4): Waste in terms of lean software development is
to remove anything that does not contribute value to the customer [1] [11]. This principle states that
the wastes that have been identified must be removed for value creation. According to [1], [11] there
are seven types of wastes that have been translated into lean software engineering. The translated
wastes are presented in background section of the thesis document.
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Principle
Articles discussed: A22, A14, A3, A1, A2, A4, A5, A46, A23, A19, A9, A49, A60, A55, A41, A34,
A33, A44, A6, A7, A10, A11, A24, A21, A20, A18, A17, A16, A14, A43, A42, A40, A39, A38, A37,
A36, A35, A32, A31, A56, A55, A52, A51, A48, A47, A46, A45, A69, A63, A62, A61,A59, A58.
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Software development life cycle is improved
 Development flow is enhanced
 Value is created for the customer.
Challenges mitigated:













Rework
Extra process such as duplication of code
Extra features,
Task Switching such as bad multitasking
Waiting
Motion
Defects
Schedule delays
High rate of work in progress
High inventory
Over production
Time delays

Kaizen/ Continuous Improvement/ Continuous process improvement (SLRLM-5): This principle
is responsible for the creation of a continual improvement culture in software development
organizations practicing lean methodologies in their daily activities. The working personnel are
responsible for doing their job and focus on improving the process.
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Principle
Articles discussed: A20, A63, A44, A42, A41, A40, A33, A27, A59, A61, A62, A66, A68, A58,
A56, A55, A53, A52, A47, A39, A37, A36, A35, A34, A33, A32, A31, A28, A25, A24, A23, A22,
A21, A20, A19, A16, A15, A10, A9, A7, A3, A1.
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
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 Software development life cycle is improved,
 Development flow is enhanced,
 Value is created for the customer.
Challenges mitigated:


Low quality

Do it Right for the first time (SLRLM-6): This principle is based on the building the software with
a focus of getting everything right at the beginning of the process instead of correcting the errors at
the end of the cycle.
Type of lean methodology: Lean Principle
Article discussed: A40, A9, A25, A21, A16, A34, A44, A45, A60.
Context of validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Maintenance cost is reduced
Challenges mitigated:



High inventory
High development costs

Respect and empower people (SLRLM-7): The Poppendiecks mentioned three important principles
concerning respect for people factor in the context of Toyota product development system [1]
[11].They are shown below
 Entrepreneurial leadership: Successful management consisting of committed and
independent personnel can be established when they are led by managers who trust and
respect them. This can be a major success factor in the success of an organization.
 Expert technical workforce: Successful companies indulge in building expert technical
force and the managers working in these organizations must ensure that the necessary
expertise for achieving the task is within the teams [1] [11].
 Responsibility based planning and control: The management must not involve too much in
getting the job done. They must have faith in their development teams and should provide the
teams with reasonable and realistic goals [1] [11].
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Principle
Articles discussed: A1, A5, A22, A23, A33, A19, A6, A42, A44, A41, A39, A34, A61, A37, A9, A2,
A20, A17, A36, A32, A30, A55, A52, A47, A46, A56, A69, A67, A62, A60, A59, A58.
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 The people are free to work in the working environment.
 Bonding between the personnel is improved.
 Quality of the product is improved
Challenges mitigated:





Lack of communication between the management and the development teams.
Lack of coordination between the working teams in the planning process.
Lack of proper communication between the team members working in a team
Lack of face to face communication between the team members.
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Lack of sharing of knowledge between the working personnel

Minimize Inventory / Work in Progress (SLRLM-8): Inventory is referred as the work in process
which is not completed and is non-valuable. High level of inventory has negative impacts on the
development process. Least workload value is preferable for smooth flow of development. If there is
space for intake of requirements it is an advantage during emergency situations.
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Principle
Articles discussed: A14, A11, A9, A7, A5, A3, A2, A1, A24, A23, A20, A19, A18, A17, A16, A28,
A38, A37, A36, A35, A34, A33, A40, A46, A44, A41, A53, A65, A64, A62, A61, A60, A57, A55,
A71, A69, A67.
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Development cost is reduced
Challenges mitigated:



High inventory levels
High development cost

Pull or Pull from demand or Kanban Pull (SLRLM-9): The pull principle states that in software
engineering, the development systems will pull the requirements from the set of prioritized
requirements whenever they have the capacity to handle them.
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Principle
Articles discussed: A71, A66, A64, A62, A60, A56, A54, A52, A47, A46, A44, A43, A41, A40,
A37, A36, A35, A33, A34, A32, A30, A28, A24, A23, A20, A18, A17, A16, A15, A14, A9, A8, A7,
A5, A3.
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Cost of inventory is not minimized
 No over production
 Unnecessary work is eliminated.
Challenges mitigated:







Overloading
Lack of proper visualization of the entire process
High rate of work in progress
Lack of proper information workflow
Over production
Eliminate unnecessary work

See the whole/ optimize the whole system (SLRLM-10): This principle is responsible for
encouraging the working personnel to understand the system as a whole [16]. It means that the
problems should be investigated directly from the root but just not on the surface level [16]. The root
cause analysis is used to find the cause of the problem.
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Principle
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Articles discussed: A1, A9, A5, A23, A22, A17, A28, A41, A37, A36, A34, A32, A52, A50, A47,
A44, A61, A60, A55, A72.
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Development time can be reduced
 Defects can be found easily
Challenges mitigated:





Long development cycle
Defects
Improper predictability of the output
Risk of failure of projects.

Workflow Or Maximize Flow or Continuous flow Or Smooth Flow Or (SLRLM-11): ‘Flow is
the motion characteristic of elements or functionality under development in a software project’ [52].
Generally, the development of the fully functional software product takes substantial amount of time.
On analysing the development process, there are many bottlenecks which delay the release of the
product [55]. The bottleneck often includes input requirements in large batches [55]. This principle
states that the requirements should be handled in small batches with minimum inventory of
requirements, design, code and test for uniform flow.
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Principle
Articles discussed: A43, A14, A11, A9, A8, A7, A5, A3, A24, A23, A68, A66, A65, A62, A61, A60,
A59, A56, A55, A54, A53, A52, A48, A47, A46, A60, A44, A41, A40, A39, A38, A37, A36, A35,
A34, A33, A31, A30, A28, A22, A21, A20, A18, A17, A16, A14.
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:



The product can be released on time
Cost of the project is considerably reduced.

Challenges mitigated:


High inventory

Make decisions as late as possible/ Defer Commitment (SLRLM-12): It is not necessary to start
software development by defining a complete specification. Any important decision should be given a
careful thought and must be experimented before implementation. This does not mean that all the
decisions need to be delayed; some decisions can be implemented early as they are reversible. We can
support the business effectively through flexible architectures that are change tolerant. Frequently
deferring commitment requires the ability to closely couple end to end business scenarios to
capabilities developed in multiple applications by multiple projects [1] [16].
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Principle
Articles discussed: A37, A71, A70, A57, A56, A55, A45, A44, A41, A36, A34, A25, A23, A20, A6,
A5, A1.
Context of Validation: Strong
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Benefits of implementation:
 The success rate of projects is increased.
Challenges mitigated:



Improper design architecture
Risk of failure of projects

Set based design/ concurrent development/ Look simultaneously for multiple solutions: Set
based design states that instead of trying to predict the future by selecting a single solution at the
beginning of the development, the development team selects multiple solutions for solving a problem.
The non-optimal solutions are eliminated at different points. The elimination of each non optimal
solution is leveraged into the development of the remaining solutions. (SLRLM-13):
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Principle
Articles discussed: A36, A34, A44, A60, A56, A20.
Context of Validation: Low
Benefits of implementation:
 Easiness in decision making process
Challenges mitigated:


Problems in decision making process

Trusted relationships with customers (SLRLM-14): This principle states that it is necessary to
maintain great deal of trust between the development team and supplier.
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Principle
Articles discussed: A44, A23, A9, A16, A1, A3.
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 High performance
 Customer satisfaction
Challenges mitigated:



Lack of communication between the management and the client
Lack of communication between the development teams and the client

Rule to perfection (SLRLM-15): The principle of work to perfection is a continual cycle of process
improvements. The root cause analysis is done and incremental improvement activities are performed
in the development cycle.
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean principle
Articles discussed: A59, A60, A67, A47, A49, A52, A56, A57, A32, A34, A35, A36, A41, A43,
A18, A23, A14, A16.
Context of Validation: Strong
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Benefits of implementation:
 Improving the overall process
 Customer is satisfied
 High product value
Challenges mitigated:






Extra process
Extra features
Schedule delays
Low quality
Low customer value

Standardization (SLRLM-16): This principle states that the development process must be abstracted
into sequential phases and then standardize how each phase must be done. Standardization is defined
as best technical application consensual wisdom inclusive of processes for selection in making
appropriate choices for ratification coupled with consistent decisions for maintaining
obtained standards.
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean principle
Articles discussed: A60, A64, A67, A72, A46, A47, A53, A55, A58, A34, A36, A37, A38, A39,
A40, A42, A41, A44, A21, A31, A11, A1, A3.
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Communication is improved
 Removing of technical barriers
 Sharing of knowledge
 Ambiguity is reduced
Challenges mitigated:






Low quality
Lack of sharing of knowledge between the working personnel
Lack of face to face communication between the team members
Lack of proper communication between the team members working in a team
Lack of communication between the management and the development teams

End to end performance management (SLRLM-17): Monitoring and managing the systems
performance is very much critical to ensure that it is being met with evergreen changing demands of
the customers. Managing the system, at first glance, might seem like just another time-consuming job.
But the investment soon pays off because the system runs more efficiently, and this is reflected in the
business. It is efficient because changes are planned and managed. Managing performance of any
system can be a complex task that requires a thorough understanding of that system’s hardware and
software.
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean principle
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Articles discussed: A71, A70, A67, A65, A64, A60, A59, A56, A54, A47, A60, A43, A42, A40,
A37, A38, A21, A18, A7, A5, A15.
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:





The life cycle of the project is reduced
Cost of the project is reduced
Failure rate of the project is reduced
Efficient product can be released into the market

Challenges mitigated:




Risk of failure of projects
High inventory
Low quality

Build Integrity In / Build Quality In (SLRLM-18): Quality of any software product should be built
in as soon as possible in the development cycle. As a result the integrity of the software in the
development must be high at any point in time during the development lifecycle [reference].
Conceptual integrity means that system’s central concepts work together as a smooth, cohesive whole
and is a critical factor in creating perceived integrity [1]. Software with integrity has a coherent
architecture, has high level usability and fitness for purpose. Continuous integration and test driven
development techniques help in ensuring quality into the software system [1]. These techniques help
in identifying the defects early in the development process and creates an opportunity for the
developers to fix the defects as soon as possible [1].
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean principle
Articles discussed: A60, A61, A66, A70, A47, A52, A54, A55, A56, A32, A34, A36, A37, A40,
A17, A22, A23, A5, A1, A2.
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 High quality system can be obtained
Challenges mitigated:





Low quality
Low productivity
Risk of failure of projects
Lack of continuous integration of code

Deliver as fast as possible (SLRLM-19): In lean development projects, the development cycle is
less. The releases occur frequently. The mistake proofing mechanisms usually take on the flow
characteristics of the product it’s embedded in. This minimizes the time from receiving a request for a
feature to the delivery of the feature. The reason for strong focus on the shorter cycle time is that,
during the process of development substantial value for the customer is not generated [1] [16].
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Type of Lean Methodology: Lean principle
Articles discussed: A69, A67, A68, A66, A65, A60.
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Quality of the product is improved
 Communication between the management and the client is improved
 Customer satisfaction
Challenges mitigated:







Lack of communication between the management and the client.
Lack of communication between the development teams and the client.
Low quality of the end product
Extra features
Low customer value
Low product value

Practices: A practice is the application or use of an idea, belief, or method as opposed to theories
about such application or use. Relating the above to our study, a practice is an application of lean
principles defined above [11].
Pre-Implementation call (SLRLM-20): A pre-implementation call is basically a teleconference call
organized with other personnel involved in the project. It is used to discuss and share one’s own
knowledge in solving a particular problem such as a new feature creation, modification or bug fixing.
It helps in learning of new tactics and eliminates rework by utilizing the existing code whenever
possible [16]. By this the coordination between the teams can be improved.
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Practice
Articles discussed: A1
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Sharing of knowledge between the team members.
 Creates an opportunity to learn new tactics for solving problems.
 Eliminating extra work by reusing code.
 Coordination between the teams can be improved.
Lean principles addressed:
 Create Knowledge
 Eliminate Waste.
Challenges Mitigated:





Lack of sharing of knowledge between the working personnel
Lack of coordination between the working teams
Existence of Bugs in the code base,
Elimination of Waste such as rework.
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Apollo Sprints (SLRLM-21): Apollo sprints are structured sprints which allow the team to develop
software as a co-located team. They are much different from scrum sprints. They have detailed
discussions on planning and decision making. These sprints are extremely useful for mitigating the
face to face communication challenge (SLRCH-3). The Apollo sprints are usually organized in a
hotel where there is a possibility of socializing. Depending upon the demand of the project, additional
sprints are organized with specific focus such as special sprints for team leads and management; sub
teams; cross team collaboration; etc.
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Practice
Articles discussed: A1
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Trust between the team members is improved radically.
 Bonding between the team members is improved.
 Sharing of Knowledge.
 Socialization is improved.
 Cultural differences between the team members are solved
Lean principles addressed:
 Create Knowledge
Challenges Mitigated:













Lack of proper information workflow
Low productivity
Improper load balancing
Lack of face to face communication between the team members
Low quality of the end product
Low customer value
Improper predictability of the product output
Long development cycle
High development costs
Risk of failure of projects
Rework
Extra features

Constant Communication (SLRLM-22): Constant communication is a practice which consists of
utilizing communication tools such as internal messaging tools, video communication tools etc.
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Practice
Articles discussed: A1
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:



Knowledge Sharing
Continuous updating of system and team statuses.
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Lean principles addressed: Create Knowledge
Challenges mitigated:





Lack of proper communication between the team members working in a team.
Lack of face to face communication between the team members.
Lack of sharing of knowledge between the working personnel
Lack of coordination between the working teams in the planning process

Personal Communication (SLRLM-23): Personal communication is a type of practice in which the
team members meet each other not relative to sprint meetings. They have technical and personal
discussions.
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Practice
Articles discussed: A1
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Knowledge Sharing
 Team bonding.
 Face to face communication is improved
Lean principles addressed:
 Create Knowledge
Challenges Mitigated:




Lack of proper communication between the team members working in a team
Lack of face to face communication between the team members.
Lack of sharing of knowledge between the working personnel

Open Communication (SLRLM-24): In this practice input from all the team members is requested
to make decisions on direction, value and changes to product.
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Practice
Articles discussed: A1
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Collective participation is ensured
 Multiple solutions can be suggested.
Lean principles addressed:
 Create Knowledge
 Build Quality In
Challenges Mitigated:
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Lack of proper communication between the team members working in a team
Lack of face to face communication between the team members.
Lack of sharing of knowledge between the working personnel

Code Reviews and Inspections (SLRLM-25): A code review is a practice consisting of review
engineers who review the submitted code and discuss modifications regarding the code. This helps in
early detection of possible defects in the code.
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Practice
Articles discussed: A1
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Design and code is improved.
 Bugs can be eliminated
 Engineers are exposed to more of code base within the product.
 Sharing of knowledge
 Quality is improved.
Lean principles addressed: Create Knowledge & Eliminate Waste.
Challenges Mitigated:







Lack of sharing of knowledge between the working personnel
Low quality of the end product
Bugs in the code base
Existence of Interdependencies between the multiple units of code
In correct use of naming conventions for variables within the code
Illogical Pseudocode

Metaphors and user stories (SLRLM-26): A metaphor represents the prime level user requirement.
It defines the purpose of developing a software system. Once a metaphor has been finalized it is then
broken into smaller and detailed requirements. The smaller requirements are termed as user stories or
features. The user stories are used to track the progress of a project.
Type of Lean Methodology: Practice
Articles discussed: A-37,
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Potential Wastes in software projects are identified and can be eliminated.
 Irrelevant user requirements are eliminated
 User stories can be useful for tracking the progress of the project.
Lean principles addressed: Eliminate waste
Challenges Mitigated:
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Problems in requirements prioritization
Highly dynamic customer requirements
Problems in gathering the correct requirements
Problems in understanding the gathered customer requirements

Refactoring (SLRLM-27): Refactoring is the process of enhancing any working code by with respect
to readability, maintainability etc [1]. An easily readable code denotes simplicity and is less complex
which addresses the agile principle of simplicity [1]. This helps in easy understanding of a piece of
code which is nothing but amplify learning [1]. A better working code containing clear structure
avoids differences between the developers and helps in ensuring value to the customer which results
in customer satisfaction [1].
Type of Lean Methodology: Practice
Articles discussed: A-37,
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Easy understandability of the working code
 Duplication of code can be avoided which eliminates waste.
Lean principles addressed:
 Amplify learning
Challenges Mitigated:






Existence of Bugs in code base
Existence of Interdependencies between the multiple units of code
In correct use of naming conventions for variables within the code
Illogical Pseudocode
Lack of proper code review process

Low dependency architecture (SLRLM-28): In this practice, the required functionality is divided
into smaller components that can be developed independently. The architecture is designed to
encapsulate the functionality. The independent components can be frequently delivered to the
customer for his feedback. The smaller components are independent of each other.
Type of Lean Methodology: Practice
Articles discussed: A-37,
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Customer value is improved
 Duplication of code can be avoided which eliminates waste.
Lean principles addressed:
 eliminate waste
Challenges Mitigated:


Rework
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Long development cycle
Existence of Interdependencies between the multiple units of code

Test driven development & Test automation (SLRLM-29): The practice of test driven
development, the developer writes the automated test case that defines the desired function. The initial
test case is mainly intended to a failure case. He then modifies and extends the code to pass the test.
He then refactors the code to globally accepted standards.
Type of Lean Methodology: Practice
Articles discussed: A-37,
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Common understanding between the personnel
Basic lean principles addressed:
 Eliminate waste
 Build quality in
Challenges Mitigated:





Inefficient manual regression testing approaches
Frequent failing of tests
Lengthy testing cycles
Inefficient testing cycles

Pair Programming (SLRLM-30): Pair programming is a practice in which two developers work
together on a piece of code at the same work station. One of the developers generates the code and
designs test cases for the code. The other participant reviews the code simultaneously and reflects his
opinion. He takes the responsibility to find defects in the code. The advantage of using this practice is
that the defects are identified almost immediately after they are being introduced. In this way the
defects are eliminated from the code (Eliminate waste) and quality is enhanced for the customer
(Build quality in). This helps in sharing of knowledge between the working personnel (amplify
learning).
Type of Lean Methodology: Practice
Articles discussed: A-37,
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Distribution of work efficiently
 the end defect content is statistically lower
 the team solves problems faster
 the project ends up with multiple people understanding each piece of the system
 the people learn significantly more, about the system and about software development
Lean principles addressed:
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 Eliminate waste,
 Build quality in,
 Amplify learning
Challenges Mitigated:






Existence of Bugs in code base
Existence of Interdependencies between the multiple units of code.
Lack of proper code review process
In correct use of naming conventions for variables within the code
Illogical Pseudocode

Continuous Integration (SLRLM-31): The customer sends his feedback to the developing team.
Based on the feedback, new features are added to the main system. Once a feature has been developed
it should be integrated into the final system as soon as possible. This helps in detecting the problems
in integration and can be fixed at the earliest.
Type of Lean Methodology: Practice
Articles discussed: A-37, A27, A36
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Common understanding between the personnel and the client
Lean principles addressed: Eliminate Waste & Build quality in
Challenges Mitigated








Low quality of the end product
Low customer value
Improper predictability of the product output
Long development cycle
High development costs
Risk of failure of projects
Rework

Configuration Management (SLRLM-32): Configuration management is the practice of achieving
consistency between software artefacts such as requirements, code and test cases thereby achieving
system integrity [A37].
Type of Lean Methodology: Practice
Articles discussed: A-37, A27, A36
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:




Progress of the configuration items can be reported to the customer
Avoids delays
No problems in decision making
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 High quality product can be obtained
Lean principles addressed:
 Eliminate waste
Challenges Mitigated:










Low quality of the end product
Lack of proper visualization of the entire process
Problems in decision making process
Risk of failure of projects
Lengthy Debugging cycles
Existence of Bugs in code base
Existence of Interdependencies between the multiple units of code
Lack of continuous integration of code
Frequent failing of tests

Incremental deliveries to the customer or Short Iterations (SLRLM-33): This practice inculcates
the needed feature from the customer. Generally on any iteration the feedback of the customer is
considered and is inculcated in the following release. This helps in generating working software and
nearing the customer satisfaction. The defects are removed and quality is built. The iteration is like a
learning process for the development team. Short iteration helps in continuous feedback from the
customer. It amplifies the learning.
Type of Lean Methodology: Practice
Articles discussed: A-37, A36, A62, A61, A60, A68
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Customer satisfaction
 High quality product
Lean principles addressed:




Build quality in
Eliminate waste
Amplify learning

Challenges Mitigated:






Low quality
Long development cycle
Improper predictability of the product output
Low customer value
Rework

Adaptive Planning (SLRLM-34): In this practice the customer requirements or user stories having
highest priority are given the prime importance. Hence customer satisfaction is achieved. The priority
order can be changed at any time depending upon the customer requirements and there is flexibility of
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choosing work tasks for the next iteration [1]. This also helps in avoiding un-necessary features which
do not provide value to the customer.
Type of Lean Methodology: Practice
Articles discussed: A60, A62, A66, A45, A46, A58, A37, A44, A30, A9, A3.
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Customer satisfaction is achieved
Lean principles addressed:
 Build quality in
Challenges Mitigated:


Low customer value

Time Boxing (SLRLM-35): Time boxing is the practice in which the start and end dates of a project
are fixed in prior. The customer requirement which comes in iteration cycle has to be solved in a
particular time limit. Hence, by this frequent customer feedback is provided which results in customer
satisfaction and the frequent iterations helps in avoiding the development of unnecessary work which
is nothing is elimination of waste.
Type of Lean Methodology: Practice
Articles discussed: A60, A-37, A64, A65, A46, A51, A58, A36, A17, A20, A21, A23, A24, A7, A1,
A3.
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 The waste of partially done work is eliminated
Lean principles addressed: Eliminate waste
Challenges Mitigated:






Waiting
Schedule delays
High rate of work in progress
High inventory
Over production

Co-located Development (SLRLM-36): In this practice the personnel working on the project are
located at the same location. By this, direct communication is possible between the development
teams. The extra documentation can be avoided. It also avoids the working personnel to move from
one location to another location.
Type of Lean Methodology: Practice
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Articles discussed: A-38
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 No chance of miscommunication.
Lean principles addressed:
 Eliminating waste
 Amplify learning
 Respect people
 Build quality in
Challenges Mitigated:








Lack of coordination between the working teams in the planning process
Lack of proper communication between the team members working in a team
Lack of face to face communication between the team members
Lack of sharing of knowledge between the working personnel
Lack of communication between the management and the development teams.
Lack of communication between the management and the client
Lack of communication between the development teams and the client

Cross functional Teams (SLRLM-37): The practice of having a cross functional team is to form a
group of people having expertise in different functional areas motivated to work for a common goal.
The functional areas can be finance, marketing, operations, human resources, requirements, coding,
testing, maintenance etc. Consider the following situation:
Functional
Area

Finance

Marketing

Operations

Human
Resources

Requirements

Testing

Maintenance

Developme
nt Team
Information Flow

Information Flow

Figure 4.12: Showing the development centric organization
The above figure represents a development centric organization, where the information is exchanged
between the development team and the other functional areas in the organization. The information is
also exchanged between the other functional areas. If the development team is separated from the
other functional areas then information exchange is hindered as there is lack understanding between
the functional areas. The development process becomes slow and eventually the project leads to
failure. In order to confront this problem, cross functional teams are being employed in the
development organizations. The following figure shows the scenario of employing cross functional
teams:
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Functional
Area

Finance

Marketing

Operations

Human
Resources

Requirements

Testing

Maintenance

Figure 4.13: Showing the cross functional organization
Inventory management with queuing theory and theory of constraints (SLRLM-38): Inventory is
referred as the work in process which is not completed and is non-valuable. High level of inventory
has negative impacts on the development of the software [1]:


Defects are hidden: results in non-functional software i.e. hindrance to the fulfillment of
(AP07), less of technical quality in the end product, low quality of the software.
 Obsolete time and effort spent on the artifacts in the inventory i.e. creates hindrance to
fulfillment of frequent delivery of the product, elimination of waste, deliver as fast as
possible.
 Creation of Waiting time, which slows the development flow and hinders the fulfillment of
frequent deliveries, delivering as soon as possible & elimination of waste.
The concept of waiting time can be related to queuing theory as the work in progress and the time the
work is in process can be calculated depending upon the arrival distributions and processing times.
This can be used to find the overload situations. Least workload value is preferable for smooth flow of
development. If there is space for intake of requirements it is an advantage during emergency
situations.
Type of Lean Methodology: Practice
Articles discussed: A60, A59, A34, A37, A20, A23, A24, A7.
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Inventory balance
 Time saving
Lean principles addressed:
 Eliminate Defects
 Build quality in
 Deliver as fast as possible
 Optimize the whole
Challenges Mitigated:


High inventory

Chief Engineer (SLRLM-39): The position of a chief engineer is very much critical in a
development organization. He is responsible for developing the enterprise level solutions for legacy
and modernized systems within the software organization. He is responsible for directing the
architecture of the system development, data architecture and infrastructure of the system. He
provides technical direction throughout the system development cycle. He is accountable for the
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status of the project [1]. He represents the customer needs in the organization. He is a patient listener
and an exceptional communicator [1]. He is responsible for value creation throughout the
development process.
Type of Lean Methodology: Practice
Articles discussed: A-37
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Value is created for the customer
Lean principles addressed:








Eliminate Waste
Amplify learning
Defer Commitment
Deliver as fast as possible
Respect People
Build Quality
See the whole

Kanban Pull System (SLRLM-40): The kanban pull system works on the principle of ‘pull’. In the
pull system, the requirements are pulled from the set of prioritized requirements by the development
team whenever they have free capacity. However when the teams are not free then they should not
pull the requirements from the list. The requirements are prioritized depending upon the customer
priority. The management is done using a kanban board. The progress of development is shown on the
board. This practice helps in reducing overload situation.
Type of Lean Methodology: Practice
Articles discussed: A-38, A59, A60, A61, A62, A64, A65, A71, A46, A48, A52, A53, A54, A55,
A57, A33, A36, A37, A40, A44, A17, A18, A20, A23, A24, A28, A5, A14, A2, A3.
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Reduces inventory levels
 High quality product is obtained
Lean principles addressed:
 Eliminate Waste
 Defer Commitment
Challenges Mitigated:




High inventory
High development cost
Low Quality

Daily Stand up meetings (SLRLM-41): A standup meeting gathers the working team personnel to
share their ideas on the on-going project. There is no formal procedure for the meeting. The meeting
takes place for nearly 20 minutes. The following are some of the important aspects covered during the
meeting:
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Are the objectives decided in the previous meeting achieved?
Are there any problems that need to be focused in order to achieve smooth flow in the ongoing project?
 What are the future goals?
Answering the above questions helps in gaining information on the progress of the project. It helps in
unveiling the problems that hinder the progress of the project and respective precautionary measures
to be taken.
Type of Lean Methodology: Practice
Articles discussed: A-37, A20
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Team boding is achieved
 Team progress can be estimated
 The progress of the project can be tracked.
Lean principles addressed:
 Amplify learning
Challenges Mitigated:






Lack of coordination between the working teams in the planning process
Lack of proper communication between the team members working in a team
Lack of face to face communication between the team members.
Lack of sharing of knowledge between the working personnel
Lack of communication between the management and the development teams.

Mutual trust and commitment (SLRLM-42): Mutual trust and commitment plays an important role
in the progress of an organization. The definition of mutual trust can be as a set of shared expectations
that must necessarily be situated in relationships between individuals.
Type of Lean Methodology: Practice
Articles discussed: A-38
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Team boding is achieved
 Team progress can be estimated
 The progress of the project can be tracked
Lean principles addressed: Amplify learning
Challenges Mitigated:






Lack of coordination between the working teams in the planning process
Lack of proper communication between the team members working in a team
Lack of face to face communication between the team members.
Lack of sharing of knowledge between the working personnel
Lack of communication between the management and the development teams.
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Lean Leadership (SLRLM-43): According to [115], Lean leadership is the practice of delivering
value to customers by leveraging the brainpower of bright, creative people. The process of lean
thinking begins with the focus on the customer value. Find what is valuable to the customer or what
he is interested in. Try to improve your understanding on the value. Then get the other personnel to
think about their customer, firstly their immediate customer and then the end customer. The prime
intention of a lean leader is to sustain and continually improve the value stream of the development
process.
Type of Lean Methodology: Practice
Articles discussed: A-38
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:



Customer value is improved
Low quality of the end product

Lean principles addressed: Eliminate waste
Challenges Mitigated:


Low customer value

Automated Testing (SLRLM-44): Automated testing in terms of software engineering is the process
of employing software for controlling the execution of tests and the comparison of actual outcomes to
the predicted outcomes. According to [A36], the practice of automated testing is based on mistake
proofing. Mistake proofing is a lean concept. Automated testing can be any form of testing such as
unit testing, integration testing, acceptance testing, executable specifications testing, performance
testing, load testing, story testing, test-driven development, test-first development, behavior-driven
development, etc [A36]. The characteristics of automated testing are [A36]:
 Tests are written manually by the developer.
 Tests are run automatically without any human intervention
 Tests are run under varying conditions, the behavior and outputs are noted
 Test failures are noted automatically
 The developer is notified when there is a failure case
Automated testing helps in creation of quality. A code base containing automated tests is beneficial
for self-checking and self-validating [A36]. They serve as living documentation for using the
application programming interface of the code base.
Type of Lean Methodology: Practice
Articles discussed: A70, A66, A60, A55, A53, A44, A41, A40, A39, A37, A36
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 High quality code can be produced
 Defects are detected early in the process
 Development cost can be reduced.
 Testing process can be speeded up
 Design of the code is improved
Lean principles addressed:
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 Eliminate Waste
 Build quality in
 Create knowledge
Challenges Mitigated:









Rework
High development cost
Defects
Low quality of the end product
Lengthy testing cycles
Long development time
Low productivity
Untested code

Root cause analysis (SLRLM-45): The root cause analysis is done to identify the prime cause of a
problem. During the root cause analysis all the types of wastes that do not provide any value to the
customer can be discovered.
Type of Lean Methodology: Practice
Articles discussed: A7, A5, A1, A19, A17, A11, A20, A21, A30, A37, A36, A49, A47, A44, A43,
A42, A41, A58, A54, A60, A67, A64.
Interviewee ID’s Discussed: ID1, ID8, ID3
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:





Identify barriers and the causes of problems, so that permanent solutions can be found.
Develop a logical approach to problem-solving
Identify current and future needs for organizational improvement.
Establish repeatable, step-by-step processes, in which one process can confirm the results of
another
Lean principles addressed:
 Eliminate waste
Challenges mitigated:













Rework
Extra process such as duplication of code
Extra features
Task Switching such as bad multitasking
Waiting
Motion
Defects
Schedule delays
High rate of work in progress
High inventory
Over production
Time delays
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Tool: A tool in context of software engineering is any software such as computer program routine,
sub-routine, program block or module that can be used to develop, test, analyze or maintain a
computer program or its related documentation.
Value Stream Mapping (SLRLM-46): A value stream map is a lean tool used by the development
teams to visualize the entire process. The goal of a value stream map is to highlight potential waste. It
consists of information on the software development activities and their lead times. Lead time is the
time taken to complete a task or set of independent tasks. Lead time is the summation of processing
time and waiting time. The processing time is the time taken to implement the customer requirement.
Waiting time is the time taken to test the completed requirement. The following are the important
steps in value stream mapping [A37]:
Current state of value stream: The value stream map is initiated by collecting data through
interviews across the life cycle of the work product. The lead times for each software artifact such as
requirements, test cases, change requests etc are calculated.
Analyze the current state value stream map: The collected information is analyzed by having a
look at critical wastes, which can have the scope of improvement potential. The criticality of lead
times can be calculated by the ratio of non-value adding time and overall lead time.
Reason for waiting times and propose improvements: The cause for wastes like long waiting times
and long processing times is identified by employing root cause analysis. Wastes can be detected.
Once the wastes are detected, then improvements are proposed.
Create a future state map: A future state map is created based on the proposed solutions. The future
state map is an indication of overall improvement potential in terms of lead time on implementation.
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Tool
Articles discussed: A1, A35, A37, A40.
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Waste can be found
 Code review process is improved.
 Lead time can be reduced
 Rework is reduced
 Cost is reduced
 Information flow is increased
 Visibility of the project is improved
Lean principles addressed: Eliminate Waste, seeing the whole, lean pull, perfection
Challenges mitigated:










Rework
Extra process such as duplication of code
Extra features
Waiting
Motion
Defects
Schedule delays
Lack of proper visualization of the entire process
High development costs
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Seeing waste (SLRLM-47): According to lean thinking identification of waste is the primary step in
software development. Elimination of waste creates value to the customer. Shigeo shingo identified
seven types of manufacturing wastes [60]. The Poppendiecks translated the seven wastes of
manufacturing engineering into software wastes which must be removed from the development
process for value creation as shown in table [A60].
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Tool
Articles discussed: A60,
Context of Validation:
Benefits of implementation:
Lean principles addressed:
Challenges mitigated:








Rework
Extra process
Extra features
Task switching
Waiting
Motion
Defects

LESAT (SLRLM-51): LESAT is a lean technique used for executive self-assessment of the present
state of leanness of an enterprise and its readiness to change. The assessment technique is performed
is performed from a total enterprise perspective not individual functional area.
Basic methodology for employing LESAT can be as follows
Step 1: Facilitated meeting to introduce the technique. Enterprise leader champions
Step 2: Enterprise leaders and staff conduct LESAT assessment
Step 3: Leadership reconvenes to jointly determine present maturity level
Step 4: Leadership determines desired level and measures gap
Step 5: Develop action plan and prioritize resources
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Tool
Articles discussed: A47
Context of Validation:
Benefits of implementation:






Prioritize strategically important lean improvement efforts
Build on lean capabilities
Build leadership support for continued lean change operations
Improve maturity in leadership/ transformation practices.
Stake holder is convinced.

Lean principles addressed:
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Value, Value streams, Flow, Pull, Perfection, Eliminate Waste, Build Quality in, Create Knowledge,
Defer Commitment, Deliver Fast, Respect People, Optimize the whole
Challenges mitigated:





Low quality of the end product
Low customer value
Improper predictability of the product output
Long development cycle

Technique: A technique is a procedure that is used to accomplish a specific task. In term of software
engineering, a software technique can be formulated as the method that is used to accomplish a
customer requirement which indeed is the objective of the development organization.
White Board Visualization (SLRLM-48): White Board Visualization is an interactive technique for
simplifying communication. According to [114], visualization can be defined as the ‘the use of
computer supported, interactive, visual representations of abstract data to amplify cognition’. It is
used for mitigating the communication issues between the working personnel.
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Technique
Articles discussed: A1
Context of Validation: Medium
Benefits of implementation:
 Team bonding
 Sharing of Knowledge
Lean principles addressed:
 Create Knowledge
Challenges Mitigated:




Lack of proper communication between the team members working in a team
Lack of sharing of knowledge between the working personnel
Lack of communication between the management and the development teams.

Lean Thinking/ Lean Working (SLRLM-49): Lean working is a technique which is based on
continual improvement. According to [a42], ‘Lean working’ was introduced to assure quality of the
product as early as possible in the development process by halting the development process and
correcting the defects on detection. This was based on the basic lean principle of building the quality
in. Enormous response among the people in the company supporting lean ideas and their applicability
to software engineering was found. Also, the customer response on the product released during lean
development was overwhelmingly positive.
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Technique
Articles discussed: A-67, A54, A42.
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:



Productivity is increased by error reduction
Quality of the product is increased
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 Reducing the inventory of requirements, design and code, faults are made visible.
 Highlighted defects well before they became errors.
 Improved the software development process
Lean principles addressed:
 Eliminating waste
 Build quality in
 Empower people
 Lean pull
 Perfection
Challenges mitigated:








Incorrect use of naming conventions for variables within the code
Lack of Proper Work Scheduling
Illogical Pseudocode
Poor software quality
Lack of standardized Quality Assurance process
High Software Inventory
Long development cycle

Scrum (SLRLM-50): According to [111], scrum is an iterative and incremental development model
where planning is a continuous on-going activity which is done in coordination to the other
development activities. The process of scrum is based on time boxing, i.e. the customer requirement
(user story) which comes in the iteration cycle has to be solved in a particular time limit [A23].
Generally the duration of a typical sprint is 3-5 weeks [A37]. A scrum technique consists of
simultaneous execution of the following processes [111]:

Execute & Deliver sprints
Close out

Set-Up
Prepare product backlog
Sprint review

Sprint retrospective

Part of product
backlog
becomes
sprint backlog

Sprint planning

Sprint
3-5 Weeks

Release
Every sprint

Daily scrum

Figure 4.14 : Showing the process of a Sprint
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As shown in the figure above, a sprint is a set period of time during which specific work has to be
completed and made ready for sprint review. The sprints begins with a planning meeting and during
the meeting, the product owner (customer) and the development team (working personnel) agree upon
exactly what work needs to be accomplished during the sprint. A product backlog is a prioritized list
of features containing the basic description of all the desired functionality in the product [A10]. The
prioritization is done with an estimate of time and the necessary cost to develop the requirement. The
backlog is written by the development team and the product owner during the planning meeting. The
product backlog is however allowed to grow and change as new requirements are discovered about
the product and the customer [A-9]. the following are the contents of a product backlog:
 Features or user stories
 Bugs
 Technical work
 Knowledge acquisition
A feature is form or combination of user stories. A user story is nothing but a simple description of
desired functionality of the customer from the perspective of the user. There is no difference between
a bug and a new feature. The bug databases have a way of becoming embedded into organizations.
Hence this can be an essential component of product back log. Technical work for instance can be
updating of workstations to windows 7 etc. Knowledge acquisition instance can be researching
various java script libraries and then finally making a selection. During the planning meeting, the
prioritized items from the product backlog are moved into the sprint backlog [10]. The development
team has the final say when it comes to how much work can be practically completed during the
sprint and the product owner has the final word on what criteria needs to be accomplished for the
work to be approved and accepted during the sprint. The duration of a sprint is determined by the
scrum master who is the team’s facilitator. Once the development team reaches a consensus on the
duration of the sprint, the future sprints should also last for the same duration. Once a sprint begins,
the product owner (customer) is not involved and the team carries on with the work. During the sprint,
the team holds daily stand up meetings to discuss the progress of the work and then brainstorm
solutions to the raised challenges. The project manager has the access to view the highest priority
tasks so that he can get those developed and delivered first [A-9]. The project or the product owner
(Customer) is allowed to attend the meetings as an observer but is not allowed to participate unless he
has some questions on the development progress. Typically a product owner cannot make requests for
changes in the sprint process. The scrum master has the privilege to interrupt or stop the sprint. After
the completion of the sprint, the team presents the completed work to the product owner (customer)
and according to the criteria defined during the planning meeting he can accept or reject the work.
The scrum uses the ‘pull’ principle to balance overloading of requirements [A23]. According to [50]
[13] [23] [46], techniques such as scrum seem promising for implementing lean principles to software
development.
Type of Lean Methodology: Lean Technique
Articles discussed: A72, A69, A66, A64, A56, A55, A51, A46, A45, A44, A23, A20, A17, A10, A9,
A6.
Interviewee ID’s Discussed: ID1, ID8
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:







Stable workflow
High flexibility
High adaptability
Saving of time and money
Constant feedback from the customer
Frequent updating of progress in the work leads to clear visibility of the entire project.
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 Productivity is increased
 Easy to deliver the product in scheduled time
 Communication between the working personnel is improved due to daily stand up meetings.
Lean principles addressed:
 Continuous Improvement
 Load balancing
 Eliminate Waste
 Build Quality In
 Deliver as fast as possible
 Optimize the whole
Challenges mitigated:














Lack of proper information workflow
Low productivity
Improper load balancing
Lack of face to face communication between the team members
Low quality of the end product
Low customer value
Improper predictability of the product output
Long development cycle
High development costs
In efficient work distribution
Risk of failure of projects
Rework
Extra features

Method: In terms of software engineering, a method can be termed as a systematic procedure for
achieving a particular task or an objective.
Lean Kanban/ Kanban project management model (SLRLM-52): Lean Kanban method functions
on the pull method. The pull method implies the demand of the customer for the product. Nowadays,
agile teams are incorporating kanban principles for maintaining continuous improvement. The
important steps in kanban development are the following [A62] [A64] [A48] [A33] [A2]:


Visualize the workflow: The workflow is visualized for clearly understanding the work
progress. The entire work is split into smaller parts, each piece of work is written and put on
the kanban board.
To-Do

Development

Test

Release

Done

Part A

Part C

Part D

Part F

Part G

Part B



Part E

Figure 4.15: Kanban Board
Limit the work in progress: Limiting work-in-process implies that a pull system is
implemented on parts or all of the workflow. The pull system will act as one of the main
stimuli for continuous, incremental and evolutionary changes to the system
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 Measure the lead time: The workflow in each state is monitored, measured and reported.
Type of Lean Methodology: Method
Articles discussed: A40, A71, A62, A64, A55, A48, A44, A37, A36, A33, A2,
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Kanban/ pull techniques help in improving the quality of the product
 Customer value is increased
 Reduces cost
 Flow is maintained throughout the system
 Bugs can be fixed by early identification of defects
 Do it right
 Potential Wastes in Kanban based software projects are identified
Basic lean principles addressed:
 Amplify learning
 Defer commitment
 Eliminate waste
Challenges mitigated:











High rate of work in progress
Lack of proper information workflow
Over production
Lack of proper visualization of the entire process
Extra processes
Extra features
Task switching
Waiting
Motion
Defects

Lean 123 (SLRLM-53): According to [A4] lean 123 is a lean+ initiative that establishes a three item
checklist for performing the tasks. The checklist is as follows:




Establish clear priorities
Eliminate bad multi-tasking- Focus and finish
Limit the release of Work in Process to deliver earlier

Type of Lean Methodology: Method
Articles discussed: A4
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:
 Low development cost
 Fast development time
Lean principles addressed: Eliminate Waste
Challenges discussed:
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 Task Switching such as bad multitasking
 High rate of work in progress
 Long development cycle
 High development cost
 Inefficient manual regression testing approaches
Table: 4.32 Categorization types of lean methodologies identified from the literature review
Challenge ID
Principles
Customer Value

SLRLM-1

Redesign process

SLRLM-2

Load balancing

SLRLM-3

Eliminate Waste & Excess activities

SLRLM-4

Continuous Improvement

SLRLM-5

Do it Right for the first time

SLRLM-6

Respect and empower people

SLRLM-7

Minimize Inventory or Work in Progress

SLRLM-8

Pull from demand

SLRLM-9

Optimizing the whole system

SLRLM-10

Continuous flow

SLRLM-11

Make decisions as late as possible/ Defer
Commitment

SLRLM-12

Look simultaneously for multiple
solutions

SLRLM-13

Trusted relationships with suppliers

SLRLM-14

Rule to perfection

SLRLM-15

Standardization

SLRLM-16

End to end performance management

SLRLM-17

Build Integrity in

SLRLM-18

Deliver as fast as possible

SLRLM-19

Practices
Pre-Implementation call

SLRLM-20

Apollo Sprints

SLRLM-21

Constant Communication

SLRLM-22

Personal Communication

SLRLM-23

Open Communication

SLRLM-24

Code Reviews and Inspections

SLRLM-25

Metaphors and user stories

SLRLM-26
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Refactoring

SLRLM 27

Low dependency architecture

SLRLM 28

Test driven development & Test
automation

SLRLM 29

Pair Programming

SLRLM 30

Continuous Integration

SLRLM 31

Configuration Management

SLRLM 32

Incremental deliveries to the customer or
short iterations

SLRLM 33

Adaptive Planning

SLRLM 34

Time Boxing

SLRLM 35

Co-located Development

SLRLM 36

Cross functional Teams

SLRLM 37

Inventory management with queuing
theory and theory of constraints

SLRLM 38

Chief Engineer

SLRLM 39

Kanban Pull System

SLRLM 40

Daily Stand up meetings

SLRLM 41

Mutual trust and commitment

SLRLM 42

Lean Leadership

SLRLM 43

Automated Testing

SLRLM 44

Root cause analysis

SLRLM 45

Tool
Value Stream Mapping

SLRLM 46

Seeing waste

SLRLM 47

Technique
White Board Visualization

SLRLM 48

Lean Working

SLRLM 49

Scrum

SLRLM 50

LESAT

SLRLM 51

Method
Lean Kanban

SLRLM 52

Lean 123

SLRLM 53
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5. Interviews
An interview is a systematic way of talking and listening to people [32]. Interviewing is a way to
collect data and gain knowledge from individuals. According to Kvale [33] interviews are “an
interchange of views between two or more people on a topic of mutual interest, sees the centrality of
human interaction for knowledge production, and emphasizes the social situatedness of research
data.” This section describes the details of the interview proceedings that were conducted as part of
our study. We utilized these interviews as a research instrument to analyze and practically validate the
implication of lean methodologies in software industry, which are gained from the systematic
literature review.
Motivation for selecting interviews
This section describes our motivation for selecting interviews as a research instrument [34]:




We thought that there is a need to attain personalized opinions of the currently working and
experienced personnel working in the industry to validate our systematic literature results.
The results of the interviews help us in gaining an overview of lean methodologies that are
currently being implemented in the industry.
Help us in designing a set of recommended guidelines by comparing and analysing the results
of the systematic literature review on lean methodologies and also their practical
implementation in the industry.

Therefore, we approached the concerned personnel via email, explained them the concept of our
thesis and waited for their acceptance. We sent them a designed consent form for their agreement.
After having their approval, we conducted interviews over Skype and made telephonic interviews.

5.1

Interview Conduct

In this thesis we focused on a qualitative semi structured interview approach. According to [ref-1]
semi structured interviews are non-standardized and are frequently used in qualitative analysis. We
conducted the interview by following the guidelines described by Kvale [33]. The following are
important stages to conduct an interview [33] [44]:








Thematizing
Designing,
Interviewing
Transcribing
Analysing
Verifying
Reporting

5.1.1 Thematizing
This describes the rationale for conducting the interview. The reason for conducting the interview is
to analyze the convergence and divergence on the implication of lean methodologies both from the
state of art and state of practice in the context of software engineering. Hence by analyzing the results
we can design a set of guidelines that would benefit an industrial practitioner in selecting the
appropriate lean methodology. As the first step, we searched for software organizations that practiced
lean in their development life cycle. We then listed the prospective interviewees by emailing them the
purpose, design and the expected outcome of the research so that they get familiarized to our study.

5.1.2 Designing
An interview must be designed to elicit the required information structurally. The interviews are
designed with great care and attention. The list of possible interview questions is presented in the
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appendix under section (refer table 10.1) in the later part of this document. According to [32] the
order of questions can be changed depending upon the direction of the interview and also the
understanding of the interviewer.

5.1.2.1

Selection of the interviewee

The selection of an appropriate interviewee is an important phenomenon while conducting the
interviews [46]. As our study focuses on the entire software development cycle not pertaining to a
specific development activity, we had to look for a broader sect of human resources. Hence, we chose
to interview the personnel who had a decent experience working in the IT Industry which focus on
lean methodologies in the development process. We considered personnel related to development,
testing, maintenance, management, design perspectives in the context of software engineering.

5.1.2.2

Informed consent

An informed consent is a common phrase that is used in law to indicate that the consent the person
gives meets certain standards. To relate this with software engineering, it is a voluntary agreement
that the interviewee gives to the interviewer that he is interested to participate in the research, once he
is informed of the activities involved and the risks associated with it [45]. Hence in order to value our
ethical rules, we informed the participants of our study regarding our research and the consequences.
After acknowledging them, we received their consent. The consent form is prepared electronically and
sent to the participants of the study. The detailed consent form is presented in the later part of this
document.

5.1.2.3 Interview techniques
Qualitative interviews may seem quite similar to everyday conversation but they contain a definite
process. The interview was conducted by both the authors of this study. One of the authors leaded the
interview by asking important questions to extract vital information from the interviewee. The other
author was responsible for taking the notes. The advantage of conducting interviews in groups is that
we can have an increased understanding of the participants and thereby efficient work can be
produced [47]. The interviews were initially planned to be conducted for one hour but rather it was
conducted on a flexible timings.

5.1.3 Interviewing
We initially planned to conduct 10 potential interviews. But due to unavailability of the personnel we
managed to conduct only 8 interviews. Most of the interviews were conducted through the internet
using the Skype. We scheduled appointments with the potential interviewees on their leisure so as not
to disturb them on their working days. Therefore, on the scheduled appointment day, we took a brief
introduction of the interviewee just to make the interviewee comfortable and explained him the
purpose of the study and also regarding the format of the questions to be answered, with the consent
of the interviewee we also used tape recorder for recording the conversation. On concluding the
interview, we explained each interviewee about the possible outcome of the study.

5.1.3.1

Interviewee Background

The information and designation regarding the selected interviewee is presented below:
Interviewee 1
Name of the Organization: NCI Building Systems
Organization Background: The organization is a premier consultant in developing and maintaining
all in-house engineering software.
Current Role: Lead Developer
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Experience & Short Description about the Interviewee: The interviewee is a Lead developer at the
organization. He has been working in the organization for seven years. He has been working on lean
methodologies for nearly 4 years. The interviewee has also published an international conference on
lean implementation in current IT industry.
Interviewee 2
Name of the Organization: Ericsson
Organization Background: Ericsson is a leading provider of telecommunications equipment and
services to mobile and fixed network operators.
Current Role: IT Analyst
Experience & Short Description about the Interviewee: The interviewee is currently working as an
IT analyst in an Ericsson project and is basically a consultant from Tata Consultancy Services, India.
He has initiated more than 5 lean projects and has vast experience in implementing lean
methodologies. He has been with the organization for over 5 years.
Interviewee 3
Name of the Organization: Logica (CGI)
Organization Background: Logica (CGI) is a multinational IT and management consultancy
company.
Current Role: Project manager
Experience & Short Description about the Interviewee: The interviewee is currently the lead of the
project and is an offshore consultant from Tata Consultancy services, India. He has an industry
experience of more than 8 years and has been working on lean since 5 years.
Interviewee 4
Name of the Organization: Cognizant
Organization Background: Cognizant is a global leader in business and technology services that
helps clients bring the future of work to life.
Current Role: Tester
Experience & Short Description about the Interviewee: The interviewee is currently working as a
tester in a project. He is currently working in collaboration project with Xerox corp., United States.
He has an industry experience of more than 6 years and has been involved in lean methodologies over
3 years. He is currently resides in the United States and works in the head office of Xerox corp.
Interviewee 5
Name of the Organization: HCL Technologies
Organization Background: HCL Technologies is an Indian provider of information technology
services and consulting company. It engaged in providing out sourcing services, business process
outsourcing and infrastructure services.
Current Role: code debugger
Experience & Short Description about the Interviewee: The interviewee is currently working in a
project in India. He has no explicit experience on working on lean methodologies but has been very
familiar with the lean methodologies in the context of software engineering. He developed special
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interest in gaining comprehensive knowledge by reading relevant material on lean software
development and also gaining knowledge on practical experiences from his colleagues who worked
on lean projects.
Interviewee 6
Name of the Organization: Ericsson
Organization Background: Ericsson is a leading provider of telecommunications equipment and
services to mobile and fixed network operators.
Current Role: Code generation consultant and designer.
Experience & Short Description about the Interviewee: He has been working with Tata
consultancy services over six years and has been working as a consultant for Ericsson AB for the past
2 and half years. He has been working on lean methodologies over 2 years. He currently resides in
Stockholm and is working on an offshore lean project.
Interviewee 7
Name of the Organization: IBM, India
Organization Background: IBM is a global technology and innovation company that stands for
progress. It is spread in more than 170 countries. It is more into inventing and integrating hardware,
software and service.
Current Role: Project Manager
Experience & Short Description about the Interviewee: The interviewee has been working in the
organization over the past eight years. He has been in touch with lean methodologies for nearly seven
years. He currently resides in India and is involved as a team manager for the project.
Interviewee 8
Name of the Organization: Intel Corp, United States
Organization Background: Intel is the world leader in silicon chip innovation. It is a renowned
manufacturer of motherboard chipsets, network interface controller and integrated circuits, graphic
chips, and embedded processors.
Current Role: Team lead
Experience & Short Description about the Interviewee: The interviewee is a potential source of
information. He has been working in the organization for over 6 years. His experience counts nearly 4
years. He has been involved a lead developer in developing code for the integrated chip for over 3
years.
Table 5.1: Showing a brief Summary of the selected Interviewees
S.No

1

Organization

NCI Building
Systems,
United states

Organization Background

The organization is a premier
consultant in developing and
maintaining all in-house
engineering software.

Current Role

Lead
Developer

Experience & Short
Description about
the Interviewee
7 years of work
experience; 4 years
of lean experience

Interview
ee ID
ID1
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2

Ericsson AB,
Sweden

Ericsson is a leading provider of
telecommunications equipment
and services to mobile and fixed
network operators.

IT Analyst

5 years of work
experience

ID2

3

Logica (CGI),
Sweden

Logica is a multinational IT and
management consultancy
company.

Project
Manager

8 years of
experience; 5 years
of lean experience

ID3

4

Cognizant,
India

Cognizant is a global leader in
business and technology services
that helps clients bring the future
of work to life.

Tester

Industry experience
of 6 years ; lean
experience of 3 years

ID4

5

HCL
Technologies,
India

HCL Technologies is an Indian
provider
of
information
technology
services
and
consulting company. It has
engaged in providing out sourcing
services,
business
process
outsourcing and infrastructure
services.

Code
debugger

Industry experience
of over 4 years; no
practical experience
but knowledgeable in
lean software
engineering.

ID5

6

Ericsson AB,
Sweden

Ericsson is a leading provider of
telecommunications equipment
and services to mobile and fixed
network operators.

Code
generation
consultant
and designer

Industry experience
of 6 years; lean
experience of over 2
years.

ID6

7

IBM, India

IBM is a global technology and
innovation company that stands
for progress. It is spread in more
than 170 countries. It is more into
inventing
and
integrating
hardware, software and service.

Project
Manager

Work experience of
8 years; lean
experience of 5
years.

ID7

8

Intel Corp,
United States

Intel is the world leader in silicon
chip innovation. It is a renowned
manufacturer of motherboard
chipsets,
network
interface
controller and integrated circuits,
graphic chips, and embedded
processors.

Lead
Developer

Work experience
over 6 years; Lean
experience of over 3
years.

ID8

5.1.4 Transcribing
Transcribing is a process of converting thoughts, speech or data gathered into written form. There are
many methods such as audiotape recording, videotape recording, writing notes to record the
interviews. We noted the extracted information in a book and also utilized tape recording for not
missing any important information during the interview. One of the authors took the initiative of
conducting the interviews and the other author inscribed the information extracted during the
interview. Immediately after conducting each interview, we transcribed the results. The benefit of
performing a transcribing process is to increase the inter-rater agreement between the authors. In case
of any discrepancy, the audio tape was played and the question was referred for clarification. The
interview transcripts are presented in the later part of the document. After preparing the transcripts,
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we asked the interviewees to review the transcript once again and provide the feedback so that there
will not be any ambiguity in the transcript.

5.1.5 Analysing and Validating
Analysis is the process of extracting information from the scribbled notes of an interview. It involves
sorting of important information that is related to our study. The analysis is carried out by
systematically analysing the audiotape recordings, the notes and the transcripts. There are many
methods for analysing the results of an interview. In this study we followed a general analysis
designed for answering our research questions.

5.1.6 Reporting
The final phase of the interview is called reporting

5.2 Data Analysis
The data analysis is carried out using general analysis.

5.3 Interview Results
This section presents the challenging factors that are negatively influencing the success of software
projects and the mitigation lean methodologies that are being currently practiced in the context of
software engineering. It also presents the challenging factors that are hindering the implementation of
lean methodologies in the context of software engineering.
 Challenging factors that are negatively influencing the success of software projects
identified from the interviews.
 Communication concerns
Communication is the process of exchanging information and knowledge between two persons. It
plays an important role in the success of a project. This section presents a detailed overview on the
current communication challenges that are negatively influencing the success of software projects,
identified during the interview process. The following are the identified problems due to improper
communication practices and reviews:
 Lack of proper communication between the team members working in a team (ICH-1).
 Lack of face to face communication between the team members. (ICH-2)
 Lack of sharing of knowledge between the team members. (ICH-3)
 Lack of communication between the management and the development teams. (ICH-4).
Factors implicating communication concerns:
 Lack of trust between the team members due to cultural differences.
 Lack of trust between the team members due to personal attitude.
 Frequent failing of communication tools between the team members.
 Time zone differences due to geographical distances in case of distributed teams.
 Lack of efficient communication practices and reviews.
Consequences of having communication concerns:
 The work progress is drastically affected.
 Personal bonding between the working personnel is affected.
 Failure of software projects.
Interviewee ID’s discussing the above concerns: ID1, ID2, ID3, ID7, ID8.
 Quality Concerns
In the eyes of software engineering, quality can be termed as measurement standard which measures
how well software is designed and how well software conforms to that design. According to [107],
‘software quality’ is defined as the capability of software product to satisfy stated and implied needs
under specified conditions. The following are the identified quality concerns:
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 Lack of standardized quality assurance procedures (ICH-5)
 Low quality (ICH-6)
Factors implicating quality concerns:
 Lack of knowledge of the working personnel on quality assurance
Consequences of having quality concerns
 Quality of the end product is less
 Customer dissatisfaction
 Reputation of the organization is negatively affected.
Interviewee ID’s discussing the above concerns: ID5, ID6, ID7, ID2, ID4.
 Potential Wastes:
‘Waste’ can be termed as any process which does not create value to the customer. Hence, a waste can
be a potential challenging factor in negatively influencing the success of software projects.The
following are the potential wastes found in Kanban based software projects
 Partially done work (ICH-7)
 Extra process (ICH-8)
 Extra features (ICH-9)
 Task Switching (ICH-10)
 Waiting (ICH-11)
 Motion (ICH-12)
 Defects (ICH-13)
Factors implicating potential wastes:


Partially done work caused due to individual factors. Reassigning of tasks to skillful
personnel due to inexperience of junior personnel.
 Delays in critical path caused partially done work.
 Inter dependencies between the tasks can cause partially done work.
 Extra process can be unnecessary code reviews and quality assurance process for small tasks
 Retrospectives at the beginning of the project is an extra process
 Unawareness to key requirements can cause extra features.
 Overlapping of tasks led to task switching
 Code reviewing can cause waiting
 Moving of personnel from one location to another location caused motion waste
 Inefficient work environments can cause motion wastes
 Bugs in the code or malfunctioning can cause defects
Consequences of having Potential Wastes
 The project is delayed
 Cost of the project increases
 Work effort increases.
Interviewee ID’s discussing the above concerns: ID3, ID7, ID1, ID6, ID5, ID2.
 Testing Concerns
 Inefficient manual regression testing approaches (ICH-14)
 Lengthy Debugging cycles (ICH-15)
 Lengthy Testing cycles (ICH-16)
 In efficient testing environments (ICH-17)
Factors implicating testing concerns
 In efficient personnel
 In efficient testing environments
Consequences of having testing concerns
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 The quality of the end product is effected
 Time required to for market release is long
Interviewee ID’s discussing the above concerns: ID4, ID3, ID7, ID5, ID6
 Coding concerns
 Existence of Bugs in code base (ICH-18)
 Existence of Interdependencies between the multiple units of code (ICH-19)
 In correct use of naming conventions for variables within the code (ICH-20)
Factors implicating coding concerns
 Duplication of code
 In experienced personnel
Consequences of having coding concerns
 The time taken to develop the functional code increases.
 Inefficient working code.
 Cost of the project increases.
Interviewee ID’s discussing the above concerns: ID1, ID5, ID6, ID7, ID3
 Requirements concerns
 Problems in understanding the gathered customer requirements (ICH-21)
 Problems in gathering the correct requirements. (ICH-22)
 Highly dynamic customer requirements. (ICH-23)
Factors implicating requirements concerns
 Inefficient documentation
 In experienced personnel
 In efficient handling of requirement gathering techniques.
Consequences of having requirements concerns
 In efficient product is developed.
 Customer satisfaction is not achieved.
Interviewee ID’s discussing the above concerns: ID2, ID3, ID7.
 Other Concerns
 Long development cycle (ICH-24)
 High development costs (ICH-25)
 Lack of proper information workflow (ICH-26)
 High labour costs (ICH-27)
 Low customer value (ICH-28)
 Lack of efficient work environment (ICH-29)
 Risk of failure of projects (ICH-30)
Factors implicating the concerns:
 Inefficient documentation
 Lack of proper visualization
Consequences of having other concerns:
 The cost of the project increases
 Dissatisfaction of the customer
 The personnel are more frustrated
Interviewee ID’s discussing the above concerns: ID1, ID3, ID4, ID6, ID7
Table 5.2: Challenging Factors that are negatively influencing the success of software projects
identified from Industrial interviews
Challenge Factor ID

Interviewee ID’s

Communication concerns
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Lack of proper communication between
the team members working in a team
Lack of face to face communication
between the team members
Lack of sharing of knowledge between
the team members.
Lack of communication between the
management and the development teams
Quality Concerns

ICH-1

ID1, ID3, ID7, ID8

ICH-2

ID1, ID2, ID7

ICH-3

ID2, ID3, ID8

ICH-4

ID3, ID7

Lack of standardized quality assurance
procedures
Low quality of the end product

ICH-5

ID5, ID6, ID4

ICH-6

ID2, ID7

Partially done work

ICH-7

ID5, ID1, ID6

Extra process

ICH-8

ID3, ID7

Extra features

ICH-9

ID1, ID2

Task Switching

ICH-10

ID1, ID7, ID6

Waiting

ICH-11

ID1, ID2, ID5

Motion

ICH-12

ID3, ID7

Defects

ICH-13

ID5, ID6

Inefficient manual regression testing
approaches
Lengthy Debugging cycles

ICH-14

ID4, ID6

ICH-15

ID5, ID6

Lengthy Testing cycles

ICH-16

ID4, ID5, ID3

In efficient testing environments

ICH-17

ID3, ID7

Existence of Bugs in code base

ICH-18

ID5, ID6, ID1, ID7,
ID3

Existence of Interdependencies between
the multiple units of code
In correct use of naming conventions for
variables within the code
Requirements concerns

ICH-19

ID5, ID6

ICH-20

ID5, ID6

Problems in understanding the gathered
customer requirements
Problems in gathering the correct
requirements.
Highly dynamic customer requirements

ICH-21

ID2, ID7

ICH-22

ID2

ICH-23

ID3, ID7

ICH-24

ID1, ID3, ID4, ID7,
ID6

Potential Wastes

Testing Concerns

Coding concerns

Other concerns
Long development cycle
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High development costs

ICH-25

ID3, ID7, ID1

Lack of proper information workflow

ICH-26

ID4, ID3, ID7

High labour costs

ICH-27

ID3, ID7

Low customer value

ICH-28

ID3, ID7

Lack of efficient work environment

ICH-29

ID3, ID7

Risk of failure of projects

ICH-30

ID1, ID7, ID3

The above table shows that 30 challenges were identified during the interviews. The following are the
mitigation lean methodologies identified from the interviews.
 Mitigation lean methodologies that are currently being practiced to appease the negative
impact of the challenging factors identified from the interviews
Table 5.3: Lean mitigation methodologies identified from interviews
Lean
Mitigation
Strategy ID
ILM-1
ILM-2
ILM-3
ILM-4
ILM-5
ILM-6
ILM-7
ILM-8
ILM-9
ILM-10
ILM-11
ILM-12
ILM-13

Lean Mitigation Strategy

Type of Lean
Strategy

Value stream mapping
Lean Working
Empowerment of Teams
Lean pull
Scrum
Do it right for the first time
Optimize the whole
Minimize inventory
Kanban dashboard
Continuous integration
Capacity planning
Skill gap analysis
Customer value

Tool
Technique
Principle
Principle
Technique
Principle
Principle
Principle
Method
Principle
Technique
Technique
Principle

ILM-14

Value added and non-value added
analysis
Mind set and behavior analysis
Sprints
Standup meetings
Eliminate waste
Continuous improvement
Root cause analysis
Look simultaneously for multiple
solutions
Create cadence
Code Reviews and Inspections
Refactoring
Short Iterations
Adaptive Planning
Time Boxing
Co-located Development
Cross functional Teams
White Board Visualization

Technique

Interview ID’s
referring to the
Mitigation Strategies
ID1, ID3, ID7
ID3, ID7
ID3, ID7, ID1, ID8
ID3, ID7
ID1, ID8
ID1, ID3, ID7
ID3, ID7
ID1, ID8, ID3, ID7
ID1, ID3, ID7
ID4, ID5, ID6
ID3, ID7
ID3, ID7
ID1, ID2, ID3, ID7,
ID8
ID3, ID7

Technique
Practice
Practice
Principle
Principle
Practice
Principle

ID3, ID7
ID3, ID7
ID1, ID3, ID7
ID1, ID8, ID3, ID7
ID3, ID7
ID1, ID8, ID3
ID5, ID6

Principle
Practice
Practice
Practice
Practice
Practice
Practice
Practice
Technique

ID5, ID6
ID5, ID6, ID1, ID8
ID5, ID6, ID1
ID3, ID7
ID1, ID3, ID7
ID3, ID7
ID3, ID7
ID3, ID7
ID1, ID8, ID3, ID7

ILM-15
ILM-16
ILM-17
ILM-18
ILM-19
ILM-20
ILM-21
ILM-22
ILM-23
ILM-24
ILM-25
ILM-26
ILM-27
ILM-28
ILM-29
ILM-30
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Principle
Principle

ID1, ID2, ID3
ID1, ID7, ID8

ILM-33
ILM-34

Continuous flow
Make decisions as late as possible/
Defer Commitment
Build Integrity in
Deliver as fast as possible

Principle
Principle

ID2,ID5, ID6
ID5, ID6, ID1

ILM-35

Pair Programming

Practice

ID5, ID6

ILM-36

Pre-Implementation call

Practice

ID1, ID7, ID8

ILM-37

Constant Communication

Practice

ID7, ID8

ILM-38

Personal Communication

Practice

ILM-39

Open Communication

Practice

ID1, ID2, ID3, ID4,
ID5
ID6, ID7, ID8

ILM-40

Lean Leadership

Practice

ID1, ID8, ID7

ILM-31
ILM-32

The above table shows that 40 lean methodologies were identified during the interviews. On analysing
the data gathered from the interviews, we identified there are 5 new lean methodologies that were not
existing in the previous literature. They are Capacity planning, Skill gap analysis, Value added and
non-value added analysis, Mind set and behaviour analysis. The following presents a brief explanation
of the new methodologies:
Capacity planning (ILM-11): In terms of software engineering, Capacity planning is the technique
in which all the resources such as hardware, software and connection infrastructure resources essential
for the software project for over a period of time are properly estimated. The major concern for any
software organization is to efficiently handle the increasing number of requests from the clients. The
responsibility of a capacity planner is to efficiently maintain the tradeoff between the present and the
future cost efficiently. The following are the major steps involved in implementing an efficient
capacity planning process:
 Selection of an appropriate capacity planning process owner
The primary step is the selection of an efficient capacity process owner. The capacity planner is
responsible for designing, implementing, and maintaining the planning process and has the
convenience of negotiating with the developers and other support groups in the project. An effective
capacity plan is developed based on the accurate input from the developers to infrastructure planners.
The person must have abundant knowledge and experience on networking and components. He must
be well versed with hardware and software components. The characteristics of a capacity planner
depend on the project.
 Identify the key resources to be measured
Once the process owner is selected, he has to identify the resources that must have utilizations or
performance measured. The identification is based on the current knowledge on the critical resources
which meet the future capacity needs. The resources can be Network bandwidth, Centralized disk
space, centralized processors in servers, channels, tape drives, centralized memory in servers,
centralized printers, client processors, client disk space, client memory.
 Measure the utilizations or performance of the resources
The identified resources are subjected to measurement to their maximum utilizations or performance.
The measurement is useful for estimating the utilization baseline which helps in prediction of the
future trend. It also helps in estimating the excess capacity of each component. Resource utilizations
are measured using different tools. Each tool contributes a different component to the overall
utilization matrix. One tool may provide processor and disk channel utilizations. Another may supply
information on disk-space utilization; still another may provide insight into how much of that space is
actually being used within databases. Databases are often pre-allocated by database administrators to
a size that they feel supports growth over a reasonable period of time. Knowing how full those
databases actually are, and how quickly they are filling up, provides a more accurate picture of disk
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space utilization. In environments where machines are used as database servers, this information is
often known only to the database administrators. In these cases, it is important to establish an open
dialog between capacity planners and database administrators and to obtain access to a tool that
provides this crucial information.
 Compare utilizations to maximum capacities
The idea is to determine the excess capacity for the selected components. The component must be
subjected to maximum usable capacity. But we know that any component is usable to only a certain
percent of the maximum capacity. For example, the maximum server capacity of a server is 80 to 90
percent. Similar limitations apply for the network bandwidth and other components (resources). By
extrapolating the utilization trending reports and then comparing them to the maximum usable
capacity, the process owner can estimate the excess capacity.
 Collect workload forecasts from developers and users
This is the most important step in the capacity planning process. The developers are asked to help the
users complete the IT workload forecasts. The output depends on the input. This step must be
customized as much as possible to meet the requirements of the work environment.
 Transform workload forecasts into IT resource requirements
After obtaining the workload forecasts, the projected changes must be transformed into IT resource
requirements. Measurement tools are used to change projected transaction loads into increased
capacity of server processors. The worksheets help in projecting the estimated time frames during
which the workload increases will occur.
 Map requirements onto existing utilizations
The projected resource requirements obtained from the workload projections of the users is mapped
onto the charts of excess utilization. The mapping shows the quantity of new capacity needed to meet
the expected demand.
 Predict when the shop will be out of capacity
The mapping pinpoints the time frame during which the upgraded resources will be required.
 Update forecasts and utilizations
The plan should be updated continually over a period of time.
Type of Lean Methodology: Technique
Interviewee Id’s discussed: ID3, ID7
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:


Efficient mapping of business objectives (user requirements) into quantifiable information
technology resources.
 Reducing of cost.
 High performance product is obtained.
 No risk of project failures.
Lean principles addressed:
 Continuous flow
 Lean Pull
 Rule to perfection
Challenges discussed:





Low quality of the end product
Problems in understanding the gathered customer requirements.
Problems in gathering the correct requirements.
Highly dynamic customer requirements
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High development costs
Risk of failure of projects

Skill gap analysis (ILM-12): The skill gap analysis is a lean technique for improving the
performance through systematic evaluation of workforce skills in relation to business operations. The
following are the important phases in skill gap analysis:
 A competency assessment is initiated to generate a comprehensive list of specific skills
required to be performed on the job. A competency assessment focuses on the performance of
the employee in relation to the specified performance standards. It helps in identifying the
existing competencies and skill gaps of the current working employees. An employee can
self-assess his ability to determine the type of training he needs. The skill set for each job is
used for constructing the competency map for the specific role. A competency map is defined
as the standardized requirement for an individual to perform a specific job properly.
 The competency map is used as benchmark for identifying the workforce skills gaps. The
employees on completion of self-assessment are verified by their supervisors on the actual
performance on the job.
 A training plan is designed targeting each employee’s skill needs.
Type of Lean Methodology: Technique
Interviewee Id’s discussed: ID3, ID7
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:


A skill gap analysis can provide a critical overview of an organization which helps the
management to determine whether the personnel have the necessary skills to meet corporate
objectives or achieve a change in strategy.
 It provides an analysis of skill gaps in an organization, department, or role.
 Helps in prioritizing the training resources
 Efficient recruitment of personnel
Lean principles addressed: empower people
Value added and non-value added analysis (ILM-14): This lean technique is used to identify the
value added and non-value added activities in software engineering. A value added activity is
anything which satisfies the customer or the customer is interested in. A non-value added activity is
anything that does not satisfy the customer. It is important to identify and remove any non-value
added activity in software engineering. A value stream map presents the wastes at different stages in
software development.
Type of Lean Methodology: Technique
Interviewee Id’s discussed: ID3, ID7
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:








Waste can be found
Code review process is improved.
Lead time can be reduced
Rework is reduced
Cost is reduced
Information flow is increased
Visibility of the project is improved
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Lean principles addressed:
 Eliminate Waste
 Seeing the whole
 Lean pull
 Customer Value
Challenges discussed:










Rework
Extra process such as duplication of code
Extra features
Waiting
Motion
Defects
Schedule delays
Lack of proper visualization of the entire process
High development costs

Mind set and behavior analysis (ILM-15): Human behavior is the outcome of his/her mindset.
Having a negative mindset can create disastrous effect on the progress of the project. Stress creates
hurdles. A periodic mindset and behavior analysis is initiated by the development organization to have
a continuous monitoring of the personnel working in the organization. Aptitude tests are conducted at
regular intervals during the project to understand the mindset of the personnel.
Type of Lean Methodology: Technique
Interviewee Id’s discussed:
Context of Validation: Strong
Create cadence (ILM-22): Cadence is determined by the quantity and the frequency that a customer
moves through a marketing cycle. In lean software development the pace is set by the customer. An
improper balance in the cadence might ruin the entire marketing cycle. To create a smooth or level
flow is one of the prime reasons of initiating a marketing Kanban. When we create our Value Stream
for a customer we like to calculate our normal marketing cycle time. It differs from takt time which is
normally associated with Value stream Mapping. First of all it is not exact, it is an average time.
Every customer will be different. However, we will see a definite average cycle time (there is an
element of variation) that the majority of the prospects take. The more a prospect is qualified the more
precise we can become with the cycle time or cadence. On the other hand, the likelihood of getting
orders will decrease significantly as we move away from this time.
Type of Lean Methodology: Principle
Interviewee Id’s discussed: ID5, ID6
Context of Validation: Strong
Benefits of implementation:








Waste can be found
Code review process is improved.
Lead time can be reduced
Rework is reduced
Cost is reduced
Information flow is increased
Visibility of the project is improved
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Lean principles addressed:
 Eliminate Waste
 Seeing the whole
 Lean pull
 Perfection
Challenges discussed:
 Rework
 Extra process such as duplication of code
 Extra features
 Waiting
 Motion
 Defects
 Schedule delays
 Lack of proper visualization of the entire process
 High development costs
Industrial interviews were conducted and the hindrance factors were conducted by interviewing
experienced personnel in the industry. The following section presents the factors the currently hinder
the implementation of lean methodologies in the context of software engineering
 Factors that currently hinder the implementation of lean methodologies in the context of
software engineering.
Lack of commitment from the higher level management (HF-1): The lack of commitment from
higher level management is currently being a prime hindrance factor in implementing lean
methodologies in the context of software engineering. The following are the practical experiences of
the working personnel in their own words.
Interviewee ID3: “The Higher level management authorities in our organization are not willing to
implement lean methodologies as it requires a whole transformation change starting from the
root”.
Interviewee ID7: “The lean change is very much money oriented and requires huge expenditure.
Hence, in my opinion lean transformation requires a lot of commitment from the top notch”.
On analyzing the interview notes we found that HF-1 can be a potential factor in hindering the
implementing lean methodologies in the context of software engineering. Interviewee ID’s 3, 7 are
both project managers having decent experience in lean methodologies.
Lack of client/ customer support (HF-2): Lack of support from the client in implementing lean
methodologies in the context of software engineering can be a major hindrance factor. A client is the
prime stakeholder who finances the project. Hence client satisfaction is the prime intention of any
software organization. The following are the practical experiences of potential working stake holders.
Interviewee ID8: “Lean transformation requires huge capital. The decision of implementing lean
methodologies in a software project lies ultimately in the hands of the client as he is the prime
stakeholder”.
Interviewee ID3: “A client finances the project. As lean transformation requires a substantial
change from the root of the project it requires a lot of investment from the client.”
Interviewee ID7: “Primarily, a client must have an overview of the benefits involved in lean
transformation. He must be satisfied enough to finance the lean transformation”.
On analyzing the interview notes we found that HF-2 can be a potential factor in resisting the
implementation of lean methodologies in the context of software engineering. Interviewee ID’s 8, 3, 7
are potential sources who lead and manage the software project and have decent experience in lean
software development.
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Cultural Factors (HF-3): Lack of trust due to cultural differences between the personnel can
drastically affect the implementation of lean in software engineering process.
Interviewee ID1: “I am an Indian. I feel free to communicate with an Indian. My current project
involves working and communicating with personnel from various geographical locations. Hence,
there is lack of trust due to these cultural differences which certainly affects the progress of the
project”.
Interviewee ID3: “Being a potential stakeholder and having the responsibility of managing the
project, I encounter a lot issues such as lack of trust, lack of sharing of knowledge, personal issues
etc. between the personnel working in the team. On investigating I found cultural difference to be
the hindering factor”.
Interviewee ID7: “Over my recent experience as a potential stakeholder I found a lot of issues
relating to lack of trust, lack of sharing of knowledge, lack of interest in participating in a
discussion, lack of face to face communication between the personnel. The reason being cultural
diversity”.
Interviewee ID4:“I have the responsibility of creating the test case scenarios and documenting the
test results. I verify the ambiguities in the code with the debugger and fix the defects on a regular
basis. I feel the ease to consult him if he relates in cultural similarity.”
Interviewee ID8: “Cultural diversity affects the progress of a software project. Communication
between the personnel working in a project plays an important role in the success of the software
project. Lack sharing of knowledge due to cultural mismatch can negatively affect the success of
software projects”.
Cultural relations between the personnel can retard the successful implementation of lean
methodologies in the context of software engineering.
Lack of efficient measurement strategies to measure the success of lean (HF-4): The lack of
efficient measurement strategies to measure the success of lean transformation plays an important role
in hindering the implementation of lean in the context of software engineering.
Interviewee ID3: “The lack of an efficient strategy to measure the success of lean transformation
can be a potential factor in hindering the initiation to implement lean methodologies in the context
of software engineering”.
Interviewee ID7:” When you cannot quantify the success of software projects, what is the use of
implementing lean methodologies?”
Resistance of the personnel (HF-5): The resistance of the working personnel to instill the lean
change can hinder the implementation of lean methodologies in the context of software engineering.
Interviewee ID2: “We have been used to implementing agile methodologies over the past few years.
The sudden transformation into lean cannot be possible. The change has to be made over a period
of time which depends on the attitude of the working personnel to inculcate the lean change”.
Interviewee ID6: “The agile practices have generated profitable results in the field of software
engineering. Also, the uncertainties of the top level management in implementing lean
transformation and lack of proper knowledge on lean methodologies have been backstabbing lean
implementation. Why go lean?”
Interviewee ID7: “The lack of knowledge on lean methodologies and its relativity to software
engineering has been a driving factor in resisting the implementation of lean methodologies in
software engineering. We do not have efficient strategies to measure the success of lean
transformation. Also, we have a little overview on lean software development”.
Lack of knowledge (HF-6): The lack of proper knowledge on the lean methodologies and its benefits
has been a potential cause in resisting the implementation of lean methodologies in the context of
software engineering.
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Interviewee ID1: “The working personnel do not have sufficient knowledge on lean software
development. They are not fully aware of the benefits of lean transformation”.
Interviewee ID3: “The knowledge on lean software development is very limited in the working
personnel. Awareness has to be created on lean methodologies and the associated benefits”.
Interviewee ID7: “Lean software development has not been a fully functional methodology. The
lack of proper knowledge on lean software development has been hindering successful
implementation of lean methodologies”.
Inadequate documentation (HF-7): The traditional software development paradigms like waterfall
model, spiral model etc. contain heavy documentation. But Agile and lean software development
paradigms do not document each and every process. This can affect the capability of an industrial
practitioner in effectively understanding the lean implication.
Interviewee ID4: “In the experience of being a software tester, I have the responsibility to generate
and document the test cases. On migrating from one project to another or replacement of personnel
in an on-going project I face the difficulty in understanding the project due to inadequate
formulation of the document.”
Interviewee ID2:”My responsibility is to primarily evaluate system specifications for business
requirements and develop efficient strategy/ solution for meeting the requirements. This requires
overall understanding of the customer requirements. Improper documentation can lead to
misunderstanding and an inefficient solution.”
Interviewee ID3: “My prime objective is to keep the track of the personnel and the project and make
sure that all the objectives of the project are met. Inadequate documentation can falsify a project
status. In my opinion documentation is a must in every software development activity”.
Interviewee ID7:”Sometimes I recruit specialists and sub-contractors to meet the needs of the
project. I need to have overall understanding of the project status. I need to have a detailed
documentation of the activities in the project. In my opinion, documentation is really necessary for
understanding the progress of the project.”
Inadequate training (HF-8): Inadequate training provided to the personnel by the organizations.
Efficient training sessions must be organized to create awareness of lean software development and
the benefits of implementing lean methodologies in the context of software engineering.
Interviewee ID1: “The working personnel do not have enough knowledge on lean software
development. There is a need to organize lean sessions and train personnel in the development
organizations”.
Interviewee ID8:”Lack of proper knowledge on lean software development has been a hindering
factor in resisting the implication of lean methodologies in the context of software engineering.
Adequate training sessions must be held to efficiently train the working personnel at regular
intervals”.
Interviewee ID3: “Training sessions are essential to all the working personnel in order to make
them understand the benefits of lean methodologies in the context of software engineering”.
Fixed price contracts (HF-9): Software projects are generally budget oriented. The client and the
developing organization agree to a fixed budget on project initiation. But implementing lean
methodologies involves a lot of expenditure. Hence the client may withdraw the high investment.
Interviewee ID3:”The budget involved in a software project is generally estimated on a mutual
agreement between the client and the developing organization at the beginning of the project.
Implementing lean change involves high budget and is time taking process. Keeping this in mind
the client may withdraw his intention of going forward with the lean transformation.”
Interviewee ID7: “Any client wants the software product to be developed at minimum possible cost.
Hence the client makes a mutual agreement on the budget with the developing organization. Lean
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transformation involves investment of huge amount of capital. This can retard the clients thought
to initiate lean transformation”.
Inappropriate evidence of existing technologies and tools (HF-10): The existing lean tools and
technologies were not properly documented and stated. There is an uncertainty in mind of the
practitioner in practicing the lean methodology to mitigate the relevant challenging factor. The
mapping of lean methodologies and the challenging factors is not appropriately described.
Interviewee ID1: “There is no specific lean methodology stated for improving a particular software
activity. The project material helps us in having an overall understanding of lean methodologies
being used in the project in the context of software engineering”.
Interviewee ID2: “Generally lean tools and principles are referred as lean methodologies
collectively as they do not have a particular distinction. I mean to say that any lean methodology
such as a tool, method or a process is employed to generate customer value and remove waste”.
Interviewee ID4:”You cannot say that a particular lean methodology can be employed for
mitigating a challenging factor. A challenging factor can be mitigated by employing many lean
methodologies. This can lead to uncertainty”.
Decreased predictability of the outcome (HF-11): The outcome of the project cannot be predicted
due to limited knowledge of the working personnel, lack of awareness on lean methodologies, in
efficient training etc.
Interviewee ID3: “The outcome of the project cannot be predicted due to improper application of
lean methodologies in software engineering. This can be due to the lack of knowledge on lean
methodologies, lack of efficient training to the personnel, etc.”.
Interviewee ID7:”You cannot expect what the end result can be”
Table 5.4: Summary of the factors that currently hinder the implementation of lean
methodologies in the context of software engineering

Factor
ID

Factors that currently hinder the
implementation of lean methodologies in the
context of software engineering

Interviewee ID’s

HF-1

Lack commitment from the higher level
management

ID3,ID7

HF-2

Lack of Client/ customer support

ID8, ID3, ID7

HF-3

Cultural factors

ID1, ID3, ID7, ID4, ID8

HF-4

Lack of efficient measurement strategies

ID3,ID7

HF-5

Resistance of the personnel

ID2, ID6, ID7

HF-6

Lack of knowledge

ID1,ID3,ID7

HF-7

Inadequate documentation

ID4,ID2,ID3,ID7

HF-8

Inadequate Training

ID1, ID8, ID3

HF-9

Fixed price contracts

ID3, ID7

HF-10

Inappropriateness of existing technologies and
tools

ID1, ID2, ID4

HF-11

Decreased predictability of the outcome

ID3, ID7
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6. Discussion
This section presents the in brief summary of the results that we formulated at the end of our research.
The sub-sections include comparative analysis, mapping of challenges and strategies and finally the
set of recommended guidelines for the industrial practitioners.

6.1

Comparative Analysis

In order to answer the RQ-3 we have compared the results from that are obtained from the systematic
literature review and also the interviews to find the challenging factors that exist in common between
the state of art and state of practice.
Table 6.1: Summary of the challenging factors that exist in common between the literature
review and the state of practice
Challenging Factors that exist in common between the state of art and
state of practice
Communication Concerns
Lack of communication between the members working in a team

Article ID’s

Interviewee
ID’s

S.NO

A-44, A1, A39, A36

1

Lack of face to face communication between the team members
Lack of sharing of knowledge between the team members due to lack of
trust
Lack of communication between the management and the development
teams
Potential Wastes
Partially done work or Rework
Extra process such as duplication of code
Extra features
Task switching (Bad multitasking)
Waiting
Motion
Defects
Quality Concerns
Lack of standardized quality assurance procedures
Low quality
Testing Concerns
Lengthy Debugging cycles
Lengthy Testing cycles
In efficient testing environments
Inefficient manual regression testing approaches
Requirement Concerns
Problems in understanding the gathered customer requirements
Problems in gathering the correct requirements

A1
A1

ID1, ID3, ID7,
ID8
ID1, ID2, ID7
ID2, ID3, ID8

A1

ID3, ID7

4

A39
A1
A39
A1, A2
A35, A38
A39, A38, A35
A39,A31,A30, A24

ID5, ID1, ID6
ID3, ID7
ID1, ID2
ID1, ID7, ID6
ID1, ID2, ID5
ID3, ID7
ID5, ID6

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

A42, A1

ID5, ID6, ID4
ID2, ID7

12
13

ID5, ID6
ID4, ID5, ID3
ID3, ID7
ID4, ID6

14
15
16
17

ID2, ID7
ID2

18
19

ID3, ID7

20

ID1, ID3, ID4,
ID7, ID6
ID3, ID7

21

Dynamic requirements
Other concerns
Long development cycle
Lack of efficient work environment

A28, A31, A33,
A44, A43, A42, A39
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2
3

22

High development costs
Lack of proper information workflow
High labor costs
Low customer value
Risk of failure of projects
Coding concerns
Existence of bugs in code base

A44, A40, A31
A30

Existence of Interdependencies between multiple units of code
In correct use of naming conventions for variables within the code

ID3, ID7, ID1
ID4, ID3, ID7
ID3, ID7
ID3, ID7
ID1, ID7, ID3

23
24
25
26
27

ID5, ID6, ID1,
ID7, ID3
ID5, ID6

28

The following shows a diagrammatic representation of the above table

54

30

30

Challenges identified from SLR
Challenges identified from
Interviews

Fig 6.1: Showing the challenging factors that exist in common in between the state of art and state
of practice
The above table shows the challenging factors that negatively influence the success of software
projects and exist in common between the state of art and state of practice. First, we conducted a
thorough systematic literature review of the lean implication in the context of software engineering.
We identified a total of 54 challenges and categorized them into respective disciplines. The
categorization was done on a general scale. We then conducted industrial interviews by interviewing
experienced personnel having decent knowledge on lean software development. We found a total of
30 challenges during the interviews which negatively influenced the success of software projects. The
identified challenges matched with the all the challenges identified during the literature review. This
clearly states that the challenges identified during the literature review have been practically
experienced and been mitigated using the lean methodologies. The following table shows the
mitigation methodologies that exist in common between state of art and state of practice.
Table 6.2: Mitigation methodologies that exist in common between the State of Art and State of
Practice
S.No
Mitigation Lean methodologies that exist
Article Interviewee ID’s
in common between the state of art and
ID’s
state of practice
Value stream mapping
1
ID1, ID3, ID7
Lean working
2
ID3, ID7
Empowerment of teams
3
ID3, ID7, ID1, ID8
Lean pull
4
ID3, ID7
Scrum
5
ID1, ID8
Optimize the whole
6
ID3, ID7
Minimize inventory
7
ID1, ID8, ID3, ID7
Kanban Method
8
ID1, ID3, ID7
Continuous integration
9
ID4, ID5, ID6
Customer Value
10
ID1, ID2, ID3, ID7,
ID8
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29
30

28
29

Sprints
Stand up meetings
Eliminate Waste
Root cause analysis
Continuous Improvement
Do it right for the first time
Minimize Inventory
Code reviews and inspections
Refactoring
Short Iteration
Adaptive planning
Time boxing
Co-located development
Cross functional teams
White board visualization
Continuous flow
Make decisions as late as possible/ Defer
Commitment
Build Integrity in
Deliver as fast as possible

30

Pair Programming
Pre-Implementation call

ID1, ID7, ID8

31

Constant Communication

ID7, ID8

32

Personal Communication

33

Open Communication

ID1, ID2, ID3, ID4,
ID5
ID6, ID7, ID8

34

Lean Leadership

ID1, ID8, ID7

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

ID3, ID7
ID1, ID3, ID7
ID1, ID8, ID3, ID7
ID1, ID8, ID3
ID3, ID7
ID1, ID3, ID7
ID1, ID8, ID3, ID7
ID5, ID6, ID1, ID8
ID5, ID6, ID1
ID3, ID7
ID1, ID3, ID7
ID3, ID7
ID3, ID7
ID3, ID7
ID1, ID8, ID3, ID7
ID1, ID2, ID3
ID1, ID7, ID8
ID2,ID5, ID6
ID5, ID6, ID1

Mitigation methodologies identified from SLR
53

34

39

Mitigation methodologies identified from
Interviews

Fig 6.2 Showing the mitigation methodologies that exist in common between the state of art and
state of practice
On analysing the mitigation methodologies, we identified 53 lean mitigation methodologies from the
systematic literature review and 39 lean mitigation strategies from the interviews which being
currently implemented in the industry.

6.2 Mapping of challenges and strategies
The following table shows the mapping of lean methodologies with the concerned challenging factors
along with the article id’s and interviewee id’s stating the mitigation methodologies.
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Table 6.3: Mapping of Challenging factors to the Lean methodologies and the Concerned
Challenges along with the Interviewee Id’s and the Article Id’s stating the Lean
Methodology
Challenging factor
Lean Mitigation Interviewee ID
Article ID
Methodlogy
Principles
SLRCH-21, SLRCH50, SLRCH-52

Customer Value

ID1, ID2, ID3,
ID7, ID8

A1, A2, A3, A5, A10, A44, A43, A41, A35,
A33, A32, A18, A9, A46, A16, A14, A58,
A72, A71, A70, A69, A66, A61, A60, A59,
A57, A56, A55, A52, A49, A47, A45, A37,
A36, A34, A29, A28, A24, A23, A21, A20,
A19, A18, A15, A11, A8, A7

SLRCH-46, SLRCH47

Redesign
process

----

A38, A16, A68

SLRCH-44, SLRCH46

Load balancing

SLRCH-8, SLRCH-9,
SLRCH-10, SLRCH11, SLRCH-12,
SLRCH-13, SLRCH14, SLRCH-15,
SLRCH-16, SLRCH17, SLRCH-18,
SLRCH-19

Eliminate Waste
& Excess
activities

ID1, ID8, ID3, ID7 A22, A14, A3, A1, A2, A4, A5, A46, A23,
A19, A14, A9, A49, A60, A55, A41, A34,
A33, A44, A6, A7, A9, A10, A11, A24, A21,
A20, A19, A18, A17, A16, A14, A43, A42,
A40, A39, A38, A37, A36, A35, A32, A31,
A56, A55, A52, A51, A48, A47, A46, A45,
A69, A63, A62, A61,A59, A58.

SLRCH-21

Continuous
Improvement

ID3, ID7

A20, A63, A44, A42, A41, A40, A33, A27,
A59, A61, A62, A66, A68, A58, A56, A55,
A53, A52, A47, A39, A37, A36, A35, A34,
A33, A32, A31, A28, A25, A24, A23, A22,
A21, A20, A19, A16, A15, A10, A9, A7, A3,
A1

SLRCH-17, SLRCH
46

Do it Right for
the first time

ID1, ID3, ID7

A40, A9, A25, A21, A16, A34, A44, A45, A60

SLRCH-5, SLRCH-1,
SLRCH-2, SLRCH-3,
SLRCH-4

Respect and
empower people

ID3, ID7, ID1, ID8 A1, A5, A22, A23, A33, A19, A6, A42, A44,
A41, A39, A34, A61, A37, A9, A2, A22, A20,
A17, A36, A32, A30, A42, A55, A52, A47,
A46, A56, A69, A67, A62, A60, A59, A58.

SLRCH-17, SLRCH16

Minimize
Inventory or
Work in
Progress

ID1, ID8, ID3, ID7 A14, A11, A9, A7, A5, A3, A2, A1, A24, A23,
A20, A19, A18, A17, A16, A28, A38, A37,
A36, A35, A34, A33, A40, A46, A44, A41,
A53, A65, A64, A62, A61, A60, A57, A55,
A71, A69, A67

SLRCH-44, SLRCH41, SLRCH-16,
SLRCH-47, SLRCH18, SLRCH-10

Pull from
demand

ID3, ID7

A38, A7, A11, A24, A17, A20, A23, A24,
A37, A35, A31, A51, A46, A58, A62, A60,

A71, A66, A64, A62, A60, A56, A54, A52,
A47, A46, A44, A43, A41, A40, A37, A36,
A35, A33, A34, A32, A30, A28, A24, A23,
A20, A18, A17, A16, A15, A14, A9, A8, A7,
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A5, A3.

SLRCH-43, SLRCH14, SLRCH-45,
SLRCH-52

Optimizing the
whole system

ID3, ID7

A1, A9, A5, A23, A22, A17, A28, A41, A37,
A36, A34, A32, A52, A50, A47, A44, A61,
A60, A55, A72

SLRCH-17

Continuous flow

ID1, ID2, ID3

A43, A14, A11, A9, A8, A7, A5, A3, A24,
A23, A68, A66, A65, A62, A61, A60, A59,
A56, A55, A54, A53, A52, A48, A47, A46,
A60, A44, A41,A40, A39, A38, A37, A36,
A35, A34, A33, A31, A30, A28, A22, A21,
A20, A18, A17, A16, A14, A11

SLRCH-40, SLRCH52

Make decisions
as late as
possible/ Defer
Commitment

ID1, ID7, ID8

A37, A71, A70, A57, A56, A55, A45, A44,
A41, A37, A36, A34, A25, A23, A20, A6, A5,
A1

SLRCH-42

Look
simultaneously
for multiple
solutions

ID5, ID6

A36, A34, A44, A60, A56, A20

SLRCH-6, SLRCH7

Trusted
relationships
with suppliers

----

A44, A23, A9, A16, A1, A3

SLRCH-9, SLRCH10, SLRCH-15,
SLRCH-20, SLRCH50

Rule to
perfection

----

A59, A60, A67, A47, A49, A52, A56, A57,
A32, A34, A35, A36, A41, A43, A18, A23,
A14, A16.

SLRCH-21, SLRCH2, SLRCH-3,
SLRCH-4, SLRCH-5

Standardization

----

A60, A64, A67, A72, A46, A47, A53, A55,
A58, A34, A36, A37, A38, A39, A40, A42,
A41, A44, A21, A31, A11, A1, A3

ID2,ID5, ID6

A60, A61, A66, A70, A47, A52, A54, A55,
A56, A32, A34, A36, A37, A40, A17, A22,
A23, A5, A1, A2

End to end
performance
management
SLRCH-21, SLRCH54, SLRCH-52,
SLRCH-34

Build Integrity
in

SLRCH-6, SLRCH-7,
SLRCH-21, SLRCH10

Deliver as fast as ID5, ID6, ID1
possible

A69, A67, A68, A66, A65, A60

Practices
SLRCH-4, SLRCH-1,
SLRCH-28, SLRCH8

PreImplementation
call

ID1, ID7, ID8

A1

SLRCH-47, SLRCH54, SLRCH-44,
SLRCH-3, SLRCH21, SLRCH-50,
SLRCH-45, SLRCH-

Apollo Sprints

ID3, ID7

A1
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43, SLRCH-46,
SLRCH-49, SLRCH52, SLRCH-8,
SLRCH10
SLRCH-1, SLRCH-2,
SLRCH-3, SLRCH-4

Constant
Communication

ID7, ID8

A1

SLRCH-2, SLRCH-3,
SLRCH-4

Personal
Communication

ID1, ID2, ID3,
ID4, ID5

A1

SLRCH-2, SLRCH-3,
SLRCH-4

Open
Communication

ID6, ID7, ID8

A1

SLRCH-4, SLRCH21, SLRCH-28,
SLRCH-29, SLRCH32, SLRCH-33

Code Reviews
and Inspections

ID5, ID6, ID1, ID8 A1

SLRCH-39, SLRCH38, SLRCH-37,
SLRCH-36

Metaphors and
user stories

----

A-37,

SLRCH-28, SLRCH29, SLRCH-32,
SLRCH-33, SLRCH35

Refactoring

ID5, ID6, ID1

A-37

SLRCH-8, SLRCH43, SLRCH-29

Low dependency ---architecture

A37

Test driven
development &
Test automation

A37

SLRCH-28, SLRCH29, SLRCH-35,
SLRCH-32, SLRCH33

Pair
Programming

ID5, ID6

A37

Continuous
Integration

ID4, ID5, ID6

A-37, A27, A36

SLRCH-21, SLRCH41, SLRCH-42,
SLRCH-52, SLRCH24, SLRCH-28,
SLRCH-29, SLRCH34, SLRCH-26

Configuration
Management

----

A-37, A27, A36

SLRCH-21, SLRCH43, SLRCH-45,
SLRCH-50

Incremental
deliveries to the
customer or
short iterations

ID3, ID7

A-37, A36, A62, A61, A60, A68

SLRCH-50

Adaptive
Planning

ID1, ID3, ID7

A60, A62, A66, A45, A46, A58, A37, A44,
A30, A9, A3.

SLRCH-12, SLRCH15, SLRCH-16,
SLRCH-17, SLRCH-

Time Boxing

ID3, ID7

A60, A-37, A64, A65, A46, A51, A58, A36,
A17, A20, A21, A23, A24, A7, A1, A3.
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18
SLRCH-1, SLRCH-2,
SLRCH-3, SLRCH-4,
SLRCH-5, SLRCH-6,
SLRCH-7

Co-located
Development

ID3, ID7

A-38

SLRCH-1, SLRCH-4

Cross functional
Teams

ID3, ID7

A-37

SLRCH-17

Inventory
management
with queuing
theory and
theory of
constraints

A37

Chief Engineer
SLRCH-17, SLRCH46, SLRCH-21

Kanban Pull
System

ID1, ID3, ID7

A-38, A59, A60, A61, A62, A64, A65, A71,
A46, A48, A52, A53, A54, A55, A57, A33,
A36, A37, A40, A44, A17, A18, A20, A23,
A24, A28, A5, A14, A2, A3.

SLRCH-1, SLRCH-2,
SLRCH-3, S;RCH-4,
SLRCH-5

Daily Stand up
meetings

ID1, ID3, ID7

A-37, A20

Mutual trust
and
commitment

SLRCH-8, SLRCH-9,
SLRCH-10, SLRCH11, SLRCH-12,
SLRCH-13, SLRCH14, SLRCH-15,
SLRCH-16, SLRCH17, SLRCH-18,
SLRCH-19

A-37, A20

Lean
Leadership

ID1, ID8, ID7

A-38

Automated
Testing

----

A70, A66, A60, A55, A53, A44, A41, A40,
A39, A37, A36

Root cause
analysis

ID1, ID8, ID3

A7, A5, A1, A19, A17, A11, A20, A21, A30,
A37, A36, A49, A47, A44, A43, A42, A41,
A58, A54, A60, A67, A64

Value Stream
Mapping

ID1, ID3, ID7

A1, A35, A37, A40

Seeing waste

----

A60

Tool
SLRCH-8, SLRCH-9,
LRCH-10, SLRCH12, SLRCH13,
SLRCH14,
SLRCH15,
SLRCH43, SLRCH46
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Technique
SLRCH-2, SLRCH-4,
SLRCH-5

White Board
Visualization

ID1, ID8, ID3, ID7 A1

SLRCH-32, SLRCH- Lean Working
49, SLRCH-33,
SLRCH21,
SLRCH20,SLRCH17,
SLRCH43

ID3, ID7

A-67, A54, A42

SLRCH-47, SLRCH54, SLRCH-44,
SLRCH3, SLRCH21,
SLRCH45,
SLRCH43,
SLRCH49,
SLRCH52, SLRCH8,
SLRCH10

ID1, ID8

A72, A69, A66, A64, A56, A55, A51, A46,
A45, A44, A23, A20, A17, A10, A9, A6.

Scrum

LESAT

A-47

Method
SLRCH-16, SLRCH- Lean Kanban
47, SLRCH18,
SLRCH-10, SLRCH11,
SLRCH12,SLRCH13,
SLRCH-14

ID1, ID3, ID7

A40, A71, A62, A64, A55, A48, A44, A37,
A36, A33, A2
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6.3 Set of guidelines recommended for industrial practitioners
This section presents the challenging factors that negatively influence the success of software projects
and the set of recommended lean mitigation methodologies to be practiced in the context of software
engineering. The proposed guidelines are beneficial for an industrial practitioner in practicing a lean
methodology in the context of software engineering. The challenging factors that negatively influence
the success of software projects, identified from both state of art and state of practice are grouped into
Communication concerns, Potential wastes, Quality concerns, Testing concerns, Coding concerns,
Requirement concerns, other concerns.
Communication Concerns: Communication plays an important role in the success of a project. The
presence of communication concerns in a project risks the success of a project and the quality of
deliverable. It drastically hampers the progress of a project. The identified communication concerns
along with the set of recommended lean practices to appease the negative impact of the identified
communication concerns are presented in the table . The benefits of practicing the lean methodology
are also presented.
Table 6.4: Recommended set of guidelines beneficial for Industrial practitioners
(Communication concerns)
Challenge
factor

Challenging
Factor

Recommended
Lean
mitigation

Lean
Principles

Benefits on implementation

Articl
e ID
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Interview
ee ID

categorization
Communication
concerns

Lack of
sharing of
knowledge
between the
working
personnel

methodology

addressed

PreImplementation
call

Create
Knowledge

Sharing of knowledge between
the team members

Eliminate
Waste

Creates an opportunity to learn
new tactics for solving
problems.

A1

ID1, ID7,
ID8

Eliminating extra work by
reusing code.
Coordination between the teams
can be improved
White Board
visualization

Create
Knowledge

Team bonding
Sharing of Knowledge

A1

ID1, ID8,
ID3, ID7

Constant
communication

Create
Knowledge

Knowledge Sharing

A1

ID7, ID8

Continuous updating of system
and team statuses
Knowledge Sharing

A1

ID1, ID2,
ID3, ID4,
ID5

A1

ID6, ID7,
ID8

A1

ID5, ID6,
ID1, ID8

Quality is improved.
No chance of
miscommunication

A38

ID3, ID7

Wide range of skills

A-37

ID3, ID7

Personal
Communication

Create
Knowledge

Team bonding.

Open
Communication

Create
Knowledge

Code reviews
and Inspections

Build
Quality In
Create
Knowledge
Eliminate
Waste

Face to face communication is
improved
Collective participation is
ensured
Multiple solutions can be
suggested
Design and code is improved.
Bugs can be eliminated
Engineers are exposed to more
of code base within the product.
Sharing of knowledge

Co-located
development

Eliminating
waste
Amplify
learning
Respect
people

Cross functional
teams

Build
quality in
Amplify
learning
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Eliminate
Waste
Daily stand-up
meetings

Amplify
learning

Access to information from
Different perspectives
Access to resources
Team boding is achieved

A-37,
A20

ID1, ID3,
ID7

Team progress can be estimated

Lack of Face
to face
communicatio
n between the
team members

Apollo Sprints

Create
Knowledge

The progress of the project can
be tracked
Trust
between
the
team A1
members is improved radically.
Bonding between the
members is improved.

ID3, ID7

team

Sharing of Knowledge.
Socialization is improved.

Personal
communication

Create
Knowledge

Cultural differences between the
team members are solved
Knowledge Sharing
A1
Team bonding.

ID1, ID2,
ID3, ID4,
ID5

ID6, ID7,
ID8

Open
Communication

Create
Knowledge

Face to face communication is
improved
Collective
participation
is A1
ensured

Co-located
Development

Build
Quality In
Eliminating
waste

Multiple solutions
suggested
No chance of
miscommunication

can

be
A38

ID3, ID7

A1

ID7, ID8

A-37,
A20

ID1, ID3,
ID7

Amplify
learning
Respect
people

Constant
Communication

Daily Stand up
meetings

Build
quality in
Create
Knowledge

Amplify
learning

Knowledge Sharing
Continuous updating of system
and team statuses.
Team boding is achieved
Team progress can be estimated
The progress of the project can
be tracked
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Scrum

Continuous
Improveme
nt

Deliver as
fast as
possible

A72,
A69,
High flexibility
A66,
A64,
High adaptability
A56,
A55,
Saving of time and money
A51,
A46,
Constant feedback from the A45,
customer
A44,
A23,
Frequent updating of progress in A20,
the work leads to clear visibility A17,
of the entire project.
A10,
A9,
Productivity is increased
A6.

Optimize
the whole

Easy to deliver the product in
scheduled time

Eliminating
waste

Communication between the
working personnel is improved
due to daily stand up meetings.
No chance of
miscommunication

Load
balancing
Eliminate
Waste
Build
Quality In

Lack of
communicatio
n between the
management
and the
development
teams

Co-located
Development
teams

Stable workflow

ID1, ID8

A-38

ID3, ID7

A37,
A20

ID1, ID3,
ID7

A1

ID1, ID8,
ID3, ID7

A1

ID1, ID7,
ID8

Amplify
learning
Respect
people

Daily stand-up
meetings

Build
quality in
Amplify
learning

Team boding is achieved
Team progress can be estimated

White Board
visualization
Lack of
coordination
between the
working teams
in the planning
process

PreImplementation
call

Create
Knowledge
Create
Knowledge
Eliminate
Waste.

The progress of the project can
be tracked
Team bonding
Sharing of Knowledge
Sharing of knowledge between
the team members
Creates an opportunity to learn
new tactics for solving
problems.
Eliminating extra work by
reusing code.
Coordination between the teams
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Constant
Communication

Co-located
Development

Create
Knowledge

Eliminating
waste

can be improved.
Knowledge Sharing

A1

ID7, ID8

Continuous updating of system
and team statuses.
No chance of
A38
miscommunication

ID3, ID7

Amplify
learning
Respect
people

Cross functional
Teams

Build
quality in
Amplify
learning

Wide range of skills

A37

ID3, ID7

A-37,
A20

ID1, ID3,
ID7

Access to information

Daily Stand up
meetings

Eliminate
waste
Amplify
learning

Different perspectives
Access to resources
Team boding is achieved
Team progress can be estimated

Lack of proper
communicatio
n between the
team members
working in a
team

Constant
Communication

Create
Knowledge

The progress of the project can
be tracked
Knowledge Sharing
A1

ID7, ID8

Continuous updating of system
and team statuses.

Personal
Communication

Create
Knowledge

Knowledge Sharing

A1

Team bonding.

ID1, ID2,
ID3, ID4,
ID5

ID6, ID7,
ID8

Open
Communication

Create
Knowledge

Face to face communication is
improved
Collective participation is
A1
ensured

Co-located
Development

Build
Quality In
Eliminating
waste

Multiple solutions can be
suggested
No chance of mis
communication

A38

Amplify
learning
Respect
people
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ID3, ID7

Daily Stand up
meetings

Build
quality in
Amplify
learning

Team boding is achieved

A37,
A20

ID1, ID3,
ID7

A1

ID1, ID8,
ID3, ID7

A38

ID3, ID7

A38

ID3, ID7

Team progress can be estimated

Lack of
communicatio
n between the
management
and the client.

White Board
Visualization

Create
Knowledge

Co-located
Development

Eliminating
waste

The progress of the project can
be tracked
Team bonding
Sharing of Knowledge
No chance of mis
communication

Amplify
learning
Respect
people

Lack of
communicatio
n between the
development
teams and the
client.

Co-located
Development

Build
quality in
Eliminating
waste

No chance of mis
communication

Amplify
learning
Respect
people

Build
quality in
Potential Wastes: Any potential waste leads to no value adding activity in a project. The prime
objective of practicing a lean methodology is to identify the potential wastes and then eliminate them
thereby creating value for the customer. A waste can negatively hamper the success of software
project hence it is better to eliminate them once identified. The identified wastes are shown below
along with the recommended lean mitigation methodology.
Table 6.5: Recommended set of guidelines beneficial for Industrial practitioners
(Potential Wastes)
Challenging
Factor
categorization
Potential Wastes

Challenge
factor
Rework

Recommended
Lean mitigation
methodology
PreImplementation
call

Lean
principles
addressed

Benefits on
implementation

Create
Knowledge

Sharing of knowledge
between the team
members.

Eliminate
Waste

Article ID

A1

Intervie
wee ID
ID1,
ID7,
ID8

Creates an opportunity to
learn new tactics for
solving problems.
Eliminating extra work by
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Apollo Sprints

Create
Knowledge

reusing code.
Coordination between the
teams can be improved

A1

ID3,
ID7

Trust between the team
members is improved
radically.
Bonding between
team
members
improved.

the
is

Sharing of Knowledge.
Socialization is improved.
Cultural differences
between the team
members are solved
Root cause
analysis

Eliminate
Waste

Identify barriers and the
causes of problems, so
that permanent solutions
can be found.
Develop
approach
solving

Value Stream
Mapping

Eliminate
Waste
seeing the
whole,
lean pull,
perfection

a
to

A7, A5, A1,
A19, A17, A11,
A20, A21, A30,
A37, A36, A49,
A47, A44, A43,
logical A42, A41, A58,
problem- A54, A60, A67,
A64

Identify current and future
needs for organizational
improvement.
Waste can be found
A1, A35, A37,
A40
Code review process is
improved.

ID1,
ID8,
ID3

ID1,
ID3,
ID7

Lead time can be reduced
Rework is reduced
Cost is reduced
Information
increased

Scrum

Continuous
Improveme
nt
Load
balancing

flow

is

Visibility of the project is
improved
Stable workflow
A72, A69, A66,
A64, A56, A55,
High flexibility
A51, A46, A45,
A44, A23, A20,
High adaptability
A17, A10, A9,
A6.
Saving of time and money
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ID1,
ID8

Eliminate
Waste

Constant feedback from
the customer

Build
Quality In

Frequent updating of
progress in the work leads
Deliver as to clear visibility of the
fast
as entire project.
possible
Productivity is increased
Optimize
the whole
Easy to deliver the
product in scheduled time

Value added and
non-value added
analysis

Eliminate
Waste

Communication between
the working personnel is
improved due to daily
stand up meetings.
Waste can be found

Code review process is
Seeing the improved.
whole
Lead time can be reduced
Lean pull
Rework is reduced
Customer
Value
Cost is reduced
Information
increased

Create cadence

ID3,
ID7

Eliminate
Waste

flow

is

Visibility of the project is
improved
Waste can be found

ID5,
ID6

Code review process is
Seeing the improved.
whole
Lead time can be reduced
Lean pull
Rework is reduced
Perfection
Cost is reduced
Information
increased

Extra
process
such as
duplication

Root cause
analysis

Eliminate
Waste

flow

is

Visibility of the project is
improved
Identify barriers and the
causes of problems, so
that permanent solutions
can be found.

A7, A5, A1,
A19, A17, A11,
A20, A21, A30,
A37, A36, A49,
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ID1,
ID8,
ID3

of code
Develop
approach
solving

a
to

A47, A44, A43,
logical A42, A41, A58,
problem- A54, A60, A67,
A64

Identify current and future
needs for organizational
improvement.

Value Stream
Mapping

Eliminate
Waste
seeing the
whole,

Establish repeatable, stepby-step processes, in
which one process can
confirm the results of
another
Waste can be found
A1, A35, A37,
A40
Code review process is
improved.

ID1,
ID3,
ID7

Lead time can be reduced
Rework is reduced

lean pull,
Cost is reduced
perfection

Lean Kanban/
Kanban project
management
model

Amplify
learning
Defer
commitme
nt
Eliminate
waste

Information
increased

flow

is

Visibility of the project is
improved
Kanban/ pull techniques
help in improving the
quality of the product
Customer value is
increased

A40, A71, A62,
A64, A55, A48,
A44, A37, A36,
A33, A2

ID1,
ID3,
ID7

Reduces cost
Flow is maintained
throughout the system
Bugs can be fixed by
early identification of
defects
Do it right

Value added and
non-value added
analysis

Eliminate
Waste

Potential Wastes in
Kanban based software
projects are identified
Waste can be found

ID3,
ID7

Code review process is
Seeing the improved.
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whole
Lead time can be reduced
Lean pull
Rework is reduced
Customer
Value

Cost is reduced
Information
increased

Create cadence

Eliminate
Waste

flow

is

Visibility of the project is
improved
Waste can be found

ID5, ID6

Code review process is
Seeing the improved.
whole
Lead time can be reduced
Lean pull
Rework is reduced
Perfection
Cost is reduced
Information
increased

Extra
features

Apollo Sprints

Create
Knowledge

flow

is

Visibility of the project is
improved
Trust between the team A1
members is improved
radically.
Bonding between
team
members
improved.

ID3, ID7

the
is

Sharing of Knowledge. ,
id3
Socialization is improved.

Root cause
analysis

Eliminate
Waste

Cultural
differences
between
the
team
members are solved
Identify barriers and the
causes of problems, so
that permanent solutions
can be found.
Develop
approach
solving

A7, A5, A1, A19,
A17, A11, A20,
A21, A30, A37,
A36, A49, A47,
A44, A43, A42,
a
logical A41, A58, A54,
to problem- A60, A67, A64
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ID1, ID8,
ID3

Identify current
future
needs
organizational
improvement.

Value Stream
Mapping

Eliminate
Waste
seeing the
whole
lean pull,
perfection

and
for

Establish
repeatable,
step-by-step processes, in
which one process can
confirm the results of
another
Waste can be found
A1, A35, A37,
A40
Code review process is
improved.

ID1,
ID3,
ID7

Lead time can be reduced
Rework is reduced
Cost is reduced
Information
increased

Scrum

flow

is

Visibility of the project is
improved
Continuous Stable workflow
A72, A69, A66,
Improvem
A64, A56, A55,
ent
High flexibility
A51, A46, A45,
A44, A23, A20,
Load
High adaptability
A17, A10, A9,
balancing
A6
Saving of time and money
Eliminate
Waste
Constant feedback from
the customer
Build
Quality In
Frequent updating of
progress in the work
Deliver as leads to clear visibility of
fast
as the entire project.
possible
Productivity is increased
Optimize
the whole
Easy to deliver the
product in scheduled
time
Communication between
the working personnel is
improved due to daily
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ID1, ID8

Lean Kanban/
Kanban project
management
model

Amplify
learning
Defer
commitme
nt
Eliminate
waste

stand up meetings.
Kanban/ pull techniques
help in improving the
quality of the product

A40, A71, A62,
A64, A55, A48,
A44, A37, A36,
A33, A2

ID1,
ID3,
ID7

Customer value is
increased
Reduces cost
Flow is maintained
throughout the system
Bugs can be fixed by
early identification of
defects
Do it right

Value added and
non-value added
analysis

Eliminate
Waste

Potential
Wastes
in
Kanban based software
projects are identified
Waste can be found

Code review process is
Seeing the improved.
whole
Lead time can be reduced
Lean pull
Rework is reduced
Customer
Value
Cost is reduced
Information
increased

Create cadence

ID3,
ID7

Eliminate
Waste

flow

is

Visibility of the project is
improved
Waste can be found

ID5,
ID6

Code review process is
Seeing the improved.
whole
Lead time can be reduced
Lean pull
Rework is reduced
Perfection
Cost is reduced
Information
increased

flow

is

Visibility of the project is
improved
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Task
Switching
such as bad
multitaskin
g

Root cause
analysis

Eliminate
Waste

Identify barriers and the
causes of problems, so
that permanent solutions
can be found.
Develop
approach
solving

a
to

A7, A5, A1,
A19, A17, A11,
A20, A21, A30,
A37, A36, A49,
A47, A44, A43,
logical A42, A41, A58,
problem- A54, A60, A67,
A64

ID1,
ID8,
ID3

Identify current and future
needs for organizational
improvement.

Lean Kanban/
Kanban project
management
model

Amplify
learning
Defer
commitme
nt
Eliminate
waste

Establish repeatable, stepby-step processes, in
which one process can
confirm the results of
another
Kanban/ pull techniques
A40, A71, A62,
help in improving the
A64, A55, A48,
quality of the product
A44, A37, A36,
A33, A2
Customer value is
increased

ID1,
ID3,
ID7

Reduces cost
Flow is maintained
throughout the system
Bugs can be fixed by
early identification of
defects
Do it right
Potential Wastes in
Kanban based software
projects are identified
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Eliminate
Waste

Low development cost

Create cadence

Eliminate
Waste

Waste can be found

A4

ID5,
ID6

Code review process is
Seeing the improved.
whole
Lead time can be reduced
Lean pull
Rework is reduced
Perfection
Cost is reduced
Information

flow

is
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increased
Visibility of the project is
improved
Waiting

Time Boxing

Eliminate
waste

The waste of partially A60, A-37, A64, ID3,
done work is eliminated
A65, A46, A51, ID7
A58, A36, A17,
A20, A21, A23,
A24, A7, A1,
A3.

Root cause
analysis

Eliminate
Waste

Identify barriers and the
causes of problems, so
that permanent solutions
can be found.
Develop
approach
solving

a
to

A7, A5, A1,
A19, A17, A11,
A20, A21, A30,
A37, A36, A49,
A47, A44, A43,
logical A42, A41, A58,
problem- A54, A60, A67,
A64

ID1,
ID8,
ID3

Identify current and future
needs for organizational
improvement.

Value Stream
Mapping

Eliminate
Waste
seeing the
whole,
lean pull,
perfection

Establish repeatable, stepby-step processes, in
which one process can
confirm the results of
another
Waste can be found
A1, A35, A37,
A40
Code review process is
improved.

ID1,
ID3,
ID7

Lead time can be reduced
Rework is reduced
Cost is reduced
Information
increased

Lean Kanban/
Kanban project
management
model

Amplify
learning
Defer
commitme
nt
Eliminate
waste

flow

is

Visibility of the project is
improved
Kanban/ pull techniques
A40, A71, A62,
help in improving the
A64, A55, A48,
quality of the product
A44, A37, A36,
A33, A2
Customer value is
increased
Reduces cost
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ID1,
ID3,
ID7

Flow is maintained
throughout the system
Bugs can be fixed by
early identification of
defects
Do it right

Value added and
non-value added
analysis

Eliminate
Waste

Potential
Wastes
in
Kanban based software
projects are identified
Waste can be found

Code review process is
Seeing the improved.
whole
Lead time can be reduced
Lean pull
Rework is reduced
Customer
Value
Cost is reduced
Information
increased

Create cadence

ID3,
ID7

Eliminate
Waste

flow

is

Visibility of the project is
improved
Waste can be found

ID5,
ID6

Code review process is
Seeing the improved.
whole
Lead time can be reduced
Lean pull
Rework is reduced
Perfection
Cost is reduced
Information
increased

Motion

Root cause
analysis

Eliminate
Waste

flow

is

Visibility of the project is
improved
Identify barriers and the
causes of problems, so
that permanent solutions
can be found.
Develop
approach
solving

a
to

A7, A5, A1,
A19, A17, A11,
A20, A21, A30,
A37, A36, A49,
A47, A44, A43,
logical A42, A41, A58,
problem- A54, A60, A67,
A64

Identify current and future
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ID1,
ID8,
ID3

needs for organizational
improvement.

Value Stream
Mapping

Eliminate
Waste
seeing the
whole,
lean pull,
perfection

Establish repeatable, stepby-step processes, in
which one process can
confirm the results of
another
Waste can be found
A1, A35, A37,
A40
Code review process is
improved.

ID1,
ID3,
ID7

Lead time can be reduced
Rework is reduced
Cost is reduced
Information
increased

Lean Kanban/
Kanban project
management
model

Amplify
learning
Defer
commitme
nt
Eliminate
waste

flow

is

Visibility of the project is
improved
Kanban/ pull techniques
A40, A71, A62,
help in improving the
A64, A55, A48,
quality of the product
A44, A37, A36,
A33, A2
Customer value is
increased

ID1,
ID3,
ID7

Reduces cost
Flow is maintained
throughout the system
Bugs can be fixed by
early identification of
defects
Do it right
Potential Wastes in
Kanban based software
projects are identified

Value added and
non-value added
analysis

Eliminate
Waste

Waste can be found

ID3,
ID7

Code review process is
Seeing the improved.
whole
Lead time can be reduced
Lean pull
Rework is reduced
Customer
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Value

Cost is reduced
Information
increased

Defects

Root cause
analysis

Eliminate
Waste

flow

is

Visibility of the project is
improved
Identify barriers and the
causes of problems, so
that permanent solutions
can be found.
Develop
approach
solving

a
to

A7, A5, A1,
A19, A17, A11,
A20, A21, A30,
A37, A36, A49,
A47, A44, A43,
logical A42, A41, A58,
problem- A54, A60, A67,
A64

ID1,
ID8,
ID3

Identify current and future
needs for organizational
improvement.

Value Stream
Mapping

Eliminate
Waste
seeing the
whole,
lean pull,
perfection

Establish repeatable, stepby-step processes, in
which one process can
confirm the results of
another
Waste can be found
A1, A35, A37,
A40
Code review process is
improved.

ID1,
ID3,
ID7

Lead time can be reduced
Rework is reduced
Cost is reduced
Information
increased

Lean Kanban/
Kanban project
management
model

Amplify
learning
Defer
commitme
nt
Eliminate
waste

flow

is

Visibility of the project is
improved
Kanban/ pull techniques
A40, A71, A62,
help in improving the
A64, A55, A48,
quality of the product
A44, A37, A36,
A33, A2
Customer value is
increased
Reduces cost
Flow is maintained
throughout the system
Bugs can be fixed by
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ID1,
ID3,
ID7

early identification of
defects
Do it right
Potential Wastes in
Kanban based software
projects are identified
Value added and
non-value added
analysis

Eliminate
Waste

Waste can be found

Code review process is
Seeing the improved.
whole
Lead time can be reduced
Lean pull
Rework is reduced
Customer
Value
Cost is reduced
Information
increased

Create cadence

ID3,
ID7

Eliminate
Waste

flow

is

Visibility of the project is
improved
Waste can be found

ID5,
ID6

Code review process is
Seeing the improved.
whole
Lead time can be reduced
Lean pull
Rework is reduced
Perfection
Cost is reduced
Information
increased

Schedule
delays

Time Boxing

Eliminate
waste

Create cadence

Eliminate
Waste

flow

is

Visibility of the project is
improved
The waste of partially A60, A-37, A64, ID3,
done work is eliminated
A65, A46, A51, ID7
A58, A36, A17,
A20, A21, A23,
A24, A7, A1,
A3
Waste can be found

ID5.
ID6

Code review process is
Seeing the improved.
whole
Lead time can be reduced
Lean pull
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Rework is reduced
Perfection
Cost is reduced
Information
increased

flow

is

Visibility of the project is
improved
Root cause
analysis

Eliminate
Waste

Identify barriers and the
causes of problems, so
that permanent solutions
can be found.
Develop
approach
solving

a
to

A7, A5, A1,
A19, A17, A11,
A20, A21, A30,
A37, A36, A49,
A47, A44, A43,
logical A42, A41, A58,
problem- A54, A60, A67,
A64

ID1,
ID8,
ID3

Identify current and future
needs for organizational
improvement.

Value Stream
Mapping

Eliminate
Waste
seeing the
whole,
lean pull,

Establish repeatable, stepby-step processes, in
which one process can
confirm the results of
another
Waste can be found
A1, A35, A37,
A40
Code review process is
improved.

ID1,
ID3,
ID7

Lead time can be reduced
Rework is reduced
Cost is reduced

perfection

Value added and
non-value added
analysis

Eliminate
Waste

Information
increased

flow

is

Visibility of the project is
improved
Waste can be found

ID3,
ID7

Code review process is
Seeing the improved.
whole
Lead time can be reduced
Lean pull
Rework is reduced
Customer
Value
Cost is reduced
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High rate
of work in
progress

Time Boxing

Eliminate
waste

Root cause
analysis

Eliminate
Waste

Information
flow
is
increased
Visibility of the project is
improved
The waste of partially A60, A-37, A64, ID3,
done work is eliminated
A65, A46, A51, ID7
A58, A36, A17,
A20, A21, A23,
A24, A7, A1,
A3
Identify barriers and the
causes of problems, so
that permanent solutions
can be found.
Develop
approach
solving

a
to

A7, A5, A1,
A19, A17, A11,
A20, A21, A30,
A37, A36, A49,
A47, A44, A43,
logical A42, A41, A58,
problem- A54, A60, A67,
A64

ID1,
ID8,
ID3

Identify current and future
needs for organizational
improvement.

Lean Kanban/
Kanban project
management
model

Amplify
learning
Defer
commitme
nt
Eliminate
waste

Establish repeatable, stepby-step processes, in
which one process can
confirm the results of
another
Kanban/ pull techniques
A40, A71, A62,
help in improving the
A64, A55, A48,
quality of the product
A44, A37, A36,
A33, A2
Customer value is
increased

ID1,
ID3,
ID7

Reduces cost
Flow is maintained
throughout the system
Bugs can be fixed by
early identification of
defects
Do it right

High
inventory

Time Boxing

Eliminate
waste

Potential
Wastes
in
Kanban based software
projects are identified
The waste of partially
A60, A-37, A64, ID3,
done work is eliminated
A65, A46, A51, ID7
A58, A36, A17,
A20, A21, A23,
A24, A7, A1,
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A3.
Inventory
management with
queuing theory
and theory of
constraints

Eliminate
Defects

Inventory balance

A-37

Time saving
Build
quality in
Deliver as
fast
as
possible
Optimize
the whole

Kanban Pull
System

Eliminate
Waste
Defer
Commitme
nt

Root cause
analysis

Eliminate
Waste

Reduces inventory levels
High quality product is
obtained

A-38, A59, A60, ID1,
A61, A62, A64, ID3,
A65, A71, A46, ID7
A48, A52, A53,
A54, A55, A57,
A33, A36, A37,
A40, A44, A17,
A18, A20, A23,
A24, A28, A5,
A14, A2, A3.

Identify barriers and the
causes of problems, so
that permanent solutions
can be found.
Develop
approach
solving

a
to

A7, A5, A1,
A19, A17, A11,
A20, A21, A30,
A37, A36, A49,
A47, A44, A43,
logical A42, A41, A58,
problem- A54, A60, A67,
A64

Identify current and future
needs for organizational
improvement.

Lean Thinking/
Lean Working

Eliminatin
g waste

Establish repeatable, stepby-step processes, in
which one process can
confirm the results of
another
Productivity is increased A-67, A54, A42
by error reduction

Build
quality in

Quality of the product is
increased

Empower
people

Reducing the inventory of
requirements, design and
code, faults are made
visible.

Lean pull
Perfection

Highlighted defects well
before
they
became
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ID1,
ID8,
ID3

errors.

Over
production

Time Boxing

Eliminate
waste

Root cause
analysis

Eliminate
Waste

Improved the software
development process
The waste of partially A60, A-37, A64, ID3,
done work is eliminated
A65, A46, A51, ID7
A58, A36, A17,
A20, A21, A23,
A24, A7, A1,
A3.
Identify barriers and the
causes of problems, so
that permanent solutions
can be found.
Develop
approach
solving

a
to

A7, A5, A1,
A19, A17, A11,
A20, A21, A30,
A37, A36, A49,
A47, A44, A43,
logical A42, A41, A58,
problem- A54, A60, A67,
A64

ID1,
ID8,
ID3

Identify current and future
needs for organizational
improvement.

Lean Kanban/
Kanban project
management
model

Amplify
learning
Defer
commitme
nt
Eliminate
waste

Establish repeatable, stepby-step processes, in
which one process can
confirm the results of
another
Kanban/ pull techniques
A40, A71, A62,
help in improving the
A64, A55, A48,
quality of the product
A44, A37, A36,
A33, A2
Customer value is
increased

ID1,
ID3,
ID7

Reduces cost
Flow is maintained
throughout the system
Bugs can be fixed by
early identification of
defects
Do it right
Potential Wastes in
Kanban based software
projects are identified

Time
delays

Root cause
analysis

Eliminate
waste

Identify barriers and the
causes of problems, so
that permanent solutions
can be found.

A7, A5, A1,
A19, A17, A11,
A20, A21, A30,
A37, A36, A49,
A47, A44, A43,
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ID1,
ID8,
ID3

Develop
approach
solving

a
to

logical A42, A41, A58,
problem- A54, A60, A67,
A64

Identify current and future
needs for organizational
improvement.
Establish repeatable, stepby-step processes, in
which one process can
confirm the results of
another
Quality Concerns: Software quality reflects how well it complies to a particular design based on
functional requirements or specifications. According to [107], ‘software quality’ is defined as the
capability of software product to satisfy stated and implied needs under specified conditions. The
identified quality concerns along with the set of recommended lean practices to appease the negative
impact are presented in the table 6.6. The benefits of practicing the lean methodology are also
presented.
Table 6.6: Recommended set of guidelines beneficial for Industrial practitioners (Quality
concerns)
Challenging
Factor
categorization
Quality
Concerns

Challenge
factor

Recommended
Lean mitigation
methodology
Lack
of Lean
Thinking/
standardized Lean Working
quality
assurance
procedures

Lean
principles
addressed
Eliminating
waste

Benefits
on Article ID
implementation

Interviewee
ID

Productivity is A-67, A54, A42
increased
by
error reduction

Build quality
in
Quality of the
product
is
Empower
increased
people
Reducing
the
Lean pull
inventory
of
requirements,
Perfection
design and code,
faults are made
visible.
Highlighted
defects
well
before
they
became errors.

Low quality Apollo Sprints
of the end
product

Create
Knowledge

Improved
the
software
development
process
Trust between A1
the
team
members
is
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improved
radically.
Bonding
between
the
team members
is improved.
Sharing
Knowledge.

of

Socialization is
improved.
Cultural
differences
between the
team members
are solved
Code Reviews and Create
Inspections
Knowledge
Eliminate
Waste

Design and code A1
is improved.
Bugs can be
eliminated
Engineers are
exposed to more
of code base
within
the
product.
Sharing
knowledge

Quality
improved.
Incremental
Build quality Customer
deliveries to the in
satisfaction
customer or Short
High quality
Iterations
Eliminate
product
waste

Kanban
System

Amplify
learning
Pull Eliminate
Waste
Defer
Commitment

ID5, ID6,
ID1, ID8

of

is

Reduces
inventory levels
High quality
product is
obtained

A-37, A36, A62,
A61, A60, A68

ID3, ID7

A-38, A59, A60,
A61, A62, A64,
A65, A71, A46,
A48, A52, A53,
A54, A55, A57,
A33, A36, A37,
A40, A44, A17,
A18, A20, A23,
A24, A28, A5,
A14, A2, A3

ID1, ID3,
ID7
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Lean
Thinking/ Eliminating
Lean Working
waste

Productivity is A-67, A54, A42
increased
by
error reduction

Build quality
in
Quality of the
product
is
Empower
increased
people
Reducing
the
Lean pull
inventory
of
requirements,
Perfection
design and code,
faults are made
visible.
Highlighted
defects
well
before
they
became errors.

Scrum

Continuous
Improvement
Load
balancing
Eliminate
Waste

Improved
the
software
development
process
Stable workflow A72, A69, A66,
A64, A56, A55,
High flexibility A51, A46, A45,
A44, A23, A20,
High
A17, A10, A9,
adaptability
A6

ID1, ID8

Saving of time
and money

Build Quality
In
Constant
feedback from
Deliver
as the customer
fast
as
possible
Frequent
updating
of
Optimize the progress in the
whole
work leads to
clear visibility
of the entire
project.
Productivity
increased

is

Easy to deliver
the product in
scheduled time
Communication
between
the
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Capacity planning

Continuous
flow
Lean pull
Rule to
perfection

working
personnel
is
improved due to
daily stand up
meetings
Efficient
mapping
of
business
objectives (user
requirements)
into quantifiable
information
technology
resources.
Reducing
cost.

ID3, ID7

of

High
performance
product
is
obtained.
No risk of
project failures

Testing Concerns: Testing in terms of software engineering can be stated as the process of validating
and verifying that the software program/ application/ product meets the customer requirements, works
as expected and can be implemented with same characteristics. The identified testing concerns along
with the set of recommended lean practices to appease the negative impact are presented in the table .
The benefits of practicing the lean methodology along with the lean principles involved are also
presented.
Table 6.7: Recommended set of guidelines beneficial for Industrial practitioners (Testing concerns)
Challenging
Factor
categorization
Testing
Concerns

Challenge factor

Recommended
Lean
mitigation
methodology
Inefficient
Test driven
manual
development &
regression testing Test
approaches
automation

Lean 123

Lean
Benefits
principles implementation
addressed
Eliminate
waste

on Article ID

Interviewee
ID

Common
A37
understanding between
the personnel

Build
quality in

Eliminate
Waste
Frequent failing Test
driven Eliminate
of tests
development & waste
Test
automation
Build
quality in

Low development cost

A4

Common
A37
understanding between
the personnel
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In
efficient Test driven
testing
development &
environments
Test
automation

Eliminate
waste

Common
A37
understanding between
the personnel

Build
quality in

Coding Concerns: Coding refers to the software code that is developed during the code development
phase in a software development life cycle. The user has certain requirements or functionalities to be
fulfilled by the software artefact. Then the code is developed according to a particular functionality.
The identified coding concerns along with the set of recommended lean practices to appease the
negative impact are presented in the table . The benefits of practicing the lean methodology along
with the lean principles involved are also presented.
Table 6.8: Recommended set of guidelines beneficial for Industrial practitioners (Coding concerns)
Challenging
Factor
categorization
Coding
Concerns

Challenge
factor

Recommende
d
Lean
mitigation
methodology
Existence of PreBugs in code Implementatio
base
n call

Lean
principles
addressed

Benefits
implementation

Create
Knowledge

Design and code is
improved.

Eliminate
Waste

on Artic Interviewee
le ID ID

A1

ID1, ID7, ID8

A1

ID5, ID6, ID1,
ID8

Bugs can be eliminated
Engineers are exposed to
more of code base within
the product.
Sharing of knowledge

Code Reviews Create
and
Knowledge
Inspections
Eliminate
Waste

Quality is improved.
Design and code is
improved.
Bugs can be eliminated
Engineers are exposed to
more of code base within
the product.
Sharing of knowledge
Quality is improved

Refactoring

Pair
Programming

Amplify
learning

Eliminate
waste,
Build quality

Easy understandability of A37
the working code
Duplication of code can be
avoided which eliminates
waste
Distribution
of
work A37
efficiently

ID5, ID6, ID1

ID5, ID6
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in,
Amplify
learning

the end defect content is
statistically lower
the team solves problems
faster
the project ends up with
multiple
people
understanding each piece
of the system

Existence of Code Reviews
Interdependen and
cies between Inspections,
the
multiple
units of code

Create
Knowledge

the
people
learn
significantly more, about
the system and about
software development
Design and code is A1
improved.

ID5, ID6, ID1,
ID8

Bugs can be eliminated
Eliminate
Waste

Engineers are exposed to
more of code base within
the product.
Sharing of knowledge

Refactoring

Pair
Programming

Amplify
learning

Quality is improved
Easy understandability of A37
the working code

Eliminate
waste,

Duplication of code can be
avoided which eliminates
waste
Distribution
of
work A37
efficiently

ID5, ID6, ID1

ID5,ID6

Build quality the end defect content is
in,
statistically lower
Amplify
learning

the team solves problems
faster
the project ends up with
multiple
people
understanding each piece of
the system

In correct use Code Reviews
of
naming and
conventions

Create
Knowledge

the
people
learn
significantly more, about
the system and about
software development
Design and code is
A1
improved.

ID5, ID6, ID1,
ID8
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for variables Inspections
within
the
code

Eliminate
Waste

Bugs can be eliminated
Engineers are exposed to
more of code base within
the product.
Sharing of knowledge

Refactoring

Pair
Programming

Amplify
learning

Quality is improved.
Easy understandability of A37
the working code

Eliminate
waste,

Duplication of code can be
avoided which eliminates
waste
Distribution
of
work A37
efficiently

ID5, ID6, ID1

ID5, ID6

Build quality the end defect content is
in,
statistically lower
Amplify
learning

the team solves problems
faster
the project ends up with
multiple
people
understanding each piece of
the system
the people learn
significantly more, about
the system and about
software development

Lean Thinking
Lean Working

Eliminating
waste

Productivity is increased by Aerror reduction
67,
A54,
Build quality Quality of the product is A42
in
increased
Empower
people
Lean pull
Perfection

Illogical
Pseudocode

Code Reviews
and
Inspections

Create
Knowledge
Eliminate
Waste

Reducing the inventory of
requirements, design and
code, faults are made
visible.
Highlighted defects well
before they became errors.
Improved the software
development process
Design and code is A1
improved.

ID5, ID6, ID1,
ID8

Bugs can be eliminated
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Engineers are exposed to
more of code base within
the product.
Sharing of knowledge

Refactoring

Pair
Programming

Amplify
learning

Quality is improved
Easy understandability of A37
the working code

Eliminate
waste,

Duplication of code can be
avoided which eliminates
waste
Distribution
of
work A37
efficiently

ID5, ID6, ID1

ID5, ID6

Build quality the end defect content is
in,
statistically lower
Amplify
learning

the team solves problems
faster
the project ends up with
multiple
people
understanding each piece of
the system

Lean
Thinking/
Lean Working

the
people
learn
significantly more, about
the system and about
software development
Eliminating
Productivity is increased by Awaste
error reduction
67,
A54,
Build quality Quality of the product is A42
in
increased
Empower
people
Lean pull
Perfection

Lack of proper Refactoring
code review
process

Amplify
learning

Reducing the inventory of
requirements, design and
code, faults are made
visible.
Highlighted defects well
before they became errors.
Improved the software
development process
Easy understandability of A37
the working code

ID5, ID6, ID1

Duplication of code can be
avoided which eliminates
waste
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Pair
Programming

Eliminate
waste,

Distribution of work
efficiently

A37

ID5, ID6

Build quality the end defect content is
in,
statistically lower
Amplify
learning

the team solves problems
faster
the project ends up with
multiple people
understanding each piece of
the system
the people learn
significantly more, about
the system and about
software development

Requirements Concerns: Requirements in terms of software engineering are the needs or the
functionalities required by the customer to be embedded into the product. Requirements elicitation is
the practice of collecting requirements from the customers. This is an important phase as the complete
development process depends on the set of requirements gathered. If there is a problem in gathering
and understanding the requirements then the project leads to a failure. The gathered requirements are
then analyzed and prioritized based on the value creation for the customer. The identified requirement
concerns along with the set of recommended lean practices to appease the negative impact are
presented in the table . The benefits of practicing the lean methodology along with the lean principles
involved are also presented.
Table 6.9: Recommended set of guidelines beneficial for Industrial practitioners (Requirement
concerns)
Challenging Factor Challenge
categorization
factor

Recommended
Lean
mitigation
methodology
Problems in Metaphors and
understanding user stories
the gathered
customer
requirements

Lean
principles
addressed

Benefits
implementation

on Article
ID

Requirement
Concerns

Eliminate
waste

Potential Wastes in
software projects are
identified and can be
eliminated.

Interviewee
ID

A37

Irrelevant user
requirements are
eliminated

Capacity
planning

Continuous
flow
Lean pull

User stories can be
useful for tracking
the progress of the
project
Efficient mapping of
business objectives
(user requirements)
into quantifiable

ID3, ID7
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information
Rule
to technology resources.
perfection
Reducing of cost.

Problems in Metaphors and Eliminate
gathering the user stories
waste
correct
requirements

High performance
product is obtained.
No risk of project
failures
Potential Wastes in
software projects are
identified and can be
eliminated.

A37

Irrelevant user
requirements are
eliminated

Capacity
planning

User stories can be
useful for tracking
the progress of the
project
Continuous Efficient mapping of
flow
business objectives
(user requirements)
Lean pull
into
quantifiable
information
Rule
to technology resources.
perfection

ID3, ID7

Reducing of cost.

Highly
dynamic
customer
requirements

Metaphors and Eliminate
user stories
waste

High
performance
product is obtained.
No risk of project
failures
Potential Wastes in
A37
software projects are
identified and can be
eliminated.
Irrelevant user
requirements are
eliminated

Capacity
planning

Continuous
flow
Lean pull

User stories can be
useful for tracking
the progress of the
project
Efficient mapping of
business objectives
(user requirements)
into
quantifiable
information

ID3, ID7
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Rule
to technology resources.
perfection
Reducing of cost.

Problems in Metaphors and Eliminate
requirements user stories
waste
prioritization

High
performance
product is obtained.
No risk of project
failures
Potential Wastes in
A37
software projects are
identified and can be
eliminated.
Irrelevant user
requirements are
eliminated
User stories can be
useful for tracking
the progress of the
project

Other Concerns: The concerns which do not belong to a particular aspect have been categorized into
other concerns group. They also play an important role in negatively influencing the success of
software projects. The identified requirement concerns along with the set of recommended lean
practices to appease the negative impact are presented in the table . The benefits of practicing the lean
methodology along with the lean principles involved are also presented.
Table 6.10: Recommended set of guidelines beneficial for Industrial practitioners (Other
concerns)
Challenging
Factor
categorization
Other
Concerns

Challenge
factor

Recommended
Lean
mitigation
methodology
Lack
of Value Stream
proper
Mapping
visualization
of the entire
process

Lean
principles
addressed

Benefits
on Article ID
implementation

Interviewee
ID

Eliminate
Waste

Waste can be found

ID1,
ID

seeing the
whole,

Code review process
is improved.

lean pull,
perfection

A1, A35, A37,
A40

ID3,

Lead time can be
reduced
Rework is reduced
Cost is reduced
Information flow is
increased

Lean Kanban/ Amplify
Kanban project learning

Visibility of the
project is improved
Kanban/ pull
A40, A71, A62,
techniques help in
A64, A55, A48,

ID1, ID3,
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management
model

Defer
commitment

improving the
quality of the
product

Eliminate
waste

Customer value is
increased

A44, A37, A36,
A33, A2

ID7

Reduces cost
Flow is maintained
throughout the
system
Bugs can be fixed
by early
identification of
defects
Do it right
Potential Wastes in
Kanban based
software projects are
identified
Value
added Eliminate
Waste can be found
and non-value Waste
added analysis
Code review process
Seeing
the is improved.
whole
Lead time can be
Lean pull
reduced
Customer
Value

ID3, ID7

Rework is reduced
Cost is reduced
Information flow is
increased

Create cadence

Eliminate
Waste
Seeing
whole

Visibility of the
project is improved
Waste can be found

ID5. ID6

Code review process
the is improved.

Lean pull

Lead time can be
reduced

Perfection

Rework is reduced
Cost is reduced
Information flow is
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increased

Long
development
cycle

Apollo Sprints

Create
Knowledge

Visibility of the
project is improved
Trust between the A1
team members is
improved radically.
Bonding
between
the team members is
improved.
Sharing
Knowledge.

of

Socialization
improved.

is

Cultural differences
between the team
members are solved
Incremental
Build quality Customer
A-37, A36, A62,
deliveries
to in
satisfaction
A61, A60, A68
the customer or
Short Iterations Eliminate
High quality product
waste

ID3, ID7

Amplify
learning

Eliminate
Waste
Lean Thinking/ Eliminating
Lean Working waste

Productivity
is A-67, A54, A42
increased by error
reduction

Build quality
in
Quality
of
the
product is increased
Empower
people
Reducing
the
inventory
of
Lean pull
requirements, design
and code, faults are
Perfection
made visible.
Highlighted defects
well before they
became errors.
Improved
software
development
process

the
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Scrum

Continuous
Improvement

Stable workflow

A72, A69, A66, ID1, ID8
A64, A56, A55,
A51, A46, A45,
A44, A23, A20,
A17, A10, A9, A6

High flexibility
Load
balancing

High adaptability

Eliminate
Waste

Saving of time and
money

Build Quality Constant feedback
In
from the customer
Deliver
fast
possible

as Frequent updating
as of progress in the
work leads to clear
visibility of the
Optimize the entire project.
whole
Productivity
is
increased
Easy to deliver the
product in scheduled
time

Improper
load
balancing

Apollo Sprints

Create
Knowledge

Communication
between
the
working personnel
is improved due to
daily
stand
up
meetings.
Trust between the A1
team members is
improved radically.
Bonding
between
the team members is
improved.

Scrum

Sharing
Knowledge.

of

Socialization
improved.

is

Load
balancing

Cultural differences
between the team
members are solved
Stable workflow
A72, A69, A66, ID1, ID8
A64, A56, A55,
High flexibility
A51, A46, A45,
A44, A23, A20,
High adaptability
A17, A10, A9, A6

Eliminate

Saving of time and

Continuous
Improvement
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Waste

money

Build Quality Constant feedback
In
from the customer
Deliver
fast
possible

as Frequent updating
as of progress in the
work leads to clear
visibility of the
Optimize the entire project.
whole
Productivity
is
increased
Easy to deliver the
product in scheduled
time

Improper
Apollo Sprints
predictability
of
the
product
output

Create
Knowledge

Communication
between
the
working personnel
is improved due to
daily
stand
up
meetings.
Trust between the A1
team members is
improved radically.
Bonding
between
the team members is
improved.
Sharing
Knowledge.

of

Socialization
improved.

is

Cultural differences
between the team
members are solved
Incremental
Build quality Customer
A-37, A36, A62,
deliveries
to in
satisfaction
A61, A60, A68
the customer or
Short Iterations Eliminate
High quality product
waste
Amplify
learning

High
development
costs

Apollo Sprints

Eliminate
Waste
Create
Knowledge

ID3, ID7

Trust between the A1
team members is
improved radically.
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Bonding
between
the team members is
improved.

Kanban
System

Pull Defer
Commitment

Value Stream Eliminate
Mapping
Waste

Sharing
Knowledge.

of

Socialization
improved.

is

Cultural differences
between the team
members are solved
Reduces inventory A-38, A59, A60,
levels
A61, A62, A64,
A65, A71, A46,
A48, A52, A53,
High quality product
A54, A55, A57,
is obtained
A33, A36, A37,
A40, A44, A17,
A18, A20, A23,
A24, A28, A5,
A14, A2, A3.
Waste can be found A1, A35, A37,
A40

ID1, ID3,
ID7

ID1,
ID

ID3,

Code review process
is improved.

seeing the
whole,

Lead time can be
reduced

lean pull,

Rework is reduced
Cost is reduced

perfection

Information flow is
increased

Scrum

Continuous
Improvement
Load
balancing

Visibility of the
project is improved
Stable workflow
A1, A35, A37,
A40
High flexibility

ID1, ID3,
ID1, ID8

High adaptability

A72, A69, A66,
Eliminate
Saving of time and A64, A56, A55,
A51, A46, A45,
Waste
money
A44, A23, A20,
Build Quality Constant feedback A17, A10, A9, A6.
In
from the customer
Deliver

as Frequent

updating
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fast
possible

as of progress in the
work leads to clear
visibility of the
Optimize the entire project.
whole
Productivity
is
increased
Easy to deliver the
product in scheduled
time

Capacity
planning

Communication
between
the
working personnel
is improved due to
daily
stand
up
meetings
Continuous
Efficient mapping of
flow
business objectives
(user requirements)
Lean pull
into
quantifiable
information
Rule
to technology
perfection
resources.

ID3, ID7

Reducing of cost.
High performance
product is obtained.
No risk of project
failures
Waste can be found

Value
added Eliminate
and non-value Waste
added analysis
Code review process
Seeing
the is improved.
whole
Lead time can be
Lean pull
reduced
Customer
Value

ID3, ID7

Rework is reduced
Cost is reduced
Information flow is
increased

Create cadence

Visibility of the
project is improved
Waste can be found
Code review process
is improved.

Eliminate
Waste
Seeing
whole

ID5. ID6

the
Lead time can be
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reduced
Lean pull
Rework is reduced
Perfection
Cost is reduced
Information flow is
increased
Visibility of the
project is improved
Lack
of Apollo Sprints
proper
information
workflow

Create
Knowledge

Trust between the A1
team members is
improved radically.
Bonding
between
the team members is
improved.

Scrum

Sharing
Knowledge.

of

Socialization
improved.

is

Load
balancing

Cultural differences
between the team
members are solved
Stable workflow
A72, A69, A66, ID1, ID8
A64, A56, A55,
High flexibility
A51, A46, A45,
A44, A23, A20,
High adaptability
A17, A10, A9, A6

Eliminate
Waste

Saving of time and
money

Continuous
Improvement

Build Quality Constant feedback
In
from the customer
Deliver
fast
possible

as Frequent updating
as of progress in the
work leads to clear
visibility of the
Optimize the entire project.
whole
Productivity
is
increased
Easy to deliver the
product in scheduled
time
Communication
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Lean Kanban/ Amplify
Kanban project learning
management
model
Defer
commitment
Eliminate
waste

between
the
working personnel
is improved due to
daily
stand
up
meetings.
Kanban/ pull
techniques help in
improving the
quality of the
product

A40, A71, A62,
A64, A55, A48,
A44, A37, A36,
A33, A2

ID1,
ID7

ID3,

Customer value is
increased
Reduces cost
Flow is maintained
throughout the
system
Bugs can be fixed
by early
identification of
defects
Do it right
Potential Wastes in
Kanban based
software projects are
identified

Low
customer
value

Apollo Sprints

Create
Knowledge

Trust between the A1
team members is
improved radically.
Bonding
between
the team members is
improved.
Sharing
Knowledge.

of

Socialization
improved.

is

Cultural differences
between the team
members are solved
Incremental
Build quality Customer
A-37, A36, A62,
deliveries
to in
satisfaction
A61, A60, A68
the customer or
Short Iterations Eliminate
High quality product
waste

ID3, ID7
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Adaptive
Planning

Scrum

Amplify
learning
Eliminate
Waste
Build quality Customer
in
satisfaction
achieved

Load
balancing

A60, A62, A66, ID1, ID3,
is A45, A46, A58, ID7
A37, A44, A30,
A9, A3
Stable workflow
A72, A69, A66,
ID1, ID8
A64, A56, A55,
High flexibility
A51, A46, A45,
A44, A23, A20,
High adaptability
A17, A10, A9, A6.

Eliminate
Waste

Saving of time and
money

Continuous
Improvement

Build Quality Constant feedback
In
from the customer
Deliver
fast
possible

as Frequent updating
as of progress in the
work leads to clear
visibility of the
Optimize the entire project.
whole
Productivity
is
increased
Easy to deliver the
product in scheduled
time

Risk
failure
projects

of
of

Apollo Sprints

Create
Knowledge

Communication
between
the
working personnel
is improved due to
daily
stand
up
meetings
Trust between the A1
team members is
improved radically.
Bonding
between
the team members is
improved.
Sharing
Knowledge.

of

Socialization
improved.

is

Cultural differences
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Configuration
Management

Eliminate
waste

between the team
members are solved
Progress of the A-37, A27, A36
configuration items
can be reported to
the customer
Avoids delays
No problems in
decision making
High quality product
can be obtained

Low
productivity

Apollo Sprints

Create
Knowledge

Trust between the A1
team members is
improved radically.
Bonding
between
the team members is
improved.

Automated
Testing

Sharing
Knowledge.

of

Socialization
improved.

is

Cultural differences
between the team
members are solved
Eliminate
High quality code A70, A66, A60,
Waste
can be produced
A55, A53, A44,
A41, A40, A39,
Build quality Defects are detected A37, A36
in
early in the process
Create
knowledge

Development cost
can be reduced.
Testing process can
be speeded up

Scrum

Load
balancing

Design of the code
is improved
Stable workflow
A72, A69, A66,
A64, A56, A55,
High flexibility
A51, A46, A45,
A44, A23, A20,
High adaptability
A17, A10, A9, A6

Eliminate
Waste

Saving of time and
money

Continuous
Improvement

ID1, ID8
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Build Quality Constant feedback
In
from the customer
Deliver
fast
possible

as Frequent updating
as of progress in the
work leads to clear
visibility of the
Optimize the entire project.
whole
Productivity
is
increased
Easy to deliver the
product in scheduled
time
Communication
between
the
working personnel
is improved due to
daily
stand
up
meetings

7. Validity Threats
We have identified threats related to internal validity and external validity during our study. This
section presents the details of the identified threats and their respective mitigation methods.

7.1 Internal validity threats
Internal validity threats focus on ensuring that the results obtained are the by the findings of the study
but not by other external factors. There might be other threat factors which we cannot control or
which we cannot measure and can possibly influence the outcome of the study. These can be called as
internal validity threats [68].
Selection of primary studies
The purpose of conducting a systematic literature review is to search for existing quality literature that
relates to the targeted research area. We have selected 4 databases namely IEEE Xplore, Inspec,
Scopus and ISI Databases for conducting the review. The selection of databases was done by
consulting the librarians. The formulation of the generalized search string was done by the PICO
criteria and also by conducting a pre-study on the key-words stated in the relevant articles that
published on the research domain. The finalized search string was verified by our supervisor. We
customized the generalized search string according to the internal search criteria defined per
electronic database. We followed the toll gate approach [31] for the selection of primary studies. We
also conducted snow ball sampling to avoid the risk of biasing. We even included grey literature to
find the maximum possible literature such as articles, books, blogs, etc. that are freely available on the
research domain. Even though we have been very careful while formulating the search string there is a
definite chance that it will not return all the existent literature in the domain. As any search string
cannot be hundred percent correct. Hence, this can be a possible threat to our study. In order to nullify
this we carefully formulated the search string by consulting the librarian and also took the advice of
our supervisor in the formulation. We also checked the inter-rater understanding between us by
calculating the Kappa coefficient for the selection of relevant articles.
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Data Extraction process
We know that no two individuals think in a similar manner. Therefore, there is a possible risk of
selecting irrelevant data and can lead to data biasing. Hence to avoid this risk, a data extraction form
was designed mutually to extract relevant data that helped us to answer our research questions. The
data extraction form was dynamically modified as the thesis progressed. Finally, an updated
extraction form was prepared which was used to extract the necessary data from the primary studies.
Missing challenging factors and mitigation strategies due to missing articles
As mentioned earlier any drafted search string cannot return hundred percent results. Hence, there is a
definite possibility that there might be some articles which are related to our study might be missing.
In order to avoid this risk, we carefully drafted the search string by consulting the librarian and the
supervisor.
Employing general analysis for analyzing the results of the systematic literature review
There are many other standardized methods for data analysis such as taxonomy, grounded theory,
induction, domain analysis, etc. We have not used any of the above methods as we are uncertain on
their applicability to our study.
Selection of the interviewee
The interviewees were selected based on their experience in lean software industry. Most of the
selected contacts were obtained through close colleagues. It was practically easier to get their access.
The close connection definitely has an influence on the answers provided by the interviewees. To
avoid this risk, the interviewees were informed prior to the interview that they must answer the
interview questions without any bias.
Misunderstanding of the extracted information during the interview
Every person has his own perception of understanding things. Similarly, no two persons have
identical perception. In this study the interviewer questions the interviewee to extract the information
he needs. Therefore he designs a questionnaire which he thinks that can extract the required
information. The interviewee answers the posed question in his own perception of understanding the
question. Hence, there can be a possibility of misunderstanding between the interviewee and the
interviewer. In order to resolve this risk, the extracted information is transcribed and the transcript is
sent to the interviewee for validation. Each interview was taped and referred during transcribing the
interview.
Lack of interest of the interviewee to participate
A person’s attitude can play a vital role in performing an action. Attitude can be influenced by various
factors such as pressure from work-environment, personal issues and one’s own personal interest. If
the interviewee is burdened by any of these factors it definitely affects his inclination in answering the
questions. In order to avoid this potential risk we set up the Skype appointments at their own
convenience. We sent them a consent form to get their approval on the interview. We also informed
regarding the prime intention of conducting our study and the possible outcome of our study in detail.
Lack of disclosure of confidential information due to company privacy
Every organization has pre-defined set of established privacy standards. There might be some
questions which certainly cross the privacy standards. This may be a serious threat to the organization.
Hence the interviewees are assured that the information provided by them would be highly
confidential and will be used only in the study context.

7.2 External Validity threats
Lack of dependability on the number of interviews conducted
Our study focuses on development and management aspects of lean implication in the context of
software engineering. Hence the interview population needs to be carefully considered. We tried
concentrating in gathering people working in different software MNC’s. We conducted 8 potential
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interviews in our study. We know that this number might not be big enough for generalization of the
results. In order to avoid the possible risk, we contacted the personnel having decent experience in
lean methodologies and also from various segments such as testing, design, management,
development etc.
Roles and responsibilities of the interviewees
We know that each person has his own way of perceiving things. In this study we contacted personnel
who work in different areas of expertise, hailing from various software organizations. The diversity in
their roles & responsibilities, the environment they are working in, affected the feedback they
provided during the interviews. We as authors conducting the study found a few conflicting
statements during extraction of information from the interviews which are shown as follows:
For example:
ID3 as one of the potential stakeholder had opinioned that “lean transformation can be fruitful but is
involved with huge expenditure. In my opinion it is better to continue working with pre-existing
agile methodologies to the core”.
As a client representative and a potential stakeholder, a project manager is responsible for managing
the cost and expenditure of the working project. He has the constraint of keeping the cost within the
project budget. Hence, he expressed such an opinion.
ID1, ID4 were in contrast to the above opinion, they expressed that lean transformation is really a
necessity in the current working projects.
ID6, ID2 opinioned that lean transformation cannot be easily implemented as is lack of trust between
the team members due to cultural differences between them.

8. Epilogue
This section presents the conclusive part of our study. It is basically a revision of the major sections of
related to our study such as conclusion and the methodology that we followed to answer the research
questions.

8.1 Conclusion
This study provided a deeper insight into lean implication in the context of software engineering. The
aim of the thesis is to find the challenging factors that negatively influenced the success of software
projects. A total of 54 challenges were identified from the literature review. The 72 primary articles
selected from various resources yielded 53 lean methodologies. The lean methodologies were grouped
into Principles, practices, tools and methods. Mapping between the identified challenges and the
mitigation lean methodologies is presented. Industrial interviews were conducted to find the current
state of lean implication in software engineering. A total of 30 challenges were identified from the
industry. A total of 40 lean methodologies were identified from the interviews. Comparative analysis
was done to find the common challenges and mitigation lean methodologies between the State of art
and State of practice. Based on the analysis a set of guidelines are presented at the end of the
document. The guidelines benefit an industrial practitioner in practicing the appropriate lean
methodology

8.2 Revisiting research questions
8.2.1 Research Question-1
Table 8.1: Revisiting the research question-1& related explanation in brief
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Research
Question.
No

Research Question

RQ 1

What has been
stated in the
literature on the
implication of lean
methodologies in
the context of
software
engineering?

Sub Research Question

Brief Explanation about the research
question
A detailed overview on the implication of ‘lean
methodologies’ in the context of software
engineering that are reported in the existing
literature and have been practiced in the industry
are presented.

RQ 1.1

What types of lean contributions/
methodologies are presented in the
existing literature?

The contribution type such as tool, technique,
method, process, practice, principle discussed in
the literature is presented.

RQ 1.2

What are the challenging factors
that negatively influenced the
success of software projects stated
in literature?

The list of potential threats that negatively
affected the success of software projects stated
in literature are presented

RQ 1.3

What mitigation lean
methodologies were practiced by
the software organizations to
appease the negative impact of the
identified challenging factors stated
in literature?

The mitigation lean methodologies that have
been practiced by software industries to appease
the negative impact of the identified challenging
factors discussed in the existing literature are
presented

RQ 1.4

What are the reported benefits of
practicing these lean
methodologies?

The benefits of practicing the lean
methodologies in software engineering, cited in
literature are presented.

RQ 1.5

Are the cited mitigation lean
methodologies properly validated?

The quality of the contributions and extent to
which one can depend on the validation of the
proposed lean methodology e.g. validation in the
industry or academia is presented.

RQ 1.6

Which of the identified challenging
factors have been effectively
handled by the cited lean
methodologies?

An overview of the challenging factors that were
handled by the cited lean mitigation
methodologies is presented.

Approach followed: In order to answer, we conducted a systematic literature review based on the
guidelines formulated by Kitchenham. The detailed overview helped us in having a detailed overview
on the implication of lean methodologies in the context of software engineering. On analysing we
found that 54 challenges have been negatively influencing the success of software projects. 53 lean
methodologies have been identified to mitigate the negative influence of the challenging factors. The
benefits along with the context of validation have also been presented in section 4.3.1.2.

8.2.2 Research Question-2
Table 8.2: Revisiting the research question-2 & related explanation in brief
RQ
2

What is the current state of
practice with the respect to
the implication of lean

An overview of various lean methodologies that are
currently being practiced in the software industry are
presented
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methodologies in the
context of software
engineering?
RQ
2.1

What are the
challenging factors
that are negatively
influencing the success
of software projects?

An overview of potential threats that are negatively
affecting the success of software projects are
presented

RQ
2.2

What mitigation lean
methodologies are
currently being
practiced by the
software organizations
to appease the negative
impact of the
challenging factors?

The mitigation lean methodologies that are currently
being practiced by software industries to appease the
negative impact of the challenging factors are
presented

RQ
2.3

What are the factors
that currently hinder
the implementation of
lean methodologies in
the context of software
engineering?

The factors that hinder the successful implementation
of lean methodologies in the context of software
engineering are presented.

Approach followed: In order to answer this question we have conducted industrial interviews to find
the current state of lean implementation in the software industry. On analysing the data gathered from
the interviews we found that there are around 30 challenging factors that negatively influence the
success of software projects. 40 lean methodologies were being followed to mitigate the negative
influence of the challenging factors. In that we have identified there are 5 new lean methodologies
that did not exist in the previous literature. They are Capacity planning, Skill gap analysis, Value
added and non-value added analysis, Mind set and behavior analysis. The lean principles involved and
the benefits associated along with the methodologies are presented in the section 5.3

8.2.3 Research Question-3
Table 8.3: Revisiting the research question-3 & related explanation in brief
RQ
3.1

What are the
challenging factors
that exist in common
from both state of art
and state of practice?

Presents an overview of the common challenging
factors that exist both in the literature and the
software industry.

RQ
3.2

What lean mitigation
methodologies exist in
common from both
state of art and state of
practice?

The relevancy of the lean methodologies stated in
literature with respect to state of practice is
presented.

Approach followed: In order to answer this question we compared the results obtained from the
systematic literature review and also the interviews to find the similarity on the implication of lean
methodologies in the context of software engineering. We found that 30 challenges and 34 lean
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methodologies that were existing in common between the state of art and state of practice. The details
are mentioned in the comparative analysis section of the document.

8.2.4 Research Question-4
Table 8.4: Revisiting the research question-4 & related explanation in brief
RQ
4

Is it possible to design a set
of guidelines that would
benefit an industrial
practitioner in practicing
the appropriate lean
methodology?

By conducting a comparative analysis of the results
obtained from both the state of art and state of
practice, a set of guidelines are designed that would
benefit an industrial practitioner in selection of the
appropriate lean methodology.

Approach followed: Yes it is possible to design a set of guidelines that would benefit a practitioner in
practicing the appropriate lean methodology to mitigate the particular challenge if encountered. The
practitioner can be from the industry, as well as a stake holder or an academician. The recommended
set of guidelines are presented in the section 6.3

8.3 Future Work
In this study we made an effort to present a detailed overview on the implication of lean in the context
of software engineering. We explicitly focused on presenting the similarities and differences between
the State of art (Literature review) and the State of Practice (Interviews). During the course of our
study we have identified the challenging factors that negatively influence the success of software
projects. We also presented the mitigation lean methodologies that are employed by the software
organizations to appease their negative impact. We thought the following aspects can be considered
for future study:
We focused on presenting some new mitigation methodologies that were found during the
interviews but were not stated in the existing literature. Hence, delving deep into these
methodologies can be a possible extension.
We also focused on presenting the factors that possible hinder the implementation of lean
methodologies in the context of software engineering. Hence, finding possible solutions for
mitigating the hindrances for supporting smooth flow of lean implementation can be a vital
extension to the study
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10. Appendixes
10.1 Interview Question Framework
General Questions
Table 10.1: Depicting the general framework of questions asked by the interviewer to the
interviewee
Q.No Focus
1
The interviewees experience with the
organization is focussed
2
Interviewee’s experience on working
with lean methodologies is focused
3
A short introduction on the software
project that is being carried on lean
methodologies
4

Question
How long have you been working in
the Software organization?
Since how long have you been
working on lean methodologies?
Can you brief us about your current
role and the on-going lean software
project that is being carried at the
organization?
A short introduction to the organization Can you give us a Brief introduction
history and the software product that is on the organization history and the
being developed at the organization
product that is being developed at
the organization?

Specific Questions
Table 10.2: Depicting the specific framework of questions asked by the interviewer to the
interviewee
Q.No
1

2

3

4

Focus
The challenging factors that negatively
influence the success of a software
project are focused
Overview of the lean methodology that
is currently being implemented for
mitigating the negative impact of the
challenging factors
The benefits of implementing the lean
methodology are focused

Question
What are the challenging factors that
negatively influence the success of the
software project?
What lean methodology is currently
being implemented for mitigating the
negative impact of the challenging
factor?
What are the benefits of
implementing the lean methodology?

The factors that challenge the current

What are the factors that currently
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implication of lean methodology (if any)

challenge the implementation of the
lean methodology?

5

Was the implementation beneficial to
the project

Was there overall improvement in the
project?

6

This presents the interviewee’s opinion
on implementing the lean methodology.
This helps us in designing the set of
recommended guidelines for appropriate
methodology selection

In your opinion was the
implementation of the lean
methodology effective/useful in
addressing the challenging factors?

7

The opinion of the interviewee on
selecting the lean methodology is
focused

What according to your opinion could
be more beneficial lean methodology?

10.2 Consent form
 Participation is completely voluntary.
 Participation is conducted based on prior information.
 Participant may object answering any question or even freeze the interview at any time with
or without any reason.
 Refusal of audio being recorded during the interview process
 The gathered data will be stored confidentially and will be permanently deleted after the
completion of the study.
 The data will be used by the academic supervisor or the authors during the process of study.
 Your data will be included in the report by position but presented anonymously.
 Your answer will not make you vulnerable in any case.
 The end result of the study will be included in the study and may be utilized later for
publication purpose.
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10.3 Quality assessment for the selected primary studies

Table 10.3: Showing the quality assessment for the selected primary studies
Study
ID

A-1
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6
A-7
A-8
A-9
A-10
A-11
A-12
A-13
A-14
A-15
A-16
A-17
A-18
A-19
A-20
A-21
A-22
A-23
A-24
A-25
A-26
A-27
A-28
A-29
A-30
A-31
A-32

Does the study
clearly discuss
about the
implementatio
n of lean
methodologies
in context of
software
engineering?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Does the
study
discuss
about any
challengin
g factors
that
negatively
influenced
the success
of
software
projects?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Does the
presented
lean
methodolog
y effectively
handle the
challenging
factor?

Are the
threats
to
validity
mention
ed in the
study?

Is the cited
lean
methodolo
gy
properly
validated?

Does the
study
discuss
about the
benefits of
implementi
ng lean
methodolog
ies in
software
engineering
?

Does the
final
conclusion
of the study
relate to the
intended
aim and
purpose of
the study??

Are the
citations
appropria
tely
stated?
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